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Editor's Note:
International Perspectives maylook fatter. It isn't, just larger and more robust.

Some of our articles are longer than. usual, reflecting the_ editorial paralysis
brought on by original, telling and well-presented research.. The two major
articles on China and on trade policy in the eighties are inthat category of
non-déjà vu. The article on Canadians' views on disarmament is sitnply a scoop

- not International Perspectives' usual product, but warmly welcome. This is the
first public release of the material, which has some striking revèlations on how
we have changed our rninds about what and who threatens the peace. livo other
articles round out our special attention to mankind's latest attempt to get
somewhere with disarmament in a world assembly. We see Zimbabwe after two
years of lusty infancy through thetrained and friendly eyes of ajournalist who
knows it well. And if you've ever wondered why we bother with sanctions, or
since we do, why they don't work better, or why they wôrk when they do,. tf_y
Marearet Doxev's article on page 13.

But that hearty fare alone does not explain the newlÿ-lar.ger size. 172at c:omes
mostly from our expanded External Affairs Supplement, "International
Canada," which in this issue covers Canada's presence in-the world for the two

months of April and May. "International Canada," by the way, used to be a
subscription publication. It now comes to you as part of International
Perspectives at no extra cost.
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The UN, disarmciméné- and Cayaadians

Three articles set thescene for UNSSOD If - and later

40 ons we haveThe best United Nati

by William H. Barton

On June 7 of. this year the United Nations General
Assenibly convened in Special Session to consider what can
be done to reduce the distinct possibility of nuclear dooms-
day and to divert the enormous expenditure of resources
for armies and armaments to more - constructive and pro-
ductive purposes. During the four weeks of debate upwards
of one hundred -and fifty'presidents, prime ministers or
foreign ministersare speaking, a sheaf of resolutions are
being adopted, and agreement is being reàched to meet
again five year,, from now - assuming, of course, that we
haven't blownoursel-ves up in the meantime.

Th at Session exemplifies the strengths and-weaknesses
of the United Nations in this, the thirty-seventh year of its
life. On the one hand, the Session provides a forum for the
nations of the world to come together to articulate their
desire for peace`and to try to agree on mechanisms to
negotiate measures of disarmament and=arms control. On
the other, it demonstrates once again that the organization
has no corporate powers to take action, except to the extent
that the members states agree that it should do so. And
since there is.no agreement on real progress, the arms race
goés on as if the Special Session had never been called.

From the human point of view it serves as a rallying
flag for the thousands of concerned individuals in every
country of the world to démand that governnients bring a
halt to the suicide race for more and more arms. But it also
shows how ineffective the UN is in touching the much
larger mass of people who remain apathetic, cynical, dis-
believing or even hostile.

Thus the question of whether or not the Special Ses-
sion is useful is a highly subjective one, calling for value-
judgments:which in a larger sense must be called into play
when attempting to assess the UN itself as an institution
and to determine what we should reasonably expect of it.

UN is its members, that's all
Thé fact is that Canadians have always had difficulty in

recognizing the United Nations for what it is. In the public
mind, andalI too often in the speeches of our politicians,
we-attribute to it a corporate identity which it does not
possess, and seek to hold it to account for its inability to
take positive action when international peace is threat-
ened, or some other critical development arises which in
ourview calls for international action. The realitÿ is that it
is, in effect, a standing diplomatic conference of member
states, and its accomplishments are entirely dependent on

the degree of common purpose which_ develops on any
particular issue. Common purpose, of course, means more
than the simple act of voting in the same way, it encom-
passes also the commitment of resources necessary to turn
words into deeds. In that respect no member is in a position
to cast the first stone.

These are difficult times; we are locked in the most
severe economic recession since the thirties, with devastat-
ing consequences for all, but especially the developing
nations; great power relations are at a low ebb; there are
wars, threats of wars and -violent social upheavals in Asia,
Africa, Europe and the Americas; basic human rights and
the rule of law are under heIvy attack. Can the UN fulfill its
useful role as envisaged in the Charter as nations seek to
cope with these problems, and can we as supporters of the
goals of the United Nations Charter help to see that it
does?

To answer thesequestions we must look at the UN and
see it for what it is. The organization came into being with
one_enormous advantage - a Charter which sets out the
universal goals of mankind - peacé, economic and social
advancement, the dignity of the person and the rule.of law.
In this sense it reflects the aspirations of mankind; but-it
also reflects. the reality that we live in an age when the
concept of the sovereign nation-state is supreme. Each
nation exercises the power at its disposal to the best of its
ability in an effort to achieve its purposes. The United
Nations is not an embryo world government; it is a centre
for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of
their common ends. Unfortunately, these common aspira-
tions set out in ringing language in Article I of the Charter,
are given widely differing interpretations and priorities_by
the different countries.

The UN of today, like every other polity, national or,
international, has been shaped by its history. When it first
came into existence it reflected the common goals of the
victorious allied powers in the Second World War. There
were only fifty member nations and most of Africa and
Asia were colonial appendages of European powers. As
the war drew to a close the Allied unity of purpose began to

William H. Barton recently retired fr'om the Department of
External Affairs. He served as Canadian Ambassador to
the United Nations, first in Geneva, then in New York,
from 1972 to 1980. The views expressed here are his
personal reflections on the UN following his long
experience there.
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break down, and thehostilities generated by Soviet moves
to dominate Eastern Europe became preeminent. The first
decade of the UN's existence made it a cockpit for cold-war
rhetoric. The SecurityCouncil was paralyzed by a steady
stream of Soviet "Nyets."

Membership explosion
An important element in these developments was the

make-up of the organization at thattiine. The membership
durinQ the whole of that period had grown only from fifty to
sixty, and only four nations (Egypt, Ethiopia, Liberia and
South Africa) came from the African continent. Votino
power in the General Assembly lay primarily in the hands
of the developed Western nations, although the Latin
American group occasionally gave evidence of a degree of
independence which presaged the future attitudes of the
non-aligned group. The central concerns of the Western
nations were the maintenance of peace in the face of the
new and awesome threat of nuclear-annihilation; and the
stréngthening of Western concepts concerning human
rights and the rule of law. Their efforts in the direction of
economic and social justice were modest, and exemplified
by the establishment of the specialized agencies and sup-
port for their programs. Technical assistance formed a very
small component of these àctivities and the idea of UN
involvement in such matters as trade policy and the eco-
nomic rights of the Third World was not acceptable to most
members.

The period from 1956 to 1960 was tremendously
important for the United Nations because the number of
members jumped from 60 to 100. Almost all of these new

The author presiding at a session of the Security. Council

members were from the Third World, including twenty
from Africa. This influx marked the beginning of the shift
of voting power from the developed nations to those from
Africa, Asia and Latin America. It also flagged the ad-
vance to preeminence in the UN of issues of primary con-
-cern to this Third World, in particular the end of
colonialism and apartheid, a new deal economically, and
the withdrawal of Israel from the occupied Arab lands in
Palestine.
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In the last twenty years the membership of the UN has
grown toover 150 and the developed world, including both
the Western nations and the Soviet bloc, has becomea
small minority. This increase in the membership is, of
course, simply a reflection of a major change in the world
geopolitical situation. During that time the political and
ideological boundaries between the major power groups
have changed very little, but for the rest of the world, which
thirty years ago vas largely made up of a few colonial
empires, there has been a metamorphosis. We now have a
hundred or more new nations.

To each his own UN

Thus, the historical evolution of the organization has
shaped the UN of today. The more powerful nations, and
particularly the permanent members of the Security Coun-
cil, see the UN as simply one of a number of agencies
through which they pursue their national interests. These
interests may or may not be altruistic and in support of the
aene.ral benefit of the international community. For them,
the UN may be a useful tool, a nuisance to he railed
against, or an obstruction to be brushed aside, depending
on circumstance. The other nations of the world, lacking
the same capacity for independent action, are perhaps for
that reason more attracted to collective solutions, es=
peciallywhén they offer alternatives to the hegemonistic
interests of the great powers. They would, in varying
degrees, like to see the UN play a more central role. The
weaker and poorer nations rely heaviest on the UN, be-
cause by making common cause they can dominate the
agendasand votingpafiterns in the General Assembly and
subsidiary organizations, as well as in the Specialized
Agencies, and utili-zethem as platforms to support causes
for which they lack the economic, military or technological
power to implement.

The consequence of this situation is that differences
between the. major powers and their allies are rarely
brought to the UN unless one, side or the other wishes to
utilize it as a means of demonstrating wide international
support, or unless some agreement has been reached which
the parties wish to make global, or unless the issue is
transcendent, such as nuclear disarmament. On the other
hand, the major concerns of the Third. World, ;especially
the situation in the Middle East, apartheid and coionialism
in southern Africa, and the needfor a new international
economic order, are brought up in every possible way on
every possible occasion and debated at reat length and
repeated to the point that even their protagonists don't
really listen to what is being said.

This leads inevitably to the question, `°Is a UN whic4 is
regarded as a sideshow by the. great powers and has been
turned into an echo-chamber for the unreal aspirations and
one-sided political views of the Third World, worth keep-
ing? Is it irrelevant and incapable of meeting the need for a
centre .to harmonizethe actions of nations?

To this the answer must surely be that as an organiza-
tion to fulfill the goals of the Charter it is indeed an iinper-
fect instrument. But for all that, itis indispensable and if it
were- to vanish we would have no choice but to invent
sométhing to take its place. The last thirty years has seen
an end to colonialism and the appearance on the world



stage ofover one hundred new states, most of them eco-
nomically disadvantaged and with political institutions
which are weak and uncertain. These chances were accom-
panied by a multiple increase in the complexity of interna-
tional relations impinging on every aspect of our lives.
Whether it be the law of the sea, commodity agreements,
radio frequency assignments, public health standards or
any of a thousand other problems requiring international
agreement, we rely on UN-associated institutions to bring
themabout andmake them work.

The first purpose of the United Nations is to maintain
international peace and security. It has a very mixedrecord
in its efforts to attain this goal, but who can gainsay that on
many occasions it has risen above contentious debate to.
provide an institutional mechanism and peacekeeping
forces to prevent or stop hostilities. Time and`again it,has
proven its value as a locus for negotiations between parties
involved in disputes or even active, hostilities. Who can
dispute the fact that it provides the only global platform to
urge an end to nuclear madness?

Majorities do count eventually

But what about the dimension represented by acri-
motiious political debate - the kind which led the
American Ambassador, Mrs. Kirkpatrick, to say that such
debate frustrated the goal of conflict resolution? The logic
of Mrs. Kirkpatrick's position would dictate dispensing
with those debates, which might grant temporary relief to
those who don't want to listen but would do nothing to
solve the underlying problems. She would no doubt insist
that argumentation as it is conducted at the UN doesn't
solve them either. Butis that really an accûrate perception?
There are two dimensions to this question, cause and
effect.

As to cause, governments no-more than people are
ever willing to give up strongly-held'positions or vested
interests, unless or until they become convinced that their
interests would bebetterserved by a shift.;Since emotions
as well as logic are usually fnvolvedinthis process, it is
certain to be long and painful. But shifts do take place, and
the interminable arguments that go on year after year in
the UN undoubtedly contribute to those changes.

As to effect, who can say that the thirty-year stalemate
in the UN overthe Middle East did not help to influence
President Sadat to seek reconciliation with Israel, or that at
some other time in the future it won't play a rolein promot-
ing wider agreement? Who is to say that sooner or later the
pressure of world opinion, as expressed repeatedly and
forcefully At the UN, will not lead the Russians to find a way
out of Afghanistan? And who would deny that constant
pressure: -in the General Assembly has had a signifiçant
influence on the attitude of Western nations toward colo-
nialism and apartheid, which has certainly changed sub-
stantially over the past two decades? Who could pretend
that Western responses to the demands of the Third World
for a new -international economic order, limited although
they may be, have not been stimulated by pressure in the
UN? All of this is to suggest that we need to be more
understanding of the forces that shape such debates and
more patient in our expectations that they will some day
come to an end.

The UN, disarynayrcent and Cafuadians

Patience and understanding,of course are passive vir-
tues. If the UN is to continue what can we as Canadians do
by way of active and positive measures to make it a more
effective institution? First and foremost we should show
the new Secretary General that we support him, both in the
political dimension of.his role and in..themammoth task he
faces in his attempt to gain control over and rejuvenate an
unwieldy and hidebound secretariat. He should be invited
to Canada and encouraged in the coutse of consultations to
provide strong leadership in, dealing with the issues con- :
fronting him. We should re-examine our own role for areas
of undesirable passivity..We have been active in furthering
negotiations on. a new. international order, in the area of
human rights, and the law of the sea, but are we doing all
we can in support of arms control and disarmament, or in
lending our good offices to help resolve disputes in some of
the world's trouble-spots?

Equally important, is enough being done to help im-
prove understanding by Canadians of the relevance to
them of the UN, which, with all its flaws, is a mirror of our
faltering efforts to overcome the unhappy legacies of his-
tory and learn to live and work together, for the common
good? Its shortcomings are our shortcomings, and we
should never forget that hard fact.

This year marks the election of a new Secretary Gen-
eral who comes from the developing world. It also marks
on the one hand a recrudescence of the-cold war and on the
other the Second Special Session on Disarmament. It
marks a serious world economic recession and renewed
efforts to move toward a new international economic order.
It marks challenge and opportunity. What will be our
response? El

CONCERNED?^

You. should be.
Disarmament, development, the environment,
human rights :.. affect everyone. Many Canadians
are unaware, however, of the vital operations
carried out in each of these fields by the United
Nations and its family of agencies.

The United Nations Association is the agency in .'
Canada devoted to promoting Canadian interest
in the United Nations and related international
issues. Our Information Service and educational
programs and activities encourage Canadians to
share their concern while assuming a more
responsible role in our interdependent world.

SHARE YOUR CONCERN. JOIN THE UNITED
NATIONS ASSOCIATION IN CANADA.

VV,

For more information, please write:
The United Nations Association
63 Sparks Street, Suite 808
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5A6
or call (613) 232-5751
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The UN Disarmament
Conference and Canada

byRobert W. Reford

The prospects of success for the Second United Na-
tions Special Session on Disarmament (UNSSOD II) have
increased substantially in the last six months, and this can
be attributed almost entirely to public pressure rather than
government policies. It is still unlikely that the world will,
be any less armed when the session is over at the end of
July. There will probably be no new agreements for specific
measures to reduce or control arms. But there does seem to
be a real chance that the groundwork will be laid for future
action.

There are signs too that opportunities are open to
countries which have both the political experience and the
technical expertise to put forward constructive proposals.
Canada is such a country. It has been a member of every
United Nations (UN) negotiating group on disarmament
since the organization was established. (The UN has tradi-
tionally used the word "disarmament" to cover all ques-
tions relating to the control, regulation or destruction of
armaments. The experts differentiate.between "disarma-
ment" and "arms control.") In some special fields such as
chemical warfare and the identification of underground
nuclear tests, Canadian scientists are recognized as among
the world.'s-leaders.

The chance. for the smaller powers to contribute has
arisen because the two superpowers, the United States and
the Soviet Union, have yet to resume a serious dialogue in
the field of strategic arms control. After a year and a half in
office, the Reagan administration is still eyeing the Kremlin
warily, while Leonid Brezhnev seems to be trying to size up
the President. So far, they have done little but put forward
ideas which they were virtually certain would be rejected.

As this is written, it is not even sure whether the two
leaders will both attend UNSSOD II and if they do,
whether they will meet, formally or informally. They will,
perhaps, have a real summit in October.

General Assembly in special session
UNSSOD II will be a session of. the General Assem-

bly, and the Assembly is designed to provide an
opportunity for general debate and the exchange of ideas.

Robert W. Reford is President of Reford-McCandless
International Consultants Corporation in Toronto and Co-
Convenor of the Canadian Study Group on Arms Control
andDisarmament. The views expressed here are his own.
(Since writing this article Mr. Reford has been appointed
an adviser on the Canadian Delegation to UNSSOD II.)

Its resolutions are not binding though they have behind
them:the weight of a majority of the nations of the world.
However, since it is concerned with one special sub j ect, this
session could serve as the occasion to announce the suc-
cessful negotiation of some international agreements on
disarmament or arms control. One of the disappointments
of UNSSOD I in, 1978 wasthat this did not happen. Unfor-
tunately, there is little evidence that it will happen this year
either. Of course, UN member-states have their own con-
cerns which they will certainly voice at a session of the
General Assembly. Thus,one can expect to hear vigorous
debates on the policies of Israel and South Africa, and the
need for a new international ecônomic order, even though
at times these mayseem rather remote from disarmament.
No doubt the Falkland Islands-will be brought up as well.
- The preliminary agenda for UNSSOD II contains one
item couched in language which obviously represents an
attempt to take account of everyone's special concerns. It
calls for a general debate,including:

"Review and appraisal of the present international
situation in the light of the pressing need for specific
generally agreed measures to eliminate the danger of
war, in particular nuclear .war, halt and reverse the
arms race and to achieve substantial progress in the
field of disarmament, especially its nuclear aspects,
taking due account of the close inter-relationship be-
tween disarmament, international peace and security,
as well as between disarmament and economic and
social development, particularly of the developing
countries."

UNSSOD I
The first special session produced a Final Document

which is remarkable. Its 129 paragraphs include an intro-
duction which discusses the relationship between disarma-
ment and security; a declaration of principles for
disarmament; a program of action listing specific steps that
should be taken; and recommendations concerningUN
machinery for disarmament debate and`negotiation: Its
greatest accomplishment was that it was adopted by con-
sensus. In other words, none of the 149 member-states
present was prepared to vote against. Some may have had
some reservations about some sections, but these were
.subordinated to what was considered more important, the
approval of what amounted to a new charter for
disarmament.

The ultimate objective, of course, is generaI and corn-
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plete disarmament. In the Final Document of UNSSOD I
the following priorities are set out:

1. Nuclear weapons

2. Other weapons of mass destruction, including
chemical weapons; conventional weapons, including
any which may be deemed to be excessively injurious
or to have indiscriminate effects.

Reduction of armed forces.

While negotiations towards these ends have con-
tintied, agreement has only proved possible on the third
one. A treaty, opened for signature in 1981, contains three
protocols which provide for the banning of:

1. Incendiary attacks on cities and other areas of con-
centrated civilian population, even when they contain
military targets.

2. Booby traps attached to the sick or wounded, food
and drink, kitchen utensils or toys, and at grave sites
and medical facilities.
3. Weapons that scatter fragments made of materials
such as glass or plastic which do not show up on x-rays.

This is only a modest achievement. It is far from
adequate in the eyes of anyone Who wants to see arms
controlled and reduced. The fact that this is all the world
could agree;to isorie reason for the current public pressure
on governmentsfor the steps such as a freeze on the
development, production and deployment of nuclear
weapons.

However, the negotiations took place when the inter-
national scenefeatured such events as the invasion of
Afghanistan, the Amecican hostages in Tehran and the
Solidarity crisis in Pôland. it showed once again that agree-
ments are still possible in times of tension.

Strategy of Suffocation
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau addressed UNSSOD I

and put forward a "strategy of suffocation" for the nuclear
arms race. He said his primary concern was the "technolog-
ical impulse" behind the development of strategic weap-
ons. The nuclear arms race, he argued, began in the
laboratory and thus itwas important to deprive it of the
oyygenon which it fed. He proposed these four measures:

1. Acomprehensive test ban to impede the further
development of nuclear explosive devices.
2.1 An agreement to stop the flight-testing of all new
strategic delivery vehicles.

3. An agreement to prohibit all production of fissiona-
ble material for nuclear weapons purposes.

4. An agreement to limit and then progressively to
reduce military spending on new strategic nuclear
weapons systems.

The Prime Minister has said. this is still Canadian
policy, but-he could well tell UNSSOD II how disappointed
lie must be that nothing has been done. The negotiations
among the United States, the Soviet Union and Brit'ain for
a comprehensive test ban (CTB) have dragged on, with
verification the ostensible stumbling block. Canadian seis-
mologists have shown that it is possible to distinguish be-
tween earthquakesand underground nuclear tests, except
very smallones. The real reason for the lack of progress

The UN, disarmament and Cmzadi.ans

must surely be that the nuclear powers do not want to stop
testing.

Flight testing came into the news in the springwith
word that _Canada had agreed, in principle, to let the
United States carry out flight-tests of cruise missiles at Cold
Lake, Alberta. This appeared to be in conflict with the
strategy, but the official justification was that no "agree-
ment" had yet been reached to stop flight-testing.

Canada has introduced resdlutions in the General
Assembly on ending production of fissionable materials,
but there has been an apparent lack of interest among
nuclear and non-nuclear nations alike. Nothing has been
done to reduce military spending.

UNSSOD II
At the time the Prime Minister put forward these

ideas, there seemed a real chance of progress in controlling
the arms race. Since then, however, the second Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks agreement (SALT II) has never
been ratified, even though the two superpowers are. bôth

behaving as if it were in effect. Détente has become a dirty,
word, and the Reagan administration has put emphasis on
arms buildup rather than arms control.

Under these circumstances, there seems little pros-
pect that any specific new agreements can be announced at
UNSSOD II. At the same time, the general public in both
North America and Europe has become increasingly rest-
less at the lack of progress and is starting to put pressure.on
governments. This pressure has taken various forms. In
Canada, many cities and towns will be voting in the next
civic elections on a world referendum in favor of disarma-
ment. In the United States, there are proposals for a freeze
on the development, production and deployment of nu-
clear weapons and for a policy of "no first use" of nuclear
weapons.

If.it is true that the prime objective of a government is
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not to be removed from office, the politicians will have to
pay greater attention to the disarmers and armscontrol-
lers; at least in the countries which have democratically-
elected governménts. This growing groundswell of public
opinion has created a climate which opens up a réal oppor-
tunity for UNSSOD II to lead to positive steps.

Opening for Canada

It goes without saying that Canada should continue to
press for a revised SALT, a çomprehensive test ban, and a
chemicalwarfare treaty. It should strongly oppose a renun-
ciation of the -agreement limiting anti-ballistic missile in-
stallations to one for each superpower. These issues have
been debated over and over, and they remain important.
But there are new areas which need attention. Among
them:

1. Anti-satellite weapons (ASATs)
Reconnaissance satellites are a tremendously impor-

tant element of what are calledNational Technical Means
of verification. In other words, they enable the
superpowers:to know what the other is doing andto chal-
lenge an apparent violation of SALT. They are also impor-
tant for communications. The development and deploy-
ment of weapons which can destroy satellites will obviously
create an element of mistrust, and that will not help main-
tain deterrence. Through the United Nations, a treaty has
already been negotiated banning weapons of mass destruc-
tion from outer space. Perhaps this can be amended to ban
ASATs as well.

2. Destabilizing weapons
ASATs by their nature would disturb the current

rough nuclear balance between the two superpowers.
Other developments which would be destabilizing include:

-cruise missiles, which are small and easy to conceal;
- improvements in anti-submarine warfare which
would make missile-carrying submarines vulnerable;
- greater accuracy of inter-continental missiles.
Canada could propose a study to define what types of

technological developments and weapons would be de-
stabilizing and whichmight enhance security. This in turn
could be used, as a guideline for things that should be
banned, either by formal treaty or informal understanding.

•3. The Arctic
In 1959 the twelve nations with interests in the Antarc-

tic signed a treaty which effectively established it as a
demilitarized area. There are obvious differences between
the North and South poles: The Arctic is all sea and ice,
and on the shores of the Arctic Ocean, the Soviet Union
has at Murmansk its largest naval base. A demilitarized
zone North of the Arctic circle is probably unrealistic, but
it might be possible covering the area beyond the territorial
sea.

The Scandinavian countries have been considering
proposals for the Nordic nuclear free zone, though this was
dealt a severe blow when a Soviet submarine apparentlÿ
carrying nuclear weapons ran aground near Sweden's ma-
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jor naval base. Last year Leonid Brezhnev said he would
consider including some part of the Soviet Union in such a
zone. Canada could well take the initiative in calling a
conference of experts to examine.all aspects of these ideas.

4. Disarmament and Development
There is a linkage here which needs greater attention.

It is easy to say that lower military spending by countries
like Canada should lead to large foreign aid programs. Yet
the developing countries are today the major buyers of
conventional arms. Is this because they are afraid of a
superpower? Or a neighbor? Or because the armed forces
are required to keep order at home? Or for considérations
of national prestige?

The question of how a nation or a region perceives its
security, and how this can be enhanced is an important one.
We have seen agreements on what are called Confidence-
Building Measures (CBMs) at the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). They have taken the

b)• conclusion of a multilateral Comprehensivé Test

form of reports of impending military maneuvers and the
exchange of observers at these exercises. The CSCE revie.w
çonferençein Madrid is considering how to build on the
existing CBMs. Steps should be taken to see what kind are
needed for other regions.

Canada's policy
External Affairs Minister Mark MacGuigan told the

Secretary-General(in Apri11981) that Canada hoped UN-
SSOD II would give the highest priority to:

a) continuation of the SALT process;

Ban treaty;

c) conclusion of an agreement on the prohibition of
chemical weapons and their destruction;

d) the evolution of an effective non-proliferation re-
gimébasedbn theNon-Proliferation Treaty; and

e) the promotion of concrefie measures to limit and
reduce conventional forces.

These are admirable objectives, as far as they go.
However, in todày's world, there is an opportunity to be
more imaginative ., even adventurous. A country like Can-
ada is,well qualified to re-examine our entire approach to
security. In addition to exploring theother road that arms
control anddisarmament can provide, perhaps wecould
work with like-minded nations on such things 'as ,.peace-
making (as well as peace-keeping) and procedures for set-
tling disputes such asthird-party mediation.

When our more powerful colleagues are still searching
for an agenda, it gives a splendid opportunity to suggest
things we would like to see them talk about: Perhaps they
will announce at UNSSOD II their agreement to start
START (Strategic Arms Reduction Talks, as President
Reagan calls them). If we canprod them into talkingabout
what has previously been "untalkable," it may be an
accomplishment.
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The survey was conducted duringMarchand April by 1
the Canadian Institute of International Affairs
(CIIA). It asked a range of questions about current
international problems, particularly arms control and
disarmament, of the Institute's 3000 members across
Canada. The resùlts reported here are based on a
preliminary analysis of approxinmately 500 returned
questionnaires. (If this were a random sample of Ca-
nadians the results would be expected to be accurate
within plus or .minus 5%, 95 time out of 100.) The
CI IA does not itself take policy positions; these results
thus reflect only the collective views of the survey
respondents. The Institute's inembers, while likely
more interested in international affairs than the aver-
age citizen, probably do not hold views markedly non-
representativé of Canadians as a whole.

By the time the Second United Nations Special Ses-
sion on Disarmament (UNSSOD II) began in early June,
the threat of- nuclear war had re-emerged as the dominant
international concern of Canadians. Some see greater mili-
tary strength as necessary for security. Many more support
actual'reductions in the nuclear arsenals of.the super-
powers. And there appear to have been:in recent decades
some significant shifts in the perceptions held of the United
States and the Soviet Union by at least a key segment of the
Canadian public. Deteriorating. East-West relations, the
lack of progress in arms control talks, and even the pre-
cariousness of world peace are now blamed, not on the
USSRalone; but on both supeipowers:

These are some of the general, and often surprising,
findings of a recent opinion survey. An earlier poil con-
ducted in late 1980 found that Canadians saw energy and
resource shortages; the danger of nuclear war, and world
hunger, as the three most important current international
problems. Each was mentioned by slightly more or slightly
less than 20% of those sampled. Only eighteemmonths
later, in answer to the same question, fully 35% of the CIIA
respondents select the danger of nuclear war as the most-
important problem. Almost 60% indicate it is one of the
three most important. (See Table 1.) No other single prob-
Iem is even close. Despite pervasive conditions of high
unemployment and high interest rates, the "weakness of
Western economic systems" is a poor runner-up with only
16% of respondents ranking it first.

Another indication of increasing concern about a nu-

clear holocaust canbe found in answers to the question

The UN, disarmafnent and Canadians

`Are the chances of a nuclear war breaking out greater, or
less great, than they were ten years ago?" In a 1971 Cana-
dian Gallup poll, about one in every six (17%) responded

In this climate it might be expected that arms coritrol

"greater." In a 1975 poll, one in every three (33%) said the

same. In the current CIIA survey, it was three;out of every

fil (59%). And, while about one-half of the respondents
were saying "less great" in the early 1970s, today less than
one in ten say this. (The current survey's results actually
compare quite closely in this respect with some recent
Gallup polls using the same question, and also compare
with recent surveys in the United States.)

Not surprisingly, the vast majority in the current sur-
vey believe East-West ,re4ations have deteriorated. Almost
one-half (48%) agree that East-West relations "have wors-
ened in recent years and are likely to continue to deterio-
rate through the 1980s." About one-third (34%) agree that
relations have worsened but that this is not likely to be a
long-term trend. Fewer than one in five (18%) believe there
has been no significant change.

Arms control or disarmament

and disarmament questions would be regarded as impor-
tant. They are. Almost three-quarters (73%) of those sur-
veyed rate arms control and disarmament measures as very
important. Over 90% believe them to be important to
some degree. Moreover, and perhaps more surprisingly,
arms reduction is overwhelmingly preferred to increased`
arms as the best road to security. When asked whether
Canada's security would be enhanced if Western arms lev-
els were "increased somewhat," maintained, or "reduced
somewhat," almost three-quarters (73%) choose the third
of these alternatives. In contract, but one in five (22%)
believe security would be enhanced by increased arms.
Only a very small group (4%) prefer maintaining existing

levels. To the extent these attitudes are shared by the
Canadian public at large, such results imply a powerful
undercurrent of support for measures at least as strong as

on Munton is at present Research Director of the
Canadian Institute of International Affairs on leave from
the Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, Dalhousie
University, Halifax. He is the author of articles on public
opinion and other a'spects of Canadian foreign policyand
is presently writing a book on Canada- US relations.`

Michael Slack is a graduate student in the Political Science
Department at York University. He specializes in strategic:
studies and Canâdian defence policy.
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the "nuclear freeze" proposal currently being debated in
the United States. (According to various US national opin-
ion surveys thatproposal is similarly supported by between
two-thirds and three-quarters of Americans.)

Three additional general points must be noted if the
foregoing results are to be seen in proper context. The first
is that those surveyed, while favoring arms control and
disarmament, nonetheless regard measures in this direc-
tion as unlikely. Almost 90% are pessimistic or, very pessi-.-
mistic about the prospects for arms control. Almost all

MOST IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS

Danger of nuclear war

Economic-weakness of

Ranked Rankedin
first by (%) top thrée by (%)

Western states 16-

Poverty of developing nations 14

World hunger 7

Energy and resourceshortages 5

Population growth 4

Pollution 3

Human rights 2

Wars now-being fought

Refugees

TABLE 1

(97%) similarly regard the prospects for disarmament.
Many observers of the current international scene would
consider such consensus judgments not as pessimistic, but
merely as realistic.

Perhaps in part. because of this pessimism, but also
presumably because of felt threats, few of those surveyed
support unilateral Western disarmament. Nine out of ten
disagreed or strongly disagreed with the notion that "the
West should disarm even if the USSR does not." The
reductions desired, clearly, are mutual reductions. Con-
cerns about the possibility of nuclear war apparently do not
override concerns for deterrence.

Some trade, others disarm
A third point which needs noting is that the Canadians

surveyed here seem to believe that arms control and disar-
mament is largely up to the superpowers. They apparently
do not generally regard such measures as a primary Cana-
dian responsibility or their achievement as being within
Canadian capabilities. Despite the importance most re-
spondents personally attach to arms control and disarma-
ment, they do not believe the Canadian government
regards them similarly. Only about on in four (26%) rate
such measures as very important. This discrepancy,
however, does not appear to be amatter of strong concern.
When asked to rate a number of foreign policy issues in
terms of importance to Canada, the CIIA survey respond-

ents overall rank controlling the arms race well behind
trade agreement negotiations and the protection of our
oceans and management of fisheries and other resources.
Four out of five (80%) regard trade agreements as very
important. Almost as many (77%) give the same priority to
ocean protection and resource management. About one in
every two respondents regards controlling the arms race as
a very important foreign policy issue for Canada.

Interestingly enough, approximately the same num-
ber- (54%) give this high priority to collective defence
arrangements such as NATO. When asked directly the vast
majo,rityJ86%) oppose _Canadian withdrawal from
NORAD and NATO. Moreover;- most (74%) agree that
Canada should maintain its existing defence arrangements
although not have its own nuclear arsenal. (Indeed, the
same-number of respondents would oppose Canada acquir-
ing nuclear weapons even "for national securityreasons" in
the event of significant nuclear proliferation. ) A clear ma-
jority (54%) nonetheless believe Canadian conventional
forces should be larger,:and a near majority (46%) want to
see the size of Canada's military presence in Europe main-
tained while `one in three (36%) want these forces in-
creased. In short, Canadianssurveyed'-here apparenly do
not see a paramount responsibility for their country in
arms control and they support its continued, even stronger,
contribution to the Western alliance.

Discussions at the current United Nations Special Ses-
sion on Disarmament were expected to cover a wide range
of measures and proposals. Most of these are so complex
and technical that they are well understood only be a
relatively feweXperts. It is dôubtful that most Canadians
ever give much if any thought to the issues involved. A
relatively interested and well-informed group, however,
should be able atleastto provide a meaningful indication of
what they regard as the priorities, even if they do not
possess a detailed knowledge of the intricacies.

Real reductions beat treaties
When provided with a list of twelve proposals (see

Table 2), those surveyed here select two.clear priorities.
The largest proportion (60%) believe a reduction in Amer-
ican and Soviet nuclear weapons is a "highest priority."
Almost as many similarly rank a general ban on chémical
weapons. No other proposals gained a majority consensus.
It -is interesting to note that respondents who regard an
actual reduction in US-USSR nuclear weaponry as a high-
estpriority are twice as numerous as those who so regard a
SALT II treaty. A substantial proportion thus apparently
finds the SALT agreement form of limitations and ceilings
on arms stockpiles as being insufficient. This interpretation
is borne out. by the fact the only one.in seven (14%) re-
spondents thinks that a now SALT agreement would
"greatly reduce" the danger of nuclear war.

A variety of possible measures falls into the second
tier, along with a new strategic arms limitation treaty. Ap-
proximately one-quarter to one-third of those surveyed
also give highest priority to reducing the supplying of con-
ventional weapons to Third World countries, reducing na-
tional defence budgets, banning the testing of new missile
systems, and general disarming through the United Na-
tions. (Combining the rankings for the twohighest priority
categories does not alter the above ` order significantly, al-
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though it does not move a SALT II agreement closer to the
first-rank measures.) In a third tier of, priorities come re-
ductions in the nuclear weapons of China, France and the
UK, reductions in the level of conventional, arms in both
Eastern and Western Europe, a ban on all nuclear exports,
and unilateral Western initiatives to begin reducing arms -
with the purpose of inducing reciprocal reductionsby the
USSR. Unilatéral Western disarmament was not given any
significant support.

These results suggest the group of Canadians surveyed
here has a fairly clear set of priorities in the area of arms
control and disarmament. To summarize, the problem of
nuclear war is seen first and foremost as a problem arising
from the nuclear arms race'between the two superpowers.
The apparent solution, therefore, is to stop and reverse the
current buildup. Preventing or at least lessening the risk of
a war by chemical weapons is, according to these Canadi-
ans, also a paramount concern. A general ban on chemical
weaponry, to supplement the existing agreement which
covers only the use, not the production of these weapons, is
also sorely needed. Q.ther. arms control measures such as
banning missile tests, reducing non-superpower nuclear
arsenals, banning nuclear exports, and cutting convention-
al weapons, are for most respondents secondary but desir-,

able. Unilateraldisarmament is not favored at all. Even

unilateral reductions aimed at inducing reciprocal Soviet
reductions are not favored by many although they attract

more support thansimple unilateral initiatives.

Fault line shifts
Given the emphasis on superpower mutual arms re-

ductions it is useful to look further at some additional
relevant findings. Those surveyed were asked whether they
thought the USSR, US, or both countries were holding up

arms control and disarmament talks. Most (83%) say

"both." Small rninorities point to the USSR (13%) and US
3%) individually. A striking point here is that when this

same question was asked of Canadians in the early 1960s, in
a national survey be the Canadian Peace Research In-
stitute, the results were much more in one direction: Then
slightly less than hal£ (47%) said "both" and almost as
many (43%) pointed to the USSR alone. (A follow up
question as to who was more responsible for the holdup
asked of those who responded "both" produced parallel
results in 1962 and 1982; in that survey approximately
40%-45% pointed to the USSR while the same number
insisted it was "both equally.")

The results from a related question reinforce the re-
cent tendency to apportion the blame for the lack of prog-
ress in talks. Respondents to the CIIA survey were also
asked whether they thought Soviet and American leaders
crentiinely wanted disarmament. With respect, to the
USSR, 57% say no, 21% say yes, and another 21% indicate
they do not know. With respect to the US the results were
surprisingly close: 64% no, 20% yes, and 15%.don't know.
Thus about as many doubt American leaders' interest in
disarmament.as doubt that of Soviet leaders. Again these
results regarding the US stand in marked contrast to those
obtained in the 1962 poll. Then only 29% of thé Canadians
surveyed believed American leaders did not want disarma-
ment and fully 60% thought they did.

To the extent these two surveys are generalizable and
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comparable, they suggest substantial numbers of Canadi-
ans may in the last two decades have changed their views'of
both superpowers at least as regards arms . control and
disarmament. In the late 1960s and early 1970s period of
East-West détente, perhaps not surprisingly, there appears
to have been fostered a greater public acceptance of the
need to deal- with the communist world as represented by
the USSR, or, in short, of the need for co-existence. This
change is most evident in the 1962 and 1982 surveys' results
on two further questions. In the former poll, 27% agreed
with the statement- that "no disarmament agreement
should be signed with Russia as long as it remains Commu-

while 65% disagreed. In the current survey, only 6%
agreed with the same statement and 93% disagreed. The
fact that one adviser to President Reagan has been quoted
expressing views very close to this statement suggest a
substantial gap between these Canadians and the current
US administration.

The notion that ."the West should take all steps to

defeat Communism, even if it means risking nuclear war,"
found agreement with 42% in 1962 while a slightly larger
percentage disagreed. In contrast, only 6% in the recent
survey agreed with the same statement and 94% disagreed.
Even allowing for the fact that the 1962 survey was con-
ducted in the wake of the Cuban missile crisis, and may
have captured for some a particularly hawkish mood, thei K

POSSIBLE INTERNATIONAL ARMS CONTROL
AND DISARMAMENT MEASURES

Ranked as a
highest priority by (%)

Reduction in US and USSR nuclear weapons 60
General ban on chemical weapons 55
New SALT II treaty 33
Reduction in conventional weapons trade
to Third World 33
Ban on testing of new missile systems 30
General and complete disarmament via the UN 27
Reduction in national military budgets 25
Reduction of conventional arms in Europe 19
Reduction in nuclear weapons of China,
UK and France

Unilateral arms reductions to induce
19

reciprocal reductions 16
Ban on all nuclear exports 15

Unilateral Western disarmament

TABLE 2

shift in these attitudes toward the USSR seems significant.
It might be noted however that not all attitudes have
changed; the proportions approving and disapproving of
unilateral Western disarmament, for example, are virtually
identical in the two surveys.

An equally if not more significant shift appears to have
taken place in attitudes toward the United States. As ob-
served above those surveyed in recent months seem much
more skeptical than did Canadians in the 1960s about
claims that it is Soviet intransigence which is responsible
for the lack of progress in negotiating arms control and
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disarmament. They also strongly tend to ascribe mutual
(though not necessarily equal) blame for the waning of
détente. When asked to choose between blaming the
USSR, the US, or both, almost two-thirds (64%) of the
respondents in the. CIIA survey agree that "both US and
USSR policies have undermined détente." About one in
four (28%) points to the Soviets and one in twelve (S%) to
the Americans. The questionnaire also asked whether the
USSR, US, and China were each content with or were
trying to increase their areas of influence. While a vast
majority (90^%) believe the USSR is tryingto increase its
area of influence, a considerable majority (78%) believe
US is as well. Most (56%) think China, on the othe.r hand;
is content with its current area of influence, while 44o
think it too is expansionist.

These rather surprisingly nebative, perhaps increas-
inaly negative, views of the US are further reflected in
additional questions on the degreeof confidence felt in the
ability of the US and of the Reagan administration in
particular, to deal wisely with present world problems. A
majority(58%) express littleorverylittle confidenceinUS
ability, while about one in three(36%) express very great
or considerable confidence. (Tlïis result corroborates the
pattern of a decreasing confidence in the US over recent
years reflected in recent Canadian Gallup polls.) When
asked about confidence in the Reagan administration spe-
cifically, respondents in the recent survey are even less
positive. Almost two-thirds (63%) express little or very
little confidence and only one infive (21%) expresses very
great or considerable confidence.

Perhaps even more striking are the responses of a
sizable minority to the question on the CIIA survey which
said: "Looking ahead tothe next year or so, which country
do you think will be the greatest threat to world peace,?"
Long asked by the Gallup poll, this question has tendedto
produce varying results. Duringthe 1950s the most com-
monly seen major threat was the USSR. During the late
1960s, with the influence of the Vietnam war, it was China.
And during the 1970s the focus tended to shift back on the
USSR. The possible answers provided on the CIIA ques-
tionnaire were China, Soviet Union, and "other." A bare
majority (51%) chose the 1,TSSR. Less than 1% of the
respondents chose China. Even more surprisingly, 21%
explicity wrote in, under -"other," the United States: It
seems clear that at least part, of the more negative percep-
tionof the US shown here is an evident concern or antipa-
thyby some towards the military and security policies of
the'current administration in Washington. It should also be
noted that recent US polls suggest large numbers of Amer-
icans are becoming similarly concerned about these pol-
icies. For example, a recent survey conducted by Time
Magazine; found that one in every three thinks Reagan's
policies are increasing the threat of nuclear war.

Push for peace,
but in two directions now

Ingenèral; the Canadians surveyed here remain com-
mitted to, the principles and policies of détente despite
deteriorating East-West relations,harsh new rhetoric, and
new senses of threat. When asked how important it is in
East-West relations that Canada continue to pursue a long-
term goal of détente, seven out of ten (70%) said it was very
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important. This figure was approximately twice the num-
berwho similarly rated the other options provided, includ-
ing maintaining a policy very consistent with other Western
countries and building up Canadian military capabilities
along with those of other Western countries.

It would be extremely difficult to summarize
adequately the numerous, diverse, and sometimes para-
doxical findings from this preliminary analysis of the récent
CIIA survey. There_can be no question though that, over-
all, the Canadians surveyed here are much concerned
about the dangers of nuclear war, strongly advocate actual
reductions in the vast nuclear arsenals of both super-
powers, and support the nebotiation of agreements cover-
ing a range of problems from che.mical ,warfare to
conventional arms sales: As befits a reasonably well-in-
formed segment of the populace of a lesser power on the
international scene, they also agree on the need for multi-
lateral alliance ties and collective defence arrangements
and on the need for maintaining if not increasing Canada's
militarÿ contribution to its own and to that collective de-
fence_ At the same time there is also evidence of asubstan-
tial degree of support for East-West détente and of
disquiet, at the very least, regarding some of the rhetoric
and policies currently being pursued b_ythe leader of the
Western alliance.

If the results from the.present survey can be gener-
alized, and if historical context can be applied, _ they sug-
gest, at a very general level, a public mood and outlook
very compatible with a traditional Canadian foreign policy
role as a moderatin- liberal conscience of the Western
alliance. This role was perhaps more prominent at the time
of. Dulles than of détente; but it may be undergoing
strengtheningonee again in the so-called "post-détente"
era. If so, itmaywell be buttressed or even forced a littlèby
the sort of public attitudes apparent in the presentsurvev.
Canadian diplomats in the 1950s played the moderate tune,
usually quietly, when the practical international political
realities seemed to permit. But, given the Cold War mood
of the times, theirpursuits did not enjoy the same degree of
public support such efforts would seem to have today.
Therein lies both a potential advantage and a potential
difficulty for Canadianpolicy-makers in the 1980s. The
advantages in general of a supportive public are obvious.
The difficulties, if more occasional, may be troublesome.
They will arise from the public's traditional obstreperous-
ness in accepting the officially-felt need for flexibility and
compromise in pursuing sometimes conflictinggoals and in
dealing with allies. Indeed such a case-may already have
arisen. Recent controversy over the use of Canadian terri-
tory to test a new ` weapon system, which represents a
substantial increment both to US national capabilities and
to the arms race, may well have been fueled by the sort of
attitudes which the present survey suggests are now preva-
lent among Canadians. q

.The attitude survey on which this article is based was
carried out under the Research Program of the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs, which is funded by th f: -
Donner_Canadian Foundation. Itwas also.assistect by a
contribution from.the Departmentof External Affairs.
Computer analysis: was carried out by the Instititte for
Behavioùral Research, York University, Toronto.
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On four occasions in the last three years, Canada and
other Western countries have resorted to sanctions by plac-

ing restrictions on normal political, economic and cultural
relations with other states. The most recent and extensive
set of sanctions was àdopted in the wake of the Argentinian
occupation of the Falkland Islands on April 2. Canada
banned arms sales to Argentina immediately and on April
L followed the example of the European Economic Com-
munity members by embargoing all imports from Argen-
tina as well as prohibiting new Export Development
Corporation crédits tothat country. The British govern-
ment, of course, had already severed diplomatic relations
with Argentina, frozen its assets in Britain and barred all
imports of Argentinian origin and dispatched a naval force
to the Falkland Islands. Sanctions were also directed at
Iran during.the 1979-80 Tehranhostage crisis; against the
Soviet Union following its invasion of Afghanistan in De-
cember 1979; and against both the Soviet Union and Po-
land after General Jaruzelski imposed martial law in
Poland l ast December. The United States adopted a media-
tory role between Britain and Argentina but in the other
three cases ittook the lead in imposirigretaliatory mea-
sures, chivvying its allies to follow suit. In none of these
cases, however, were Western governments under any for-
mal obligation toreact, whereas the comprehensive
international sanctions againstRhodesia (now Zimbabwe)
imposed by the Security Council from 1966 to 1979 and the
arms embargo against South Africa ordered by the Se-
curity Council in 1977 were mandatory for all UN
members."

As a general rule and for good reason governments
are reluctant to disrupt established patterns of foreign
trade and investment on political or moral grounds. It is
obvious that economic sanctions are double-edged in effect
and can carry considerable costs for those imposing them;
nor does the record show that they have been particularly
successful in bringing rapid changes of heart and policy on
the part of target states. Canada's position is similar to that
of other western powers: we are prepared to limit or ban
sales of strategic goods to governments with whom we are
not on friendly terms, and to adopt condemnatory stances
on certain,moral lapses, but we prefer to trade in peaceful
goods with all countries, regardless of political considera-
tions, unless ordered not to do so by the Security Council.

How then can one explain the flurry of "voluntary"
sanctioning in recent years? It is the purpose of this article
to focus on the multiple roles played by sanctions in inter-

national politics by looking closely at the motives which
prompt states to impose them and at some of the foreseen
and unforeseen consequences which may follow.

Why sanctions?

It was part of the original UN philosophy that aggres-
sion and other threats to the peace should be met by a firm,
collective response: While the use of military force remains
optional, diplomatic, economic and other non-military
measures can be made compulsory by Security Council
resolution - provid ed none of the five permanent mem-
bers casts a veto. But from 1945 onwards consensus on
international wrongdoing and appropriate measures to
deal with it has been extremely rare at the UN, fractured as
it is by East-West and North-South cleavages. One can
safely predict inaction in almost every case. Most recently,
Argentina was called upon to withdraw from the Falkland
Islands by the Security Council, but the Soviet Union and
China abstained from voting Eand sanctions were not im-
posed. Even Iran's flagrant violation of time-honored inter-
national law protecting diplomatic personnel and property
escaped mandatory sanctions thanks to a Soviet veto. Nev-
ertheless, stalemate at the UN does not rule out the pos-
sibility of some international fe5-ponse to wrongdoing and
it is realistic to expect that where governments see their
interests threatened they will resort to self-help. They may
also seek - or even demand - support from friends and
allies. The UN Charter confirms the "inherent right of
individual and collective self-defence" to meet armed at-
tack. Additional legitimation for retaliatory measures may
be provided by a Security Council vote of censure (even if it
stops short of ordering sanctions), by General Assembly
condemnation and recommendations for sanctions, or by
support from a regional body such as the Organization of
American States (OAS).

It is clear that the US was directly harmed by the
Iranian government's failure to protect American diplo-
mats and that Britain's interests are adversely affected by
Argentina's invasion of the Falkland Islands. But what is
the basis for US-led sanctonsagainst the Soviet Union on
account of Afghanistan or Poland? Self-help is not an ade-

Margaret Doxey is Professor of Political Studies at Trent
University in Peterborough, Ontario. She is the author of
the 1980 book.Ecortornic Sanctions and International
Enforcement.
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quate explanation; in these cases sanctions are justified as
defending accepted international norms and principles in
respect of aQgression and human rights on behalf of the
international community. The problem is that perceptions
of right and wrong may differ from country to country and
because there is no central authority to review state be-
havior, pronounce on its acceptability and sponsor an ap-
propriate collective response, the whole process becomes
haphazard. Rules are vague and subjéct to contrary and
conflicting interpretation; responses are unpredictable and
often uncoordinated; results are uncertain and sometimes
umvelcome.

Recently, the denial of technology and financial sancti-
ons have beenadvocated on the grounds of efficacy, but in
the long run it is liard to prevent the dissemination of
knowledge, while the freezing of assets and suspension of

may be considered adequate for satisfying one or more of
the above audiences, the of External'Affairs de-
scribed Canadian sanctions against the Soviet Union over
Poland as symbolic rather that "substantial in effect." But
what if a major ally has a different perception of the pri-
ority of the issue and/orthe appropriate response? The
United States calls for sanctions over Iran, Afghanistan
and Poland produced the unedifying spectacle of the West-
ernalliance in disarray, with the pressure for conformity
from Washington seeming at times to be as heavy as the
weight of the sanctions themselves. A British Minister
explained, to a House of Commons committee that the
alternative to imposing sanctions on Iran was not to do
nothing g-but to "go back and give the President of the
United States aslap in the face_" And Britain expected and
isnow getting more than neutrality from the US in re-

loans and credits,can produce unwelcome effects for the sponse to_Argentina'sseizureof the Falklands.
sanctioning group even if they do put significant pressure Other complications include the possibility that the
on the target. message sent to the target, which is presumably aimed at its

It might seem useful, given the regular use of the veto, population as well as its government, is misunderstood or
to argue that "world opinion" is reflected in a Security censored; or that the sanctioning state's domestic "au-
Council resolution blocked by one negative vote. This was dience" supports a stronger set of measures than is justifia-
the argument made by the United States over the Soviet ble or prudent:: Public disagreement of the kind which
veto of sanctions against Iran. But would the argument surfaced in Canada and otherWestern countries over Presi-
hold if the veto were cast by the United States to block dent Carter's proposed boycott of the Moscow Olympics
sanctions against Israel? And in cases where internal policy presents furtherdifficulties. Not only may these three au-
becomes the occasion for sanctions, as in South Africa or diences (themselves composedof many different elements)
Poland, is it because these are the worst cases of their kind? call for different responses to the behavior of other states;
Or are these the cases on ..which some - or, most - but other interests must also be considered. Foreign policy
members of the international community are prepared to on any one issue is not made in a vacuum; wrongdoers may
back censure with positive measures? If so, what prompts also be allies and economic interests may be too strong to
action in these cases and inaction in others? jeopardize. In a wider context the overriding objective may

Sanctions as policy tool
Close analysis of the objectives of those resorting to

sanctions identifies three "targets" rather than one - and a
cluster of goals relevant to each of them. One expects
sanctions tobe directed to the wrongdoer to reverse the
offending policy or, less ambitiously, to make its con-
tinuation more costly and to deter further action of the
same kind. Alternatively, the sanctions may be, inten-
tionally, litle or no more than gestures of disapproval, for a.
government imposing sanctions will also have its own pub-
lic to consider. The object here may be to display compe-
tence and strength of purpose in defence of national
interest and national honor or to show adequate (but not
excessive) support for principles, preferably in a collective
framework. Thirdly, there is a wider audience in the world
at large - which may include allies of the sanctioning
government. Here too, there will be a drive to display and
confirm ability to defend national interests and deter future
challenges. For super-powers however, there will also be a
leadership role. Where they determine that principles are
being disregarded, and elect to uphold them through posi-
tive measures, they will expect their allies to back them up
and will exert pressure if they appear to be dragging their
feet.

Satisfying and reconciling these objectives will present
dilemmas to policy-makers whose propensity to choose
high impact measures, which are likely to be the most
costly and possibly the most risky, will be lower where their
own country's interests are not directly affected. Gestures

be to-avoid a major war.

Telling a win from aloss
Given this wide range of objectives, predictions of

success (or failure) for particular sanctions can be simplis-
tic and misleading. And theirconsequences, at home and
abroad, may be quite different from those expected. In the
first place the target government also has a domestiç con-
stituency to whom it must appear competentand vigorous.
In fact sanctions may stiffen governmental and public.resis-
tance. Economic.hardship can be blamed on economic
sanctions and adaptive and evasive-action can help?to re-
duce their impact. Cuba under OAS/US sanctions,Rho-
desia under UN sanctions, Iran, the Soviet Union and, thus
far, Argentina, have all displayed these reactions. (In the
case of Rhodesia the consolidation of public opinion was
limited to the white minority.) _

Blockade, where feasible, brings war very close but
without it trade can probably continue by using suppliers,
and markets not affected by sanctions or by disguising the
origin and destination of goods. A sophisticated network of
routes and transactions can be built up which is very hard to
monitor or control as the Security Council Sanctions Com-
mittee discovered in the Rhodesian case. Non-governmén- ;
tal groups eventually _ferreted out the information that
"swap" arrangements - to which the British government
turned a blind eye - were ensuring that Rhodesia received
the oil it needed from South Africa. A British blockade of
the Mozambique port of Beira from 1966 to 1975 was a
farce.
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Within sânctioningstatessome groups will sufferdis-
proportionatelÿ:producers, eYporters, importers. The
Polish crisis brought no reimpositionof the United States
(Train embargo. in spite of the Reagan administration's

harder anti-Soviet line, because United States fâ.rmers

would be hurt. Nor have the West German and French

governinents been willing to cançel their gas pipeline con-

tracts with the USSR as a contribution to collective sanc-

tions. And when chrome from Rhodesia seemed essential

to the US in the 1970s, the embargo was lifted in technical

violation of the Security Council order. There is also the

strong likelihood of counter measures by the target which

can raise costs for sanctioning states; limiting"sanctions to

import embargoes to protect export earnings will only

work if the target does not retaliate in kind- as Argentina.

has done.
- ThirdIv, economic sanctions can harm innocent par-

ties whose economies are linked with the target (the fate of

Zambia while Rhodesia was under UN sanctions). They

can also have "ripple effects" which disrupt the internation-

al economy and undermine international confidence.

Freezing assets and denying loans and credit interfere with

the delicate balance of.international trade and payments.

Earlier this year, despite sanctions, the US government had

to tneet Polish liabilities to Western banks and there were

worries over the destabilizing effects on Arab confidence in

Western financial institutions when Iranian assets were

frozen. The "ripple" effects of an Argentinian default

could be very serious and Canadian banks would be among

the sufferers. Recession is a reality in many industrialized

countries and deliberate acts of policy which jeopardize

jobs; undermine confidence and retard recovery need to be

very carefully considered.
Willingness to resort to sanctions- should reflect the

International sanctions

value placed on defending an interest or a norm and the
estimated costs of the measures -to be used. On the other
hand, willingness to defy sanctions will reflect the value
placed on the offending act or -policy and calculations of
capacity to survive weighed against the costs of succumbing
to pressure. Political as:well as economic costs - will be
relevant on both sides and political will could prove
stronger in the target whose government may have more to
lose by bowing to international pressure. And political
judgment on all sides may be defective. -

Assessment of the actual impact of sanctions is compli-
cated by ignorance of what the situation would have been if
they.had not been imposed as well as by the effects of other

-factors operating alongside them. Thirteen years of UN
sanctions against the Rhodesian regime, which denied in__
ternational recognition and ostensibly severed trade and -
communications, were one element among many making
the survival of the regime more difficult. But guerrilla
warfare, the loss of Portuguese and (to some extent) South
African support, and Commonwealth pressure on Britain
not to settle for less than majority rule, were more signifi-
cant than sanctions in the long run. And those sanctions
had the added legitimacy of Security Council backing.

Sanctions against the Soviet Union were not expected
to bring withdrawal from Afghanistan; even less could they
hope to detach Poland from the Soviet sphere of influence.
According to the US administration they were intended to
indicate no "business as usual," echoing the policy adopted
by Washington twenty years earlier of making it more
costly for the USSR to support Castro because of US
sanctions on Cuba. A problem with such sanctions is to
know when to lift them. If they are "official," they cannot
just fade away; if they remain in place, do further crise's'
bring inevitable intensification? D
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)ÿ Keith A.J. Hay

It is now one hundred and three years since Prime
Minister Sir John A. Macdonald announce.d Canada's Na-
tional Policy and set the country off on a curious mix of
protectionist and free trade policies. Over the last century,
Canada has veered only slightly from this pragmatic path,
espousing freer trade as the long-rûn objectivéwhile im-
provising temporary trading restraints.or reluctantly sur-
rendering modest fractions of existing'protection levels.
Much of the hesitation to move resolutely toward liberal-
ization can be traced to nation-building considerations and
anxiety that freer trade,especiâily with the US, would
inevitably lead to both economic;and political domination.
Even today there is within Canada abroad range of opinion
on trade policy which debate it from entirely different
viewpoints. Moreover there is no political consensus on
trade policy within federal political parties and therefore
no definable polieydistinctions among them.

Free trade has been traditionally advocated by Can-
ada's neoclassi.caYeconomists. Numerous public docu-
ments, including the Economic Council's Looking Out-
ward; 1975, a string of publications from the C.D. Howe
and Fraser Institutes, and the Canadian Senate Committee
Report on Foreign Affairs, 1979, have advocated freer
trade, especially with the USA. Their arguments find favor
with academics, but have failed to catch the public's imag-
ination. At the same time, the Science Council of Canada
in a variétyof reports in the last half of the 1970s has been
"looking inward," advocating establishment of world prod-
uct mandates, enhanced research and development subsid-
ization, the assignment of specialized production roles for
Canadian subsidiaries, and sustained or even increased
protection for manufacturing industries. These protec-
tionist arguments have been combined with the foreign
ownership issue by such organizations as the Committee
for an Independent Canada and the recently organized
Canadian Institute for Economic Policy.

The policÿ outcomes duringthe 1970s were as complex
and multi-directional as the arguments advanced by aca-
demics, institutes, businessmen and government agencies
for and against them. For instance, during the GATT
Tokyo Round' of Multidirectional Trade Negotiations
(MTN) it was widely recognized that. Canada was com-

Keith Hay is Professor of Economics at Carleton
University in Ottawa. He is director of a five-volume
project on CanadalPâcificRim trade and development
policy for the.Institute for Research on Public Policy.
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mitte.d to both lowerina tariffs and dismantling non-tariff
barriers. Agreeing to revise the Canadiancustoms valua-
tion system was perhaps the single most important commit-
ment to freer trade made by Canada in the last fifty years.
Moreover Canadas General System of Preferences con-
tains no volume limits and is therefore clearly more liberal

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD)nations. On the other hand, during the
1970s, there has been a proliferaiton of Voluntary Export
Restraint (VER) agreements, requested by Canada of
other countries (mostly matching in item and oriain those
previouslyarranged between the USA and offshore sûp-
pliers),anda discernible shift toward more nationalistic
foreign investment policies. These latter are not strictly
speaking "trade policies," and even though they only mar
ginallybear on the-international exchange of goods and
services, they are often typified as the leading edge of
Canadian protectionism.

The working of the Foreign Investment Review
Agency (FIRA) from 1975to 1979 was viewed domestically
as no more than a ininorhurdle toforei( gn capital inflows.
The proportion ;of proposals disallowed by Cabinet fell
from 13.0 percent (1974-75) to 4a percent (1977, -78). aver-
aged 7 percent in the following two years, and then started
to climb in 1980-81. Following upon the 1980 Liberal return
to power on a platform that included a strengthened and
expanded FIRAnot onlydid the.turndown rate jump to
10.7 percent (1980-81), but at 12.8 percent the.proposed
withdrawal rate doubled the average of the previous thrce
years. A slowdown in processing is indicated by the pre-
sence of 312 unresolved cases at the year-end of 1980-SI.
compared with an average ofexactly half that many in the
previous three years, even though the number of applica-
tions remained close to the 1977-80 average. This harsher
policy has been unpopular on both sides of the Canada-
USA border, and the government is now backin^ away
from many of its more contentious aspects.

A similar argument shouldbe made about the Na-
tional Energy Program: the worst is over. Most of the
"enforced" sell-offs by foreign energy corporations have
now gone through,-and many Of the Canadian corporate
incursions intothe'US stock market have'beenconsu mated
or repulsed. The seven major purchases cost $5.9 billion.
In retrospect, Canadian corporations- moved too pre-
cipitously and spent too rashly, often getting less for more.
In the light ofpersistentlyhigh interest rates and depressed



oil pricés,many of these "Canadianization" efforts look
like very poor business decisions, let atone economic er-

rors: Meanwhile, the federal government has concluded
tax-sharing agreements with all the eneray provinces save
Ncwfoundland and cari therefore begin to unbend in its
attitude towards the Canadian activities of foreign energy

corporations.
In sum, the high water mark of Canadian investment

and energy nationalism was reached in 1980-81 and the
trend now is towards a pragmatic approach in whiçh fewer
perceived "benefits" can be marginally added, butat much

reduced "costs" in international tension. The1982minerals

policy reflects none of the recentinvestment nationalism.
On the other hand, while FIRA and NEP are not strictly

"trade policy" issues, the Canadian stance on these sub-

jects since 1980 has highly colôred the North American

environment of international commercial irritants by both
sides and has sNvun, strongly against the USA. Even the

Japanese and the European Community have perceived a

Canada turning in unto itself.

Trade policy environment of 1970s

From an economic development standpoint, the .sev-
enties were a difficult decade for Canada, marked as they

were by sluggish growth in traditionally strong resource
sectors, impaired competitiveness in medium-technology
manufacturing, and, a public policy preoccupation with

employment création. There was on overridingconcern to,
2enerate enough jobs toabsorb the fastest growing labor

force in the industrialized world. Taken all together these
factors inhibited the pace of necessary structural change in

the economy.
Moreover, policy makers had well-founded concerns

Trading predictions

there arestill several important policy constraints to be
considered. The implementation during the 1980s of the

measures agreed upon in the MTN GATT Tokyo Round
will further liberalize the international trading system and
create greater interdependence among the world's traders.
In turn this will leave less -scope for national macro-eco-
nomic and external'payments policies to get out-of-step.
Attempts to run against the tide will çause,dislocations. For
example the USA on one hand, with high interest rates,
strong dollar, and awkward inflation, and_Japan on the
other, with low,interest rates, weak yen and modest infla-
tion. are set on courses which must lead rapidly to trade
frictions, beggar:thy-neighbor responses, and mounting
commercial irritants. Even Canada's long-term tool of-in-
dependent management- the floating exchange rate -
can now do little to increase the elbow room for "Made-in-
Canada" monetary and fiscal policies. Moreover, at the
federal level Canada can no longer afford increments to
budgetary deficits arising from industrial bail-outs and
make-work programs. Thus the degree to_which Canada
can initiate and sustain its "own" macro- or even -micro-
economic policies in the 1980s is likely to be considerably
less than was the case as recently as 1975.

Fortunately for the Canadian economy, there are a
number of global factors and local parameters which
should favor Canada's tradin& stance as the decade unfolds:

l. The terms of trade for products in which Canada has
a comparative advantage,. namely energy, minerals,
forest products, cereal and fishery products, are ex-
pected to improve as recession ends and offer substan-
tial prospects for real growth.

2. An over-valued exchange rate will abate to a more
realistic level, leaving Canadian higher-technology
manufactured goods more competitive and facing re-aboutCaüada's cyclical vûlnerabilityiriaworld of growing

économic interdependence. Thèyforesawthat as industrial
adjustmentI occ.urs, the numberof stable and growing sec-
tors would likely decrease,resulting in fewer.but more
internationally competitiveindustries. In this sense, Can-
ada's "portfolio" of high income generating- industries
would eventuallybe narrowed, increasing dependence on
this remaining set and,thereby_ levering up the "risk" of
instability arising from shocks generaied outside the Cana-
dian economv. This was an ominous prospect for an econ-
omy that needed toincrease rapidly and to sustain its levels
of émployment in the face of burgeoning labor supply. Not
surprisingly, then, Canada's 1970s tradepolicies featured
the familiar principle of making haste slowly towards the
freer trade aoal while applying expensive short run force-
feeding to a:number of elderly as well as infant Canadian
industries.

To a Qreat extent the employment targets of the 1970s

have been met. Most members of the post-warbaby boom
are alrea& in the labor force and the prospect of skill
shortages is in sight for mid-decade. With a switch in labor
priorities it is nowpossible for policy makers to turn aside
from earlier expensive'growth-inducing policies to those
measures whichwill improve efficiency and market respon-
siveness in the Canadian economy.

Policy prospects for 1980s
Even if Canada is entering the 1980s with its industrial

economy in better shape thanduring most of the 1970s,

duced import pressures.
3. The public policy environment is shifting from one

of coping.with slow decline in major sectors to one of-
managing growth. Although.,current levels of unem-
ployment of around nine percent are still unacceptably
high, the slowing of labor force expansion, coupled
with strong demand for labor, particularly in Western
Canada, andlater in the decade in Atlantic Canada,
means that unemployment will become a more region-
ally specific public policy problem than hitherto.

The key to Cariada's economic prospects will be en-
ergy-led development. Major projects in western and At-
lantic Canada, most of which are hydro-carbon or hydro-.
electric related, will require $300 to $400 billion of invest-
ment over the next twenty years. These huge resource
investments will also result in the growth of complemen-
tary activi.ties in the manufacturing and service sectors, not
only in the geographical peripheries of the country, but also
in the central provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

What are the implications of these developments for
Canadian trade policies? First, on the export side, the
chronic Canadian problem of being the only major trading
country without free access to a large market (the Cana-
dian market is one-tenth the size of the US or the'EEC, and
one-fifth the size of Japan) will be mitigated by a new-found
acceptance of concentrating -on resource-related products
which have a comparative advantage and consequently
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Trading predictions

relatively easy access to hungry world markets. In the
earnings sense, resource-led export growth will make the
achievement of external market penetration by manufac-
tured goods less critical, and allow Canadians to take a
more considered approach to improving terms of access.

The dangers here are two-fold. First, reduced pres-
sure to find markets for finished products may result in
public indifference and atendency towards a certain isola-
tionism from international events. Second, Canada's eco-
nomic stability will beAhreatenedby the ever-growing
world stringéncy in resources, requiring industrialized na-
tions to seek them in countries like Canada, Brazil and
Australia.

On the import side, it means a growing ability to resist
protectionist pressures in order to free-up scarce labor
resources for more productive activities. Consequently it
will he possible to concentrate on the adjustment of tradi-
tional industriesto lower levels of output but on a more
competitive basis. To achieve this, more attention will have
to he devoted to insuring effective labor training and trans-
provincial mobility. Concurrently there must be efforts to
end or reduce funding for problem industrial sectors, while
increasing assistance to high growth industries.

These arguments should not be taken to suggest that
Canadian trade policy for theeighties will be marked by
complacency. Rather, they suggest that Canada will have
enoughbreathing space to develop a strategic, coordinated
approach to trade policy without being forced into more of
the ad hoc, band-aid and stopgap interventions of the
recent past.

Impediments to improved trade performance

Notwithstanding the relatively more favorable out-
look for the eighties, Canada still suffers major handicaps
in competing internationally. Since 1979 the continuing
sluggishness of the economy plus persistent current ac-
count deficits have shifted government attention to greater
consideration of measures to improve Canada's trade per-
formance, to some extent in terms of import replacement,
butIargely in terms of export promotion.

The domestic impediments to exporting from a Can-
ada base have been well documented over the years. The

- main ones are:

1. There is too high a risk to size and management
expertise for most Canadian-owned firms to have a
major export presence. Put another way, even when
production scale economies can be realized, few Ca-
nadian firms can achieve scale-economies in interna-
tional marketing, especially overseas.

2. There are frequent restrictions imposed by multina-
tional firms on product and marketing mandates. In
those relatively few cases where world product man-
dates-have been granted by parent companies, Cana-
dian subsidiaries have been very successful. For
instance, Pratt and Whitney Canada has two-thirds of
the world market for small aero-turbine engines. But
even then the multinational parent plays a key sup-
porting role in the marketing effort.

3. There is a quite rational tendency for Canadian
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multinationalstô shift production to local foreign mar-
kets in order to overcome offshore tariff and non-tariff
barriers, or to offset the risk of special border action.
For instance, one of Canada's largest multinational
corporations, Massey-Ferguson, undertakes only
about one-eighthof its total production in Canada.

4. There are very higher.try costs to hi-tech growth
industries such asaerospace, nuclear power, and tele-
communications. With increasingly intense
international competition, most industrialized and in-
dustrializing countries are intent on investing in and
developing these same growth industries.

5. To participate successfully in these industries re-
quires either major and on-coing govérnment involve-
me.nt or bic, business presence. One ofÇanada's
largest hi-tech companies, Northern Telecom, is
however small by world standards:

Search for solutions

Potentially there,are four possible trade policy strat-
egies: (i)unilateralpolicy change; (ii) bilateral agree-
ments; (iii)trading bloc membership; and (iv) multilateral
trade negotiations.Although from time to time there have
been some unilateral actions, the Canadian search for
mechanisms to gain market access and expand internation-
al trade has generally followed two paths: multilateralism
and bilateral agreements.

Canada's record in multilateralism has two sides. On
the one hand, Canada has been a great believer in multi-
lateralism, on the premise-that greater gains can be made
for a relatively small economic power in a multilateral
forum„where the Canadian interest is likely to be con-
sonant with one of the other major players on each issue,
rather than on a bilateral basis where bargaining strenvths
are inherently unequal. On the other, Canadian aovérii-
ments have a, long history of -intervention in the economy
either directly, or indirectly through Cro-wn-corporations,
as a means of assisting the development of Canadian indus-
try, and in recent times this intervention has been focused
on exports. This intervention has the effect of creatina non-
tariff barriers, and weakens our multinational claim.

The recently-concluded Tokyo Round MTN will result
in tariff reductions among industrialized countries averag-
ing forty percent by the end of the phase-in period in 1987.
Once these barriers are down, roughly four-fifths of Can-
ada-USA trade will be.duty free, a proportion -which the
GATT determined in 1960 as constituting "free trade."
Major inroads into problems of non-tariff measures, such
as customs evaluation, anti-dumping and countervailing
duties, technical standards and government procurement
have also been made. However, there still remains some
unfinished business in the multilateral context, in particu-
lar with respect to some of thè MTN codes. But regardless
of Japanese initiatives planned for the 1982summit itmay
be judged unlikely that another major multilateral round
will occur during the balance of this decade. The Reagan
administration has been pushing the idea of further multi-
lateral negotiations oninvestment flows and trade in ser-
vices, but it is difficult to recognize support for these initia-
tives among America's trading partners, particularly
Canada. Therefore the progress towards major multi-
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Alaska Gas Pipeline Delay

The Canadian government annoûncedthe collapse of
one energy meqaproject and the delay of another on April
30, blaming international cônditions for the withdrawal of
u5 investment commitments. k;he announcement of the
collapse of the $13.5 billion Âlsands oil sands project,
fof(owed by the announcement of a two-year delay in the
$35 billion Alaska Highway natural tdas pipeline, prompted
Ienqthv debate in the House of Commnns thP npxt waPk
including a twenty-threehour session 6eginning the eve-
ning of Mârch 3.

Canada had beenr^^ou;itir-Ig a`diplomatic offensive
to head off ihe predicted pipeline delay previous to the April
30 announcement. National Energy Board and pipeline
officials had been in Washington-1 a week earlier to seèk
continued US government commitment to theproject: Ex-
ternal Affairs Minister Mark MacGuigarrwrote to US Secre-.
tarÿ; of State Alexander Haig April 23 urging US
government support for the privately-financed US portion
of the Alaska pipeline. The Globe and Mail April 29 re
NUt teu tnai ine puDrlc: excnange ot ietters; coming as

pipeline sponsors [met] in Salt Lake City with the three US
Alaska gas producers, is seen as open pressure on the
producers to keep the pr oject on track."

After the Apri130 announcement of the two-year delay,
the government continued to express optimism about Can-
adas plan for energy self-sufficiency by 1990 (Globe and
Mail, May 4). The Globe and Mail May 22 réported that
Northern Pipeline Agency Chàirman Mitchell Sharp; re-
turning from a Washington visit, said that he expected
cnanges in rne u5 partnersnrp betore the pipeline went
ahead.

Gârrison Project
A US court ruled in May that the US Interior Depart-

ment is not bound by a ,Carter administration -agreement

Relations
which held the North Dakota .Garrison Diversion Project
dormant while environmental sti,diEs were being donè.
Manitoba opposedthe US project oin the grounds that it
could have'serious^environmental consequences as a re-
suit of introducingnew organisms rnto the water systei'n.
The project would move water frôm the, Missouri -River in
North Dakota into the Red River watershec Âlthough the
US had said that it would take precautions to prevent
damage to Canadian ^sraters. Canadian opponents pre-
dicted the p;roject virould affect a1! pure water in Manitoba
(Globe -and Mail, May 81_

Reports to the Canadian'Senate during May indicated
that theré was' a-possibilitÿ thatthe US , woulddècide to
direct the water south from North Dakota instead of north to
Manitoba. South Dakota farmerswere roported unhappy
about the proposal because they feared the pollution of
their waterways.

Energy Policy Exchange

Canadian Ambassacior to the US Allen Gotlieh defiv-
ered a "diplomatic cuffing" May 10 to a US economist who
said that Canada should be punished for an energy policy
that "wrecked theirmarkets and expelled efficient United
States companies."Paul MacAvoj; a Yale University ecpn-
omistï had written an article pubÎished in the New .York
Times May 9 entitled "Canada's Self-destruct Energy Pol-
icy," Mr. Gotlieb told the Chicago Council on Foreign Rela-
tions:that Mr. MacAvoy's article was, "pure fantasy," full of
errors of fact and misinterpretations of Canadianpolicy: Mr.
Gotlieb's text, also distributed in 1Nashington, was part bf a
campaign toclear up what the Canadian Ambassador calls
"bad information spreading in the US among people who
don't have the facts (G(ode ancl^^^ai(, May ii }. '

Canadian Embassy in Washington
11 . In the House of Comrnons May 14 Prime Minister

Trudeau defendéd the estimated cost ot bnildiniq a new

upplemert to International Perspe.(Jives
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Canâdran-emd5sy in Washington. Mr Trudeau hcQ b^er
Canada has increased itsbmilitary spending eighteea per

asked by Jack Shields (P.C., Athabaska) to

postponing the construction 6f 'the .$38 million embassy at cent. Mr. Robinson liked the November 12 budget for two

"this time of économrc drfficulties." Mr. Trudeau justified the
other reasons; it did not extend the National Energy Pro-

expense. saying that theplanned embassy would make gram and it did not expand the Foreign Investment Review

Canadas diplomatic operations,in Washington more effi Agency; the The Citizen reported.

cient and effective_ The Prime Minister had béen Linder Mr. Robinson's comments again aroused Pauline Jew-

attack in the House since late April whén if was revealed ett. jn an NDP. press release, miss, Jewett was quoted as

that Cat)inet had ovérridden the advice of a selection com- saying:"The Ambassador interferes too much in Canadian

mittee in choosing an arcliitect for the new Canadian em- affairs;has too many opinions, is insulting and patronizing

bassy in Washington.
to this country and its people." In calling for Mr. Robinson's
resignation, Miss Jewett said that he " is unable or unwilling

US Ambassador Speaks Out
to learn the rules of diplomacy or understand his role in

News a er reports between April 21 and April 28
Canada. If seems the only message he can understand is

p p his message to a Toronto Star reporter, ` Shove off, kid'."

charged Paul Robinson, USAmbassador to Canada, with External Affairs Minister Mark MacGuigan was asked
being loase-lipped; patronizing and hawkish following sev- by NDP leader >=d Bnt in the House of Commons
oral speeches and press conferences du ring that week May 13 whatâction the governmentwas prepared to taketo
(Globe and Mail, April 21; Toronto Star, April 24; Citizen, ensure that these incidents involYing the US Ambassador
April 28). A second wave of criticism )evelledat the-US do not happen again. Mr. Broadbent pointed out that two

Club h henvoy began after a May 11 speech to the Cana an
of Hamilton: Journalrs'_s and pofiticians;joined-"a growing

chorus of Canadian critics' in challenging Mr. Robinson 's

suitability for his post (Citizen, May 13).

Stateménts made by Mr. Robinson at an April 20

meeting of the Calgary Chamber of Commerce and at a

later press conference were quoted in the Globe and Mail

April 21: Mr. Robinson mentioned the"unfortunate con-

dition of the Canadian Armed Forces relative to her NATO

alliés." He said, though, that Canada's récent budget plans Houae of Commons: "There are some instances which,
to increasè defence spending were a"step in the right {rom time to time, could be considered borderline. In those
direction," which he hoped would continue. (Globe and cases, by and large; I think it is better that thosé be dealt
Mail, April ?_1). with, as long as they are borderline, by the normal political

NDP external affairs critic Pauline Jewell (New West- and free speech process of this country."
minster Coquitlam) raised the matter of Mr., Robinson's A report in the Toronto Star said that Mr Robinson
comments on Canadianpolicy in the Nouse of Commons denied in a May 28 telephone interview that he had çrit-
April 22, asking the Canadian government to complain to icized Canada's spending on social services. Mr. Robinson
Washington about the diplomat's behavior. also-said that he believed it was proper of him to urge

John MilJer, the managingeditor of the Toronto Star, Canadians to spend more on national defence, according
editorializëd in his front page report of ,a speech given by to the May 29 Star article: "
Mr. Robinson at the Canadian Press annual dinner meet-
ing April 21:,According to Mr. Miller, Mr. Robinson's speech
was "insulting tothis country, riddled with historical inac-
cûracies."Mr. Miller was referring to comments made by
Mr Robinson which dealt with the "peril and danger" of
implied Soviet military superiority. Mr. Miller approached
Mr. Robinson after the speech, and was told by the Ambas-
sadorto "shove if, kid" inresponsetoaquestion aboutthe
perceived Soviet threat(Toronto Star, April 24).

Government reaction to some of Mr Robinson's state-
rrients carrre from Defence Minister Gilles Lamontagne on
April 27. The Citizen April 28 said that Mr. Lamontagne told
reportersafter a Houseof Commons External Affairs and
National- Defence Committee that the Ambassador
"should know better than to, criticize the country he`is in."
The Citizen reported that Mr. Robinson hasalso attacked
Canada's metric conversion program, saying it could ad-

affect Canada's tradé with the United States.versely
The furor surrounding Mr. Robinson resûrfacedafter a

speech he gave to the CanadianTClub of Hamilton May 11.
The Citizen May 12 reported that Mr. Robinson told tne
Canadian Club that he believes that Canada pends too

former US Ambassadors to Canada had stated t at t ey
did not believe in ustng"a public-forum to criticize Canadian
policies. An Ambassador's role, when he has differences
with the government of a country, is to express those
differences through "quiet, diplomatic channels," ex-US
Ambassador to Canada William Porter had been quoted as
saying in a May 13 Citizensarticle:

Mr. MacGuigan's response amounted to a"mild re-

buke'' (Globe and Mail,- May 14). Mr. MacGuigan told the

Acid Rain: Criticism of NEB Decision

A National Energy Board (N EB) approval of an Ontario
Hydro request to sell coal-generated electricity to the US
prompted both federal Liberal and opposition spokesmen
to argue that the federal Cabinet should not give approval
to the sale. The multi-million-dollar sale of electrical power
to Jersey Central Power and Light, a subsidiary of General
Public Utilities (GPU), was approved by the NEB April 27. A
certificate issued to Ontario Hydro by the NEB authorizes
the construction and operation of a 300-kiÎovolt, direct-
current interconnection to run 103 kilometres under Lake
Erie from Nanticoke, Ontario, to a site near Erie, Pennsyl-
vania (NEB news "release, April 27). The sale must be
approved by federal and provincial cabinets before it is

finalized (Globe and Mail, April 28). Environmental

spokesmen opposed thedecision on the grounds that acid
rain would be increased because Ontario does not have
sufficient acid rain controls. Acid rain is causing environ-
mental and structural damage in large parts of eastern_

North America.
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Bar Associations Want-Dispute Mechani'sms

"The leaders of the Canadian Bar Association (CBA)
and the American Bar Association (ABA) have re-affirmed
their commitment to CBA-ABA recommendations covering
trans-frontier pollution and the arbitration of Canada-US
treaty disputes," a Canadian Bar Association press release
May 20 stated. The announcement followed a May 15
meeting of leaders of the CBA and ABA in Chicàgo. A joint
statement issued by CBA President Paul Fraser and ABA
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Three press xeieasescritical of the NEB decision were
issued April 27 by individual Members of Parliament from
both sides of the House, one of them from Environmént
MinisterJohri Roberts. Atthe public hearing on the Ontario
Hydro application, Mr. Roberts's department had arguëd
against the project's.approval. At the time of the app.roval,
Mr. Roberts said; "I support the export,of surplus Çanadian
electricityto our American néighbors Exports shoüld`be
conditional upon the use of adequate pollution controls. I
deeply regret theinadequate recognition given by the N€B
to the airborne pollution implications of the project; despite
the availability of conclusive scientific evidence on the
serious impacts of acidrain and the need to reduce SO-,
emmissions." The Environment Canada press release
stated that Mr. Roberts will be explaiping to his Cabinet
colleagiles the need foran assessmentof the adeqüacy of
the control measures before, the;export licence is
approved.

A press release from the office of RonIrwin (Lib` Sault
Ste: Marie; Parliamentary Secretary to Secretary ofState
for External Affairs) stated,that the NEB recomrriendation
was "dangerous, environmentally, unsound and econom-
ically naive. "The Board hastotally ingored the facfthat
OntarioHydro isone of the worst emitters of sulphur in
Canada, that the increase alone from the transaction is
100,000 tonnes annually andthat the witnesses called by
Ontario Hydro were unable to answer important questions
about real damage that can be expected to our forest, fish
and crops." The press releasepointed outthat "Ontario is
embarking on a double standard with a vengeance;" since
the Ontario government is critical of the lackof US emis-
sion controls. The approval of the project undermines the
efforts of Canadians to press for US controls, the press
release stated.

Progressive Conservative Environment Critic Tom
McMillan (Hillsborough) issued a statementApril 27 which
said that the NEB decision "flies in the face of strong
representations made by the federal Department of En-
vironment that Ontario Hydro'splans will greatly increase
acid rain-causing emissions In the event the Cabinet
confirms the Board's decision,_the [ Environment] Minister;
should resign since his moral authority on the acid rain
problem will have been completely destroyed."

The Globe and Mail April 30 reported that further,
political repercussions could result if the Cabinet approves
the electricity sale. An aide to US Democratic Representa-
tive Toby Moffett told reporters that US politicians, like Mr.
Moffett, who are fighting for tougher acid rain controls, will
be hampered if the project goes ahead. He was quoted as
saying, "The political climate would not be favorable to acid
rain legislation if there was an action by the Canadian
government which appeared to omit strict acid rain
controls.°-

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau was questioned in the
House of Commons May 27 by George Hees (P.C. North-
umberland) regarding Cabinet consideration of the NEB
recommendation. Mr. Trudeau told Mr. Heesthatthe matter
had not yet comebefore full Cabinet, but thafthe ministers
responsible for the environment and energywerediscuss-
ing the matter with the intention of "bringing ajoint position
to Cabinet_" Mr. Hees told the Prime Minister that the

government should face up to its responsibility to convince .
the US govèrnment and the people of Canada that it is
willing to adopt the same anti-pollution measures ithas
been so strongly urging the US to adopt.

International Join t Commission Decision

ASeattle utility company wds ordered April 28 to delay
its plans for a year to raise the height of the Ross Dam on
the Skagit River south of the Canada-US border. The
raising of the dam;by Seattle City Light to generate electric
power for that city would result in the flooding of 5,000
acres of the Skagit Valley in a prime wildërness area inB.C:

The decision was made by the International Joint
Commission (IJc_,); a Canada-US agency whiçh invëstig
ates and helps settle boûndary,' lake and. river disputes,
after three cays of discussions in Ottawa. In its ruling, the
IJC said that it will appoint a mediation board to'try to
negotiate a setiiément between the province of British,
Columbia and Seattle ovër the next year The lJC decision

stated that appropriate compensation in the form of money,
energy or anyother means should be made to Seattle for
the loss of a valuable and reliablesourceof efectric power if
the Ross Dam project isnot completed.

Concern over Çanada's representation on the IJC was
the subject of questions and debate in the Senate April 29
and May 6. Canada had-only two commissioners on the
Committee due toa vacant.seat at thétime of-the-ruÎing;
while the US had three.

Similar concern hadbeen expressed April 23 in a
press release issued by Ray Skelley (NDP Comox-Powell
River). Mr. Skelley noted that Canada has fallen short of its
obligations to the IJC, and mus[ fill the vacant séatto insure
equal representation on upcoming environmentaÎ
disputes.

Chemical Pollution

Canadian environmentalists say that,an agreement
approved April 30 between the US government and
Hooker Chemicals and Plastics Corp.. located near
Niagara Falls, NY, represents "the death warrant for Lake
Ontario in ten or twenty-years." The Globe and Mail May 1
reported that underthe agreement, about 80,000 tonnes of
toxic chemicals will be leftto leak'from a dump site into the
Niagara River and Anen into Lake Ontario Four million
Canadians obtaindrinking waterfrom Lake Ontario

Environmental groups such as Pollution Probe had
received the support of Environment Canada. officials in
the year-long effort to prevent thé cheirücal dumping dëci-
sion (Globe and Mail May 1)



President David R. Brink said that "the need for a recogni-
tion of the rule 'of law and application to the relations
between states is ever more apparent: If the United States
and Canada, boiand by long ties of common interest and
friendship and sharing similar domestic legal traditions,
cannot demonstrate that the law maybe used to resolve
legal dispûtes,;it can hardly, be expected that the rest of the
world wifl follow asimilarcourse." The press release stated
that both the CBAand4he ABA agreed to urge their govern-
ments to give serious study tothe recommendations. If
impÎemented, therecommendations would ease accéss to
domestic courts iri both countries to deal with trans-frontier
pollution,, and create a mechanism for the arbitration of
disputes.

Canada-US Relations Conterence

`Growing strain" in Canada-US relations was the sub.
ject of a meeting between `thirty-seven political, corporate
and academic heavy-weights"'from both countries who .
gathered in Toronto for three days in early May (Globe and
Mail,- May 6). The groupparticipated intalks about offshore
boundaries, US monetary policy, Canada's National En-
ergÿ Program, the Foreign Investment Review Agency;
environmental issues; and other points of contention be-
twëen the two countries. Participants from both countries
talked about furthering mutual understanding regarding
US "protectionist" and Canadian "nationalistic" policies
which have created tension on both sides of the border.
Many, of the participants suggested that a yearly summit
meeting between the Canadian Prime Minister and the US
President would be agood platform for ironing outanjr
diplomatic creases, according to the Globe and Mail
article.

l heNew York limes Mayy reportea tnattne meeur^y5
were organized by the Columbia University Graduate
School of Business and by an internationaf federation of
accountants and management consultants whose part-
ners detected growing tensions between the US and Ca-
nadian-clients recently.

Broadcast Law Dispute

A cix-vPar-nlri Canadian broadcast lawwas attacked
by US trade official William Brock, who wanted the US to contract. On May 27 it was reported in the Citizen that the
retaliate with a similar law. In May Mr. Brock accused US Senate Finance Committee had taken up the case or
Canada of being intransigent on a dispute involvingCana-
dian tax 1aws-which denies Canadian income tax deduc-
tions for advertising carried on US radio and television
stations but aimed at audiences north of the border. The
1976 law was "`desianed to keep advertisinq revenues in
Canada and to help develop Canada's film and broadcast
industries and protect and enrich Canadian culture"
{(3lobe and-mail, May 1b).

On May 14, Mr,. Brock urged US "senators in Wash-
ington to pass a law which _mirrors the Canadian law.
Washington Republican Senator Slade Gordon said that
such a law "would send a strong message to the;Canadian
government and to ourother.trading partners that we will
not tolerate trade practiceswhich prevent American busi-
nésses from competing in the world marketplace" (Globe
and Mail. May 1 b).
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In a speech tothe National Press Club in Washington
May 19, Mr. Brock again expressed his discontent with the
Canadian tax laws; calling suchtrade conflicts between
Canada and the US °justas stupid-an exercise" as the war
over the Falkland Islands (Globe and Mail' May 20).

US Complaints to GATT

The US is considering asking the Council of the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to examine
Canada's NationalÉnergy Program legislation and the
Canada Oil and Gas Lands Administration. The US gov-
ernment claims these policies discriminate against foreign
investment, according to a Globe and Mail report May 12.
Canada's Foreign Investment Review Agency is already
being examined by GATT as a result of the US allegation
that it violates the international trade rules established by
the GATT.

The US administration has been critical ofCanadian
policies which promote Canadian control of industries.
This attitude exists in the US Congress, which has been
examiningproposed bills that call for'`bilateralsector-by-
sector retaliation against countries whose trade laws are
less open than those in the US" (Globe and Mail, May 20).

Bombardier Subway Contracf

Bombardier Inc. of Montreal signed a letter of intent
May 18 to supply the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
of New York City with 825 subway cars valued at one billion
dollars. The Globe and Mail May 19 reported that t3omnar-
diersaidthatthëtransit authority based its selection on tne
company's ability to fill the order within the required period
of time, its ability to conform to specifications and competi-
tive pricing. Another factor mentioned was the provision by
Canada's federal Export Development Corp. to provide a
low-interest loan to the purchaser. If signed the contract will
create 15,000 man-years of work over five years in La
Pocatière and Valcourt,Quebec. A Citizen report May 19
called the agreement of intent "the largest-ever Canadian
manufacturing export contract."

On May 25, newspaper reports said that an unsuc-
cessful competitor for the contract, Budd Co. of Troy, Michi-
gan, intended to take legal action to block the tsombaraier

Budd Co:: A US Senate Committee hearing May 28 into
the transit contract was part of an inquiryinto whether
Canadas interest rate subsidies were "actionable under
US countervailing duty law." Under US trade law, "the
government could slap a penalty levy on the imported
Bombardier car components if the commerce department
or the US International Trade Commission ruled that the
Canadian loan to New York included a subsiay and tsuaa.
sufferedfinancial injury as a result" (Citizen, May 27).

On May 29 it was reported that the u5 government
-officials at the hearing warned that they will press iegai
sanctions against the proposed purchase "unless the Ca-
nadian government backs away from a pledge to finance
part of the dealwith a cut-rate loan." Deputy Secretary of
the US Treasury R.T. McNamar called Canada's credit
terms "pure folly," and said thedeal was in violation of an
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OECD accord. He told the Finance Committee. "I do not
know how Canadian taxpayers look atthis; but I would find
it hard to justify such a subsidji out of theAmerican tax-
payer's poéke:." The exportsubsidÿ: valued at S288 million;
was questioned-by opposition members in the House of
Commons May 19.

Lumber Exports

A US senator's statement to the US Senate Commit-
tee on Finance regarding the importation of Canadian
soft,nroôd prompted NDP forestry critic Lyle Kristiansen
(Kootenay West) to express concern about whathe called
"unjustified remarks." An NDP press release April 23
quotes Mr. Kristiansen as sayingtiïat Republican Senator
Bob Packwood of Oregon had misrepresented the;tonè
and content of a US International Trade Commission report
to which he had privileged access. Senator Packwood had
charged that Canadian lumber imports to the US were
increasing, even thoughthe report: which is based on US
Department of Commerce official statistics, clear!y stated
thatUS softwood imports fromCanada . dropped steadily
from 1978 through 1981, Ur. Kristiansen said. The lJS
inqüiry was considering recommendations to impose im-
port restrictions on Canadian softwood.

In the House of Communs Apri1 22, Mr. Kristiansen
demanded of Minister of International Trade Ed Lumley.
that the gpvernment "moveto protect Canada's legitimate
interests in the forest sector and correct the public misun-
derstandings which are being createdby widespread US
reports of Senator Packwood's remarks."

The subject of the US inqüiry into the importation cf
Canadian lumberwas raised again in the House of'Com-
mons May=27. In response to aquestion, MrLumley told
the House that the governmerit had monitored the US

^hàt information presentedhearings very closely, ,and
"shows there is no evidence that Cânadian firms were
dumping in the US." The. US hearings closed without rec-
ommendations, leavingthe decision to the US administra-
tion and politicians.

Trucking. Dispute

US truckers say they can't get into Canada as éasily
as Canadian truckers enter the US, the Globe and Mail
reported. The April 2 article says that. US trucking com
panies have asked the U,S Interstate Commerce Commïs-
sion to consider their problems before registering Cana-
dian truckers. Until 1980, when US trucking rules were
being liberalized, mostfreight trucked between the two
countries was transferred at the border. According to the
Globe and' Mail report, more,than 400 Canadian com-
panies have takenadvantage of the US deregulation policy
which allows the operation of single-line services between
Canadian and US points.-

-The Financial Post(April 2) said that the US truckers
want Canadian entry controls relaxed to match their own.
Under Canadian régulations, US carriers seeking anbper
ating licence must first satisfy the demands of the Foreign

Investment Review Agency ( FIRA), andthen; like domestic
truckers, prove to provincial transport boards that their
services would benefit the public (Financial Post, April 2).
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The Globe and Mail (April 2) reported that several Cana-
dian trucking companies say there is no discrimination
against US carriers seeking to do business in Canada.

US Auto Workers' Concessions

An agreement made by the US United Auto Workers
(UAW) union to trade off wage and benefit demandsforjob
and income security has "driven a wedge bétween the
Canadian and US sections of the union' (Globe and Mail,
April 16). The Canadian auto workers say they wn't
march backward" to give cost relief to auto contpanies`

who have suffered because bf"high level incomDetence.''
Instead, the Canadian UAW want the federal government
to iritroduce legislation to enforce a minimum ot eighty fivè
percent Canadian content in automobiles imported from
overseas. The union takes the position that job security
rests on government measures to stimulate the economy
not in the sacrificing of wages. (See this issue, BILATERAL

Japan.)
Only fifty-two percent of the US auto workers sup-

ported the concessions agreed to in April. The Canadian
UAV1/ intends to,fight against any wage and'benefit con-
cessions when they go to the bargaining`table in the fall
(Globe and Mail. April 26, May 10. 12 and 20).

Rapid Transit Contract

Ontario's Urban Transport Development Corporation
(UTDC) signed a contract April 23 to build a raprd.transit
system in Detroit 's downtown core (Çrtizen,April 24).
Ontario Premier UViI I iam Davis was reportéd to f^ë "jubilant"
when he announced the $110 million contract in the
Ontario legislatureon April 23, while opposition spokes-
men were reportéd skeptical. Liberal opposition leader
David Peterson said that the technical soundnéss of the
system has`:beenquestioned by experts; and NDR aepûty
IeaderJim Foulds pointed outthat Detroit has a poor crédit
rating, the Citizen reported (April124).

Télésat Anik D Satellite

Telesat Canada's twenty-four-channel Anik D 1 com-
munications satellite was officially delivered to Telesat
Canada by its builder, the Canadian firm Spar Areospace
on May 18 near Ottawa. "The biggest commercial space
craftever put intoorbit byCanada" is dûe to blast"off from
the Kennedy Space Center in Florida August 12, atop a

21):OnNASA Delta roçket (Telesat news release; May
May_3 the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunica-
tions Commission anhoun
leasë six of the satellite'schannels to a't`JS firrrï which will
"provide data communications services to business-and

-industrial customers, video conférencing and broadéast
services to clients-in the US." The deal is expected to be
Worth at least ten million dollars a year`(Glohe andMail.
May 4).

Offshore Technology Conference

Canada's offshore teçhnologÿ was displayed between
May 3 and 6 in Hoüstbn. Toxas. Thirty-one Cânadian firms
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promoted their products and services,covering the corn-
plete range of offshore hydrocarbon exploration and pro-
duction activity, a1 the, Offshore Technology Conferençè
(ExternalAftairs press release May 3)

Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources Marc
Lalonde addressed the conference May 4. His speech
focusséd on Cànada's National Energy;Program, which Mr.
Lalonde felt had been missnderstoedby USinvestors.

Forest Fire Fighting Agreement

External Affairs Minister,Mark MacGuigan announced
May 7 that an agreement had been reached between
Canada and the US aûthorizing the direcfexchange of
forest fire fighting`resources among participating depart-
ments and agencies of thé two coûntries. Individual Cana-
diari provincial and federal agencies will deal directly with
US agencies in exchanging fire fighting resources as the
need arises without having to go through complicated
channels of approval each tirne. The agreement involves
all provinces except P.E.I., Quebec and-Newfoundland.
who had chosen to opt out-of the federallÿ-sponsored
agreerr ent:

Ocean Ranger Inquiry

The cause of the February 15 sinking` of the oil rig
'Océan Ranger' was not established during"an eight-day
US inquiry into the disaster which claimed the lives of all
eighty-four crewmen The "Ocean Ranger" was anAmer-
ican owned oil rig drilling off the coast-of Newfoundland.
The inquiry, held;in late May , in Boston, wasattended by
two of the Canadian Commissioners whoare part of a
Royal Commission loôking into the disaster. The Royal
Commission, setup by the Canadian and Newfoundland
governments. is not expected to.start hearings until Octo-
ber 1982. The US inquiry will continue its investigations in
New Orleans in June 1_982 (Globe and -Mail, -April 21; The
Citizen, May 3).

! ne unrster of `Ltate- tor internatronarr raae, ta:
Lumley, announced April 15 that three Montreal firms have
been invited by the Algerian government to construct and
provide technicaland education equipment,for thirt,y-five
vocational training centres in AÎgeria. According to an Ex-
ternal Affairs press release, .the value of the contracts is
about $125 million, with materials and eqùipmentto be
supplied by various companies across Canada. Financing
for the training centres; will be provided by the Export
Development Corporation.

I he Mrnrster of 5tate for. ExternalHelations, t'ierre ue
Bané, was in Algeria tochair'the Second Session of the

Canada-Algeria Joint Commission between April 19 and
April 21. The main objectives were to examine bilateral
cooperation in economic exchanges and to explore the
possibilities of expanding cooperation in scientific and
technical areas. Both Canadian and Algerian representa-
tives were reported pleased with the mission, which in-
cluded neciotiations for cooperation in professional training
and tourism. Alaeria is Canada's most important tradincl

partner in Africa: and the Middle East (External -Affairs
press releases, April 19 and 26).

WheatAgreement

The minister responsible for the Canadian Wheat
Board, Senator Hazen Argue, announced April 20 the
signing ofalong-term grains agreement with Algeria. The
three-year agreement involves the sale of betweén
500000 and 700,000 tonnes of durum wheat and a possi-
ble 100,000 tonnes of bread wheat annually. Total value of

.the deal is estimated at close to $500 million, according to
a press release from the office of Senator Argue. The
agreement provides afifty percent increase in the max-
imum anca minimum amouni.,
Algeria annually.

ARGENTINA

Candu Reactor

The Canadian government stood firm during April and
May against repeated opposition to its; contract to com-
plete work on a Candu reactor intArgentina and to ship
nuclear fuel to that country. Opposition MPs registered
their concern about the possibility that Argentina would
use the nuclear fuel for weapons development as Argen-
tina continued to defendits occupation of the Falkland
Islands, and demanded that Canada breach the contract.

Argentina's refusal to sign a 1968 UN Nuclear_Non-
proliferation Treaty, its refusal to-comply with UN resolu-
tions demandingthe withdrawal of forces from the Falkland
Islands, and the military government's human rights viola-
tions led concerned Canadians to speculate that Argentina
could not be trusted notto use nuclearfuel to build nuclear
weapons,(Calgary Herald, May 15, Citizen, April 17 and
23, Globe and Nlail, May 27 and 29).

The official government position was to conduct busi-
néss-as-usual with Argentina with respect to Canada's
nuclear export contract, while: maintaining sanctions
against imports from that country. There were seventy-one
Canadian specialists in Argentina putting the finishing
touches on the Candu reactor near Buenos Aires, due to
start up next year. Three thousand uranium fuel bundles
were scheduled to be shipped to Argentina in early June.

Opponents to Canada's fulfilling of the contract be
lieved that Canada should embargo the fuel exports, and
recall the Canadians workingon the Candu reactor in
Argentina. ,4ccording to opposition MPs, this would thwart
or impede any Argentine attempt to start up the : reactorand
convert its spent fuel for the purpose ofnuclear weapons'



AUSTRALIA

Visit of Australian Prime Minister

Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser visited
Ottawa May 19 to talk with Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
about the economic concerns to be presented at the Ver-
sailles Economic Summit in June. During their talks, the
two Prime Ministers focussed on broad multilateral, eco-
nomic and political problems.'

BELGIUM

Visit to Belgium

External Affairs Minister Mark MacGuigan visited
Belgium May 18 and 19 to talk with the Belgian Ministers of
Foreign and Economic Affairs; The Belgian Minister of
Foreign Relations, Mr Léo Tindemans, is also the Presi-
dent of the;Counci( of Ministers of the European Economic
Community. Mr_ MacGuigan and Mr. Tindemans discussed
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Trade

EGYPT

Nuclear Agreement

An agreement,which `allowsthe initiative of coopera-
tion" between Canada and Egypt in the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes was signed in
Ottawa May 17. Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources
Marc Lalonde signed on behalf of Canada and Egyptian
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development. A cancellation would also register support
for Britain,which was fightind Argentine forces on and near
the Falkland Islands.

The government position was. that if Canada broached
the nuclear powér contract, Argentina would pot be bound
by its obligation to use Canadian nuclear technology and
fuel only for peaceful purposes. Thegovernment also ar-
gued thatsuch a move would jeopardize any future con-
tracts between :Canada and Argentina, and make other
prospective buyers of Candu reactors sk.epticaÎ of Can-
ada's reliability.

In the House ofCommons May 26, Mark Rose (NDP.
Mission-Port Moody) reported that thë Council on Hemi
spheric Affairs, a Washington-based humân rights re-
search group, had a day earlier condemned Canada's
decision to continue supplying Argentina withnuclear fuel,
calling the decision "cynical economic opportunism" and
"irresponsible and reckless."

External Affairs Minister Mark ibtacGuigan announced
May 28 that Canada would insist upon tougher safeguard
rules In any future sales of nuclear materialto Argentina.
He told reporters that the nevir rules will include a ban
against using any uranium even non-Canadian uranium

for weapons,according to the Citizen May 29.' The
announcement does not affect the current contract.

On May 31 Donald Munro(P.C.; Esquimalt-Saanich)
told the House of Commons that Saint John dockworkers
had refused that day to foad nuclear bundles which were to
have been shipped to Argentina. Hismotion to commend
thedockworkers failedto get the reauired unanimous
consent.

bilateral and foreign policy issues. including Canada's rela-
tionship with the European Community.

CAMEROON

Canada-Cameroon Mixed Commission

The First Joint Session of the Canada Caméroon
Mixed Commission was held in Yaoundé; Cameroon; be-
tween April; 28 , and 30:.. Canada' s, were repre-
sented by an official delegation héaded by Minister of State
Serge Joyai: An official trade mission of sixteen Canadian
businessmen% accompanied the delegation_

The Commission was co-chairedby Mr. Joyal and
Cameroonian Minister of Economy and Planning, Mr. Bello
Bouba Maigari. Official discussions focussed`on the as-
sessment of recent commercial and cultural exchanges;
betr: een the two countries'Both delegations were repôrted
pleased with the results. Further identification of priority
sectors took place, resulting in a mutual commitment to
future' cooperation. Four agreements. totallingsix million
dollars, were signed during the visit

An invitation to Cameroonian President H.E.
Ahmadou Ahidjo to visit Canada was extended and ac-
cepted during the Canadian visit=Mr. Ahidjo was in Ottawa
between May 25 and 29 on an official visit

Tradebetween Canada and China was the subject of
bilateral talks during the lastweek of April. China's National
People's Congress membérXu Dixin was in Canada during
that week to talk toCanadian government officials, expor-
ters and importers. China, Canada's seventh largest trad-
ing partner, would like to increase sales of textiles,
machinery and processed foods to Canada, according to a
May 1 Citizen article.

A three-year wheat sale agreement with China worth
$2.25 billion was reported May 6 in the Globe and Mail.
The agreement replaces a previous three-year agreement
which expires July 31.
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Minister of Electricity and Energy Mr. MaherAbaza signed
on behalf: of Egypt. Mr. Abazawas in Ottawa on a;week-
long visit to Canada. According to a Government of Can-
ada press release May 17, the agreement "paves the way
for cooperation in such areasas the possible suppfy of

surplus with France in the past two years (Financial Post,
April 3).

St.

CANDU reactors to E pt the su {' of uranium to be

Pierre & Miquelon

9Y , pp y French Set M PI t t hused as fuel, the implementation of joint nuclear research ' na or arc an agenes , w o represents

projects and the application of nuclear energy to `fields the islands of St. Pierre &,Miquelon, wrote in the Paris dai{y

such as agncuitu^e, industry and-medicine. In addition,
the agreement facilitates exchanges of experts, techni-
cians and specialists related to the developm,ént of nuclear
ener9y

On May 12 the Globe and Mail reported that the
intention,to sign the agreement represented"the first in
dication that Ottawa had reversed its long-standing ban on
sellinq nucleartechno{oav to the r^oliticallv unstable Middle

Le Monde that he fears that the French islands off the
coastof Newfoundland could become "the Falklands of the
North Atlantic" (Globe and Mail, April 20). Although Mr.
Plantagenest said it was "hardlylike{y" that Canada would
invade the islands, he:noted geographic similaritiesbe-
tween the Falklands and St. Pierre & Miquelon. The French
islands fall withinCanada's economiczone, and oil and
gas deposits have been found in the area. According to a
Globe and Mail report (April 20), Mr. Plantagenestsug-

East." The Globe and Mail article stated that anti-nuclear
groups condemned themove, and had accused Ottawa of
taking unnecessary risks in an attemptto prop up theailing
domestic nuclear industry.

EL SALVADOR

Report of Unofficial Election Observers

Progressive Conservative MPs Sinclair Stevens
(York Peel) and Robert Wenman (Fraser Valley West); who
visited El Salvador as ûnofficial election observers in late
March, appeared.before the House of Commons Sub-
committee on Canada'srelations with Latin America and
the Caribbean April 27. The observers engaged in debate
with sub-committee members who were not of the same
opinion that the elections were free and fair.

Four members of the sub-committee had returned to
Canada and released a statement March 2 which said that
in theirjudgement; the electoral process in El Salvadorwas
gravely flawed. During the April 27 meeting; Mr. Stevens
told the members that "the.ffaws you referred to were
perhaps misunderstandings or misinformation."Both
sides questioned each other's findings and viewpoints until
'tempe ratûres Yeached the boiling point" during an ex-
change betweenPauline Jewett (NDP, New Westminster-
Coquitlam) and Mr. Stevens (Globe and Mai/,=:April 28).

FRANCE

Visit of French Minrster;of State for External Trade

French Minister of State for External Tradé, Michel,
Jobert, was in Canada in earlyApril to talk abôut expand-
ingtrade and investment flows between France and Can-
ada. In a Financial Post interview published April 3, Mr.
Jobert pointed to;Canada's banking laws as an impedi-
^ ^um <o iraae ana investment. l.:anaaa nas nad a trade

gested that the political status of the French islands be
changed to take them out of the'sphere of the European
Economic Community, removing a major stumbling block
to a negotiated settlement on the boundary waters. Pres-
ently, the islands are considered part of the EEC and
Canada tears that tishing f{eets of common market coun-
tries would have accessto#hearea; Mr. Plantagenest was
quoted assaying (Globe and Mail, April 20).

Visit of French Premier ,Mauroy

According to media reports, French Premier Pierre
Mauroy was successful in his expressed attempt to "navig-
ate between the maple leaf and the fleur-de-lis while trying
not to makewaves' during a visit to Canada between April
22 and April 27.

Mr. Mauroy's itinerary included visits to Ottawa,
Toronto and Moncton before ending his trip in Quebec.
There he visited Chicoutimi, Montreal:and Quebec City.
Economic cooperation was the;focus of Mr. Mauroy's talks
with businessmen and federal ministers. He also met with
premiers and francophone groups, from Ontario, New
Brunswick and Quebec. Prime Minister Trudeau stated
April24thatrelations between Canada and France had not
been "especially affectionate" since 1967, the year when
Charles de Gaulle shouted "Vive le Québec libre" in
Montreal (Citizen, April 24). Mr. Mauroy's visit was devoted

- to making relations more realistic and normal (Toronto Star,
April 24).

Discussions betweenPrime Minister Trudeau-and the
French Premier touched on areas such as te{ecommünica-

tions, aeronauticsand energy with the aim of increased
industrial cooperation and a doubling of trade between the
two countries (Citizen, April 24). The fishing rights dispute
involving the French islands of St. Pierre & Miquelon and
Canada over the overlapping 200 nautical mile economic
zone was discussed by Prime Minister Trudeau and Mr
Mauroy, leaving both leaders "optimistic that a solution is
within reach:" Talks are expected to intensify during the
next few months(Citizen; April 24).

The cultural and language ties between francophone
Canadians and France were acknowledged by Mr. Mauroy
in his visits to Quebec and with francophonegroups in
Ontario and New: Brunswick. He spoke of continuing and
strengthening France's specialrelationship with Quebec,
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withôut bécominginvolved in Canada's internaldifficulties
(Citizen. April 24). Several agreements,between France
and Quebec were signed by the French Premier and
Quebec Premier René Lévesque. The biggest contract
was signedbetween Hydro-Quenec.and the French con-
sortium Pechineÿ Ugine Kuhlmann. The 28-year contract
is for a proposedaluminum smelter in the Trois Rivieres
area, which, contingent upon a feasibillty study, will pro-
duce 220,000 tonnes ofialuminim annually. The contract
includes a guarantee that hydro rates for Pechiney will not
go up more than ten percent a year for the first twenty years
(Globe and Mail, April 26).

During a luncheon attended by 200 businessmen in
Montreal,Mauroy explained the goals of the economic
summit to be held , in Versailles, France, in early June. The
main challenge wi11 be to strengthen the solidarity among
the economies of the western wôrld. Mr. Mauroy espécially
directed çriticismat US high-interest-rate policies which he
said have resulted in aslow-down in: investment. com-
panies in financiai trouble, and a relentless increase in
unemploy_ment (Globe and Mâil, April 27). Western lead-
ers, including Prime Minister Trudeau, will be attending the
summit io discuss a globaFëconpmic recovery program.

GREECE

Official Visit to Greece

.Governor-General EdwardSchreyerand Minister of
State for External Affairs Pierre De Bané visited Greece
ate in Maÿ: Mr Dë Bané announced from Athens May 19

thatCanada will increase exports of military hardware and
technologÿto Greece. The Greek Defence Minister will be
in Canada in June to discuss the arrangement, which is
reported to be a move to decrease Greek dependence on
US-supplied military hardware (Globe and Mail. May 20).

HONG KONG

Trade Centre

A Toronto firm won an international competition to
design aUS$350million trade centre in Hong Kong. The

, Globe and lvlail May 18 stated thâtthe complex could be of
importance in.négotiations with China forthe renewal of the
British colony's lease, which expires in 1997.

HUNGARY

Power Station Contract

The "first major breakthrough by a Canadian com-
pany into the Hungarian market for industrial goods' was
made bv Velan Inc.. of Montréal. accôrdinq to an Aqril 21

External Affairs press release. Velan Inc:; manufacturers of
a wide range of valves, won the contract #o supply a special
type of valve required by a nuclear power station to the
Hungarian Power Investment Company. The agreement is
valued at approximately S5.6 miilion.

INDONESIA

ment of indonesla.

Contracts for Road Building Equipment

Canadian Commercial Corporation, a contractor on
behalf of Canadian companies, will award forty contracts
worth app^ox mately $18 million to twenty-three Canadian
suppliers ofroad-building equipment on behalfof the Gov-
ernmènt of the Republic ofIndonesia. Minister , of Trade Ed
Lumley announced Aprii26. Thë eyuiprnent will be used
for highway constrriction or the Northwest coasf of
Sumatra, according to a Department of External Affairs
press release. Financing is from a loan from thëCanadian
Intcrnational Development Agency (CIDA) to the Govorn-

IRAQ

Ambulance Contract

The IraGi Minister of Health awarded acontract on
May 17 to Paul Dernérs et Fils Corp. of Beloeil, Quebec to
supply 200 ambulances to Iraq. An External Affairs press
release that"day stated that the tour million dollar agree-
ment is in addition to a previous contract awarded to the
same company to'supply 350 , ambulances to Iraq.

JAPAN

Auto Import Quotas

A one-year agreement on Japanese car imports to
Canada expired April 1 with no extension or replacement.
Recent negotiations between Canada and Japan had
been unsuccessful (See 'International Canada," March

concern for the Canadian auto industry.

1982, in International Perspectives, May7June, 1982),
leading interestedparties in April and Mayto express

The Toronto Star reported April 24 that Pierre Deniger
(Lib., Laprairie) and David Weatherhead (Lib., Scar-
borough West) told the House of Commons Standing
Committee on Finance, Trade and Economic Affairs April
23 that since they did not believe that Canada would get a'
voluntary agreement from Japan, International Trade Min-
isterEd Lumley should impose quotas or other measures
to control Japanese auto imports. According;to the Star
report, Mr. Lumley said that he would wait for a"specific

10 Supplemenl to Internatiomtl Persper,lives
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unequivocal ' no' " to Ottawa's request for new, voluntary
import restrictions, to include trucks, before pushing mea-
sures.which might cause Japân to retaliate by imposing
tougher barriers to Canadian imports

Regarding the customs delays, Benno Friesen (P.C., Sur-
rey-White Rock-North Delta) said that `^the guerrilla tactics
adopted by the government are an amateurish and
chicken-hearted reaction to the [International]Trade Min-

The Globe and Mail April 26 reported that Ontario
Treasurer;Frank fVîi ler supported the United Auto Workers
and industry representatives who wanted Japanese autos
to belimited to titteen percent of the Canadianmarket:,The
auto workers also wanted Japan;to increaseits imports of
Canadian auto parts until April 1984. After that dateJap-
anese _auto exports toCanada would haveto meet Cana-
dian content requirements.

The- Consurners- Association of Canada announced
May 12 that import rtuotas on Japanese cars were not in the
consumer
on Japanese cars, reduced supply would °also violate the
principle of consumer choice;"a press relr?ase from the
association stated.

Mr. Lumley met with Japanese Minister of Internatio-
nal Trade, Shintaro Abe, following the OECD meeting in
Paris May 19, to press for bilateral agreements respécting.
trade. As well as being exporters of largenumbers of
automobiles. Japan maintains strict import barriers which
have effected Canadian exports such as lumber. Although
Mr. Lumley was not able to negotiate an agreement with
Japanese representatives at the Paris meetings, he told
the House,of Commons May 17 that "some progress was
made." Pressed for details by Derek Blackburn (NDP,
iirant), the I rade Minister said that "if the hon: member
wants a positive conclusion to the negotiations, I do not
thinkthatthis is the place to discuss them." Mr. Lumley said
that the Japanese had indicated at the OECD meeting that
ineywouic announce xurther import liberaiizationmea-
sures prior to the June`Versailles Summit:

Those announcements came May 28. A news release
from the Embassy of Japan included a statement byJap-
anese Prime Minister Suzuki asking Japanese business-
men to "extend a welcoming hand to foreign manufactured
goods and investments.!'Mleasures for the further opening
of the Japanese market include a relaxation of import
restrictions such as import quotas on certain items, and a
reduction or, elimination of 215 import tariffs, covering a
wide range of industrial andagricultural products.

The announcements did not pacify opposition MPs. A
letter from Derek Blackburn to Prime Minister Trudeau May .
31 said: "Because of the deep crisis in the Canadian auto
parts industry, which I remind you is the largest auto em
ployer in our country, I urgently request that you take the
toughest possible stand in a face-to-face bilateral meeting
with Japanese Premier Suzukiduring the Versailles Sum-
mit: Specifically, l request thatyou demand eighty-five
percent Canadiancontent on all Japanese cars and trucks
or if the Japanese again refuse, a fifteen percent quota on
Japanese imported cars and trucks." Mr. Trudeau re-
sponded tosuch demands in the House of Commons the
same day by saying he did not want to promise to take that
kindof protectionist attitude, butwas happy to take notice
or trie questions.

Further debate in the House of Commons -May 31
centered around reports that tfie shipment of Japanese
cars into Canada had been almst halted because of
tougher Canada Customs inspections off the west coast.

ister's total inability to negotiate with the Japanese." Ed
Lumley later told the House of Commons that "until such
time as we arrive at a satisfactory settlement we feel there

is no ar[ernauve, ana theretore we. have asked Canadian
Customs to strengthen customs procedures at the point of
entry. 1 hat is not something we want to do, as we had
hoped to arrive at a mutually satisfactory decision. Unfor-:
tunately that has not happened to date."

MEXICO

Nuclear Energy Bid

A possible sale of Candu nuclear reactors to Mexico
may be jeopardized by austerity measures announced by
that country late in April, the Globe and Mail reported May
17. On April 21, Mexican Ambassador to Canada Agustin
Barrios Gomez had said that the measures will not affect
the nuclear energy program, but later reports from obser-
vers in Mexico differed. Ome,explanation was offered by a
West German Minister, who told reporters that "No deçi-
sion has been taken, but my assumption is that the entire
nuclear program will be delayed," after meeting Mexican
President José Lopez Portillo(Globe and Mail, May 17).
Canada is prepared to lend Mexico the necessary funds to
make the nuclear reactor sale. Atomic Energy of Canada
has, already spent between ten and twenty million dollars in
bidding to develop nuclear plants inFMéxico, the Globe and
Mail article said.

In the House.of Commons May 19, Mark Rose (NDF
Mission-Porfi Moody) disputed Canada's policy of financ-
ing foreign nuclearmegaprojects: He called the Mexican
bid "just another in the long list of fruitless mega-write-offs
of the taxpayers money." On May 31, Prime Minister Tru-
deau told the House of Commons that he does nofconsi-
der the Mexican contract bid lost or doomed by the
Mexican government's decision to postpone the date of
decision of a nuclear reactor.

POLAND

Canada's Policy

The Progressive Conservative Party attacked Prime
Minister Trudeau in the House of Commons twice during
Mayfortaking only "mild and ineffective measures" against
the military government in Poland.

On May 4,Geoff Scott (P.C., Hamilton-Wentworth)
moved that "this House censures the Prime Minister of
Canada for his approval of martial law inPoland.' On May
17, Progressive Conservative External Affairs critic John
Crosbie (St. John's West) presented a motion that "this.

1^



Visit of Governor-General to Romania

THAILAND

Amnesty

Governor-General Edward Schreyervisited Romania
between May 11 and 14 to discuss economic cooperation
between the two countries, particularly in the nuclear en-
ergy field (Globe and Mail, May 11). Romania had received
a Canadian Export Development Corporation loan to fi-
nance the purchase of two Candu nuclear reactors. The'
purchase of a third reactor was discussed during talks
between Mr. Schreyer and RomanianPresidentNicolae
Ceausescu. Mr.'Ceausescu may visit Canada this fall
(Globe and Mail, May 17).

A broad amnesty granted bythe King of Thailand May
5 has resulted in the reduction of prison sentences for three
of the nine Canadians serving. time in Thai jails. All three
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House resolves, since both the Canadian and Polish gov-
ernments signed the Helsinki Accord, the Canadian gov-
ernment is morally and Iegally obliged to défend human
rights now suspended inPoland; moreover, that the Cana-
dian ambassador to the United. Nations raise the issue of
Poland at the United Nations debates: that- the Canadian
government, using moneys pufaway for Poland, finance a
national or internaitonal delegation of accountability to
verify whether indeed Canadian food exports to PoÎand are
reaching the people; and finally, that the Canadian govern-
ment replace thepresent symbolic and ineffectfvë sanc.ti-
ons with more meaningfùl ones and therefore impÎement a
full range . of trade, diplomatic and cultural sanctions
against Poland and the Soviet bloc until the state of war is
lïfted in Poland and human, citizen and trade union rights
are reinstated."

Later in the HouseMay If, Prinne Minister Trudeau
responded to a question by Mr. Crosbie about the govern-
ment's alleged lack of support; for the repressed Polish
Solidarity movement. Mr' Trudeau explained that Canada's
policies are intended to helpthe people of Poland= He
explained that "while on one. :hand `we condemn the
I Polish] government, the use of martial law and the slow-
ness in the reconciliation process, wedttempt to help the
people of Poland_ That iswhy. in the food area for instance,
we have extendedvery large credits. V1le aré reluctant to do
what the fion. member seems to suggest, namely, using
punitive nieasures against.the government, becausethat
would really be aburden on the backs of the Polish peo-
ple." Canada had also suspended academic exchanges
with Poland, restricted movements of Polish diplomats and
refused to extend commercial credits for goods other than
food as a prote st against martial law.

ROiVtANIA

were convicted of drug possession (Globe anri Mail, May 8
and 13).

TURKEY

Attempted Assassination

A Turkish diplomat was attacked and shot twice in
Ottawa on April 8 by an unknown assailant. In an External
Affairs press release, External Affairs MinisterMark Mac-
Guigan condemned the terrorist act. An organization
called the Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of
Armenia `çlaimed responsrbility for the attompted as-.
sassination of the diplom2t. Mr. Kani Gûngor

Armenian Demonstration

A demonstration outside the Turkish Embassy in
Ottawa attracted about 1,500 Armenians on April 24'(Cit
rzen, ApriÎ 26). TheArmenians charged Turk.ey with " gen-
ocide ^ in the 1915 occupation of Armenian territory in which
much of the Armenian population was killed. The demon=
stration was to enlistsupport;for the Armenian nationalist's
demand for the rcturn of Turkish-occupied territories.

Dennis McDermott. President of the Canadian Labour
Congress (CLC), called upon Canadian trade unionists to
observe May 1, :the international Labor Day, byappealing
for the release of fifty-two Turkish trade union leaders. In a
CLCipress release (April 30) Mr. McDermott was guoted as
saying thatthe Turkish union leaders were jailed for "at-
tempting to change the constitution by force" after martial
law was proclaimed in Turkey in Séptember 1980, and face
the death penalty if convicted. The CLC joins Amnesty
International in encouraging Canadians'to protest directly
to. the generals in Turkey.

Expulsion of Soviet Trade Representative

A Soviet trad... representative, Mr. Mikhail N. Abromov;
was expelled frorri Canada after allegedly trying to pur-
chase from a Canadian businessman, -and illegally export,
fibre-optic and other restricted high technology.:products:
An April 1 press release from the Department of External
Affairs stated that ".it was`pointed out tothe [Soviet] Ëm-
bassy that this is_the third such incident in the last four
years." These incidents "on ly serve to raise questions as to
the sincerity of the Soviet Government officials in the re-
peated statementsthatthejr wish to improve.relations with
Canada and develop a useful and mutual! ^ profitable work
ing rélationship,the statement said.

It was later revealed thatthe iCanadian businessman



was Elton Killan, president of Northumberland Cable Co.
Ltd., of Petitcodiac, N.B. Mr. Killan had cooperated with an
RCMP security service investicgation(Globe and Mail, Ap-
ril 3).

Fibre-optic technology involves the transmission of a
signal by passing lightthrougha glass fibre. Certain fibre-
optic materials and related technology cannot be exported
to eastern bloc countries without federal government ap-
proval. according to terms agreed upon by NATO (Globe
and Mail. April 3).

The Embassy of the USSR in Ottawa respon ded to the
action in a press release on the same day, calling the
accusations absurd and groundless. The press release
stated that Mr. Abromov "has never attempted any , illegal
procurement of any items of high technology [whose ex-
port] is restiictedby Canadian.faw. Equally groundless are °
accusations that hetried to suborn a Canadian citizen with
an alleged offer ôf largé financial payments."

According to the Sovief Embassy statement, Mr.
Killam had approached Mr. Abromov with an offer to sell
the Soviet Union outdated telecommunications technol-
ogy. which was refused: The Soviet Embassy concluded
that the events surrounding Mr. Abromov's expulsion were

Mu lt i latera
UNITED NATIONS

Law of the Sea

The United Nations adopted a.Law of the Sea treaty
April 30 after nine years of "the most intensive negotiations
in UN history".(Citizen,May 1). The Treaty,waspassed by a
vote Of I ;iU to 4,-w[th 11 abstentions. 1'he US, Israel, Turkey
and Venezuela voted against the treaty. Abstaining coun-
tries included the USSR, Britain and several European
countries.

The terms of the Treaty include the legalization of 12
mile territorial and 200-mileeconomic zones, the estab^-
lishment of fishing and shipping rights and oil and gas off-
shore drilling rights. The Treaty also beginsto establish a
regime for`developing deep-seabed mining of nickel, co-
balt, copper andmanganese (Citizen, May 1). This provi-
sion was supported by Canada, as it establishes
productionceilingswhichwill protect Canadian nickel min-
ing concerns in Sudbury and Thompson.

An editorial'iri the Globe and Mail (May 10) stated that'
"Canada played a significant role in the lengthy'negotia-
tions and Canadian diplomats did an excellentjob fortheir
country." Canada was represented bv Law of the Sea
Ambassador Alan Beesley, who believes that Canadians
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a`carefully planned, crass provocation, seeking to cast a
shadow over the activities of a Soviet official" and "to whip
up the spyomania campaign." Along with the press re-
lease, the Soviet Embassy provided copies of letters be-
tween the two men, which it says refute the statementthat
Abromov was engaged in activities incompatible with his
official status.

WEST GERMANY

Exhibit in Berlin

A multi-disciplinary presentation of Canadian art and
culture isscheduled to be held atthe Akademie derKünste
(.Academyof Fine Arts) in West Berlin between Dec. 5,
1982, and Jan. 30; 1983. An April 21 External Affairs press
release stated thatthe project is the most ambitious under-
taking of its kind mounted abroad by the Department of
External Affairs. Along with the Canada Council, External
Affairs will coordinate the presentation of visual and per-
forming arts, film and literary readings.

Relat ions
have reasdn to be happy with the main featuresof the
complex agreement (Citizen, May 1). For Canada, the
treaty "puts an international stamp on Canadian sov-
ereignty in Arctic waters and recognizes our guardianship
role over Atlantic salmon," according to the Globe and Mail
(MayiQ). Canada will also benefit from the 200-mile fishing
zone provision and the rights given to countries over oil,
gas:and other resources on their continental shelves.

Some opponents rejecting or abstaining from the vote
did so in disagreement with the proposal for an internatio-
nal seabed mining authority which would consider seabed
minerals to belong to the global community. Since many of
the opposing countries are considered major industrial
powers, it has been speculated that some may seek a
"mini-treaty' to serve their interests in deep-sea mining
(Citizen, May 1; Globe and Mail, May 10). The Law of the
Sea Treaty is expected to be signed at a final conference in
Caracas, Venezuela, in December 1982.

Namibfan Contact Group

Canada's role in a United Nations-sponsored contact
group which is working to facilitate the independence of
Namibia was questioned during the Canadian Conference
in Solidarity with the Liberation Struggles of the People's of
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Southern Africa which was held in Ottawa May 7 to 9. At the
conferencé, South West African Peaple's.Organization
(SWAPO) chief negotiator Hedipo Hamutenÿa accused
Canada of taking part in an alleged US-South African plan
"aimea.at enGuring continued illegal South African control
of Namibia' (Thé Citizen; May 10): Canada, along with the
US, Britain, France and West Germany, formed the cflntact
group in 1977 to negotiaté Soùth Africa's withdrawal from
minéral-rich Namibia. At the Ottawa conference; Mr.
Hamutenya.repeatedly charged that the contact group had
been supportingSouth African interests by proposing an
electoral :system for Namrbia which would block SWAPO
from obtaining the two-thirds majority required forconstitu-
tional change, the Citizen reported.

NDP foreign affairs critic Pauline Jewett (New West-
minster-Coquitlam) asked External Affairs Minister Mark
MacGuigan in the House of Commons May 11 to explaih
why Canadahas not protested what she viewed as the
unreasonable-electoral proposals suggested by the US
and South Africa. She told the House that the electoral
systems proposed were "contrary to what we should be
pressing for in the contact group." SWAPO is only willing to
accept a one-person, one-vote electoral system. Mr. Mac-
Guigan responded by sayng that while there have been
drffrcultres; frndrng an acceptable electoral system for
Namibia, there has been no bargaining in bad faith "on the
part of South Africa, and' of course not on the part of the
United States."

Parliamentarians for World Order

A delegation of five Parliamentariars for World Ordér,
which is a UN-based organization representing twenty-six
countries concerned withworld;peace; released proposals
in early May at the end of â week of meetings withgovern-
ment officials in Moscow and Washington. The parliamen-
tarians' chairman, Canadian MP Douglas Roche (P.C.,
Edmonton South) presented a formalreport to the United
Nations Secretary-General Javiër Perez de Cuellar. The
report called for a freeze on production of nuclear weapons
by the United States and the Soviet Union, followed by
negotiations toward global arms reductibr,s.

UNSSOD If

Canada's position to he taken to the United Nations
Spécial Session on Disarmament between June 7 and
Juiy9 was widely debated in Canada during April and May
as disarmanient issues bécamemore prominent_ (See this
issue, POLICY-Defence:) Prime Minister Trudeau and
other government representatives will attend the session,
along with civil servants and a delegation of fifteen repre-
sentatives of various non-government organizations that
have been active in the disarmament debates (Toronto
Star, May 8).

Canada's disarmament ambassador, Arthur Menzies,
will represent Canada in international negotiations. A
Toronto Star report May 8 described Mc Menzies job as the
coordinating of various government policies while keeping
in touch with the 'Views of a growing number of Canadians
who are concerned about disarmament." Mr. Menzies said
in the Star'interview thatthe Canadian government can
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only work behind the scenes to "try to influence the two
superpowers to get back to the bargaining table and to
have confidence in each other."

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC
COOPERATION ANDDEVELOPMENT

Regional Development Meeting in Stockholm

Canada joined other Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development ( OECD) member countries in
Stockholrn. Sweden on A. pril 17 to discuss informally re-
gional development policies. Herb Gray, Minister of Indus-
try. Trade and Commerce and Regional ')= conomic
Expansion represented Canada and co-chaired the ore-
and-a-half day meeting (Industry, Trade and Commerce
news release. April 19).

Ministerial Meeting in Paris

Allan MacEachen, Deputy Prime Minister and Minis-
ter of Finance, and Ed Lumley, Minister of State for
International Trade, attendëd a meeting of theCouncil at
Ministerial Level of the OECD on behalf of Canada in Paris
May 10 and 11. The meeting provided an opportunity for
finance and trade ministers from the OECD member coûn-
tries to review the world economic:situatiôn and to identify
the main elements of appropriate pôlicy responses (Éxter-
nal Affairs press rélease; May , 3).

In a speech delivered at the meeting May 10. Mr.
MacEachen focussed on the economic récession facing
the industrial wôrfd.. The way to strengthen economies
withoût undermini fight against inflation is through a
reduction in real interest rates in the United States, Mac-
Eachen told other OECD;ministerial representatives. He
saidthat Washington shouid reduce its federaL déficit so
that interest rates in that country can come down, and in
turn assist all governments in resistingthe pressures for
import protectionism resulting from rising unemployment.

Figures released on May 7 had shown Canada's un-
employment rate at a post depression' record high. Mr.
MacEachen attacked US interest rates in the House of
Commons that day; saying that ;there are limits to what
other countries can do "while the key economic solution
rests with the main- economic partner we all have," the
United States:

COMMISSION OF THE
EUROREAN

SeaJ Ban Resolution Questioned

In response to a resolution by the European Parlia-
ment 11 to recommend tothe EuropeanCommis-
sion that the EEC ban seal,product imports, the Canadian
Goverment May17 proposed to the European Commission



that the subject be referred to international experts. A news
release issued May 17 by Fisheries and Oceans Canada
states that the document on which the European Parlia-
ment's resolution was based was found by Canadian ex-

14pes to be seriously flawed. "The document rails, in par-
ticular, to take adeqùate account of available scientific
information concerning the two principal questions on
which criticism of the seal hunt is based, i.e: the status of
the sealpopulations and killingmethods used in the hunt,"
the news release stated. The proposal to the European
Lommissron suggests that these questions be referred to
the International Council forthe Exploration of the Sea and
tnat a speciai group of experts be established ^ The'Cana-
dian Government maintained that Canada's management
of the seal hunt is among the strictest and most humane in
the world.

In the House of Commons May 18 Minister of Fish-
eries and Oceans Roméo LeBlanc saidthatthe " European
vote was very much the résult of misinformation and misun-
derstanding ...good information will solve this.maiter, not
emotion and photography." (See "International Canada,'
March 1982, in lnternational Perspectives, May/June
1982.)

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS

Montrea/-Conference

ueiegates trom the huirianrights commissions of
nineteen of the twenty-five countries belonging to the Inter-
national Federation of Human Rights joinednon-govern-
ment delegates from thirty countries at the University of
Montreal for a three-daymeeting May 22 to 24. Thefedera-
tion passed resolùtions to lobby government and para-
government organizations to support provisions for inter-
national investigations into "disappeatances,"to support
an international charter of rights for prisoners, and to sup-
port the creation of an United Nations working group to
study the problems of native peoples who wish internatio-
nalrecognition as independentnations (Globe and Mail,
May 2g).

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

International Labour Day

Amnesty International, Canadian Section (English
Speaking), issued an appeal to trade unionists to honour
International Labour Day (May1) by appl^inq pressure on
governments who have imprisoned trade unionists. In a
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press release May 1, special appeals were requested re-
garding three "Prisoners of Conscience" in Argentina,
South Africa and Turkey. Amnesty International also
provided a list of eighty-five trade unionists and workers in
twenty-four countries whose cases it has taken up. Am-
nesty International urged actions such as appeals through
letters and telegrams to the government authorities
responsible.

Anniversary

The House of Commons unanimously applauded Am-
nesty International May 28 on the occasion of the
organization's twenty-f irst birthday. The House wishéd Am-
nesty International many more years of success in its work
to free prisoners of conscience, to halt torture and execu-
tionand to seek fair trials for political prisoners.

AGREEMENTS

Tin
=

Minister ofTrade Ed Lumley announced April 21 a
Cabinet decision to sign the Sixth International Tin Agree-
ment. Like the previous agreements, its objective is to
achieve a long-term balance between world tin production
and consumption, and to prevent excessive fluctuations in
the price of tin (External Affairs press release, April 21).

VERSAILLES ECONOMIC SUMMIT

Prime Minister

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau met French President
François Mitterand April_17 in Vancouverto discuss the
agenda forthe seven-nation economic summit to be held in
June in Versailles, France. During April and May Canada's
hopes for the summit become clearer as economic events
in Canada emerged as part of the larger global recession.
Thegovernment repeated its view thata lowering of US
interest rates is crucial for a world economic recovery from
the largest recession in decades. Canada, the US, France,
West Germany, Italy, Great Britain and Japanwill be repre-
sented at the meeting of the government leaders. Mr.
Trudeau told reporters May 26 that "to me, the most impor-
tant that can happen at the summit is the creation of a
climate of confidence " whichwould put people back to
work in other countries and in turn:alleviate unemployment
in Canada as investor confidence is renewed (Globe and
Mail, May 27).

15
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FOREIGN

Falk(ands

As the British fl,eet àpproaçhed the Falkland Islands
during April, Canada continued to condemn Argentina's
Aprif 2 invasion and continued occupation of the British-
owned islands. Canada had hoped for a peaceful settle-
ment of the territorial dispute between-Argentinaand Bri-
tain; but supported Britain's "defensive"- actions, which led
to armed conflict duringMa}r after negotiations between
Britain and Argentina, and médiation efforts had failed.

Canada's non-military support ot Britainrncluded a
decision in early April to place an embargo on Canadian
export of military equipment to Argentina. On April 12 the
Canadian government also banned all imports from Argen-
tina and suspended export credits to that country. An April
13 Externa(Affairs press release stated thafthe Canadian
government's "principal concern is to contribute to ensur-
ing respectfor the United Nations Charter and for the rule
of international law, consistent with its conviction that force
should notbe used to settle territorial disputes."

DuringMay, Canadacontinûed to support Britain as
fighting broke out around and on the Falkland Islands.
Britain's use of force was considered a justified defensive
action against Argentine aggression. The invasion of the
islands violated international law and the continued oc-
cupation vioiated-UN Resolution 502. On May 15 it was
reported that Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau made his
"clearest and strongest statement of support for Britain
since the beginning of the Falklands crisis" (Globe and
Mai!). Mr. Trudeau had clarified Canada's position at a May -
14 press conference. Previous statements made by the
Prime Minister regarding the use of force to settle the
dispute had been interpreted by the média as not com-
pletely supportive of Britain's attempts at re-occupation of
the islands. Mr. Trudeau told reporters that Canada is `one-
hundred percent.behind the British."

The nature ofCanada's support for Britain was ques-
tioned in the House ofCommons throughout the conflict.
On May 21; P.C. external affairs critic John Crosbie (St.
John's West) asked External Affairs Minister Mark Mac-
Guigan to explainexactfÿ what Canada had done to assist
Britain. Mr. MacGuigan replied that "We have met every.
request which Britain has made of us. We have engaged in
extensive consultations with the United Kingdom ...We
have been in very close consultation with the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, and we have made offers of
service and offers of facilitation. We gave tentative approval
to a peace initiate by Peru, which was stillborn, overtaken
by events and by actions of the Secretary-General before it
became operative." Canada's commitment to a contract to
supply Candu nuclear technohogyand fuel to Argentina for

peacefui purposes was repeatedly challenged by opposi-
tion members throughout-April and May. (See this issue.
BILATERAL-Argentina.)

Prime Minister Praises Peaceful Sinai Withdrawal

Prime Minister P;erre Trudeau congratulated both
Egyptian President Mohamed Hosni Moubarek and Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin on th-ieir countnes:par
ticipation in the peaceful withdrawal of Israehi troops from
the Sinai desert. In separate letters to the twô leaders
dated Aprfl',25, Mr. Trudeau expressedadmiration for the
commitment both countries and the United States had
shown toward reaching the goal of peace in the Middle
East.

Trudeau on World Morality

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau approached global
problems from a philosophical position in his address to
graduating students at St' Francis Xavier University in
Antigonish May 2. He spoke of the need for a`code of
international morality appropr^ate to the modern world of
disorder and insecurity." Tracing the beginning of the ero-
sion of old values back to Copernicus, Mr. Trudeau said
that Canadians havenot equipped ourselves for the glohal
challenge fac[ng the world. The unique challenges of-a
modern world cannot be met with the "murai void charac-
teristic of the new age, [which is] the root cause of a very
troubling awareness that, in our international:relations,
something is alwayseluqing us. We have not taken hold of
our moment in history. We have not seized control of our
era," Mr. Trudeau told the students. He urged them to
embrace the moral imperative demanded of this ageto
help forge an organic global sâciety not tèrrorizëd by the
threat of nuclear war.

Global Food Issues

"Canada and Global Food Issues was the topic of an
April 6 speech given by External Affairs Minister Mark
MacGuigan to the Canada GrainsCouncil in Winnipeg., In
the address; Mr. MacGuigan discussed the growing rela-
tionship between Canada's foreign policy and aspects of
food production, trade and global food security.

Mr. MacGuigan pointed out that the basic objectives of
the World Food Conferencé a decade ago - to increase
food production in countries where it, is most needed; to
broaden effective distribution, consumption and nutrition;
and to build a better food securitysystem to avoid disrûp-
tive wide price swings - still haven't been met. Mr. Mac
Guigan sees the primary factors working against those
objectives as political, not èconomic or tëchnological.



Mr. MacGuigan criticizedthe European Economic
Cornmunity (EEC) for employing policies to maintain inter-
naÎgrainprices well abovè international levels. Mr. Mac-
Guigan stated that an evén greater problem existsfrom the
EEC's use of,export subsidies in third markets, which
leads to réduced incomes for producers, such as our own

who . refy on the world market for their returns."
areas in which

grain trading has, been affected by Canada's foreign policy.
Hestated: "While we recognize that sanctions or ëmbar-
gos generally have a limited economicimpact; Canadawill
notbackaway`from asignificant challenge to global
stabilGty.

Progressive ConservativeParty Policy

Progressivè Conservative Party MP Douglas Roche
(Edmonton South) was replaced by Sinclair Stevens-(York-
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porary policy direction and a higher priority than what they
are presently accorded:"

Appointments

External Affairs Minister Mark MacGuigan announced
May 12 the appointment of David M. Miller to the posts of
High Commissioner to Kenya and Uganda, Permanent
Representative to the United Nations Environment Pro-
gram and to the United Nations Centre for Human Settle-
ments in Nairobi (External Affairs press release, May 12).

DEFENCE

Security and Disarmament ReportsPeel) as a member of the House of Commons Standing
Committee on External Affairs and National Defence. A
Globe and Mail article May 5said that Mr. Stevens con-
ceded that his move onto the: Committee was directly re-
lated to his known views on. Central America. Mr. Roche
had retu rned from a visit to El Salvador previous to the
recent eiections there with the-opinion that the elections
would not be fair and should not be held. This caused

'"uneasiness anddistress' to the Conservative Party, ac-
cording to the Globe and Mail. Mr. Stevens and fellow
Conservative Robert Wenman then travelled to El Salvador
as representatives of their party to witness the March 28
elections, and returned with the opposite opinion. Mr. Ste-
vens believes his views are in line with ninety percent of the
Conservative caucus, as opposed to the ten percent who
would-be inclined.to side with Mr. Roche, the article said.

H.G. ExternaLAffairs critic John Crosbie responded to
the Globe and Mail article with a letter to the editor pub- gic armaments and intermediate-range nuclear forces in
lished May 10. He denied implications made in the article Europe; the pursuit in UNSSOD ll of rapid progress to-
that Mr. Roche, who was out of the country at the time, had wards improvement in world political conditions; the estab-
been "supplanted or removed." Mr. Crosbie explained that lishment of confidence-building measures and crisis-man-
Mr. Roche. wished to give priority to other issues. In his agement systems; and the negotiation of effective and `
letter, Mr. Crosbie clarified another difference between his verifiable measures of arms control and disarmament in-
party's views andthose of Mr. Roche."His views on inter- cluding a comprehensive test ban; prohibitions on chemi-
national issues are not always the same as the views of our cal weapons; the prohibition of weaponstor outer space; a
party or of our caucus. As an example; both he and Walter verifiable ban on new weapons based on new scientific
McLean (Waterloo) supported the minority report with re- principles or new technologies; and regional force reduc-
spectto the subjectof security and disarmament, whüe our tions under a Medium Rai
party supports the policies expressed and the rec and similar accords.''
ommendations of the majority report. Specifically, we sup- Aspects of the Committee report were "vigorously"
port the conceptthatthe United States should be permitted opposed by the six signatories who issued the dissenting
to test Cruise missiles; without nuclear armaments, in "Minority Report" They declared that "we find gravé defi-
Canada as recognition of the United States role in, our ciencies both in its analysis of the effects of the nuclear
defence and in recognition of our role in NATO." arms race and in its proposals for action by the Canadian

. . T4 _ rl-l^ . . . . . . . . ^ , . . . . ^ . .. .. . .. .

-y ^ -11^lal V,Uw,3 Ull Jul cJy1 [ t,ulluy,wure yuvernrnenr, i ne iviinority Heporr urged Uanada to
among thesubjects discussed at their policy conference in press for a "Strategy of Suffocation" at UNSSOD II; to
Toronto May 13 t6,-16. A report on the conference in the include four main elements: a comprehensive test ban to
Globe and;Nlail May 15 said that delegates took a='`hard impede further development of nuclear explosive devices;
line" against the Liberal government's "nice guy stance,"' an agreement to stop the flight-testing of allnew strategic
on foreign affairs. On defence policy, the background paper delivery vehicles; anagreementto prohibit all production of
stated that "The P.C. Party believes that itis critically fissionable material for weapons purposes and an agree-
important that the serious and harmful neglect of the mili- ment to limit and then progressively reduce militaryspend-
tary by the current Liberal governmenfbe redressed. The ing on new strategic nuclear weapons systems.
Armed Forces must.be given a more definitive and contem- The official Committee report had rejected these pro-

A report was issued by the House of Commons Stand-
ing Committee on External Affairs and National Defence in
early April which made recommendations for a Canadian
position on security and disarmament to be taken to the
United Nations Special. Session on Disarmament (UN-
SSOD II) between June 7and July 9. A dissenting group of
six memoers or trie 5tand^ng Committee; including mem-
bers of all three federal parties;issued a "Minority Report"
shortly afterwards, in which they advanced alternative
recommendations.

The official report examined statistics, testimony and
policies related to defence and disarmament. The seventh
chapter dealt with a Canadian position they recommended
be presented to UNSSOD 11. A House of Commons press
release identified the major recommendations as: "strong

support for urgent negotiations and agreements on strate-
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posals. The majority view of the Committee had rejected
the concept of a nuclear arms freeze. or "éven a pause to
allow negotiations to catch up with nuclear arms develop-
ménts." Instead. it suppôrts the concept of non-use nu-
clear weapons.

On April 29, both NDP leader Ed Broadbent and
Pauline Jeweit,asked the`House of Commons to support
the Minority Report on Security and Disarrriament, urging
thatCanada put humanitarian commitments over NATO
ones by not aliowing Cruise missile system testing in Can-
ada. The position taken in the minority report was that
further development of the Cruise missiles would 'only
s:imulate the SWets to develop one of their own:" By
denÿing thé tests,'Canada would be régistering a protest
against the arms race;

In the House^of Commons on May 4. Doug Anguish
(NDP, The Battlefords-Meadow Lake) made a motion that,
in light of the UN Special Session on Disarmament (UN-
SSOD II) in June, 'the government not allow the testing of
theCruise missile in Canadian territory so that we will be
removed from the nuc'ear arms race and can act as a
rnediator, between countries in the world which wish to
work toward a freeze and abandonment of nuclear weap-
ons.", Pauline Jewett made a similar motion in the, House
May- 20 urging that the government promoteglobalsur-
vivalby ` pressing for a nuclear weapons freeze and a no-
first-use pledge at the UN , next month, and an end to
Cruise, missile test plans `in Canada." The May 20 motion
correspondéd with a demonstration in Ottawa and a Con-
gress of Canadian Women petition with 79,000 signatures
to be presented at the UN in June.

As well as parliamentary oppc^-)sition to the missile
testing, demonstrations and petifiionsthroughout Canada
during Apri1'and May served to notify the government that
strong public opposition to even;symbôlic participation in
the arms race eXists_ The largest demonstration, in Van
couver April 23, attracted 30,000 'péopie, a volume which
"outstripped the anti-war demonstrations of the date 60s
and early 70s" (Toronto Star Âpril 26): Several petitions
were tabled in the House of Commons favouring global
disarmament.

The Toronto Star May 29 described The official posi-
tions of the federal Liberai, Conservative and New Demo-
cratic parties. The Liberal and PC parties are opposed to a
nuclear weapons freeze while the Soviet Union is believed
to have an advantage over the western alliance, although
the "Minority Report" was supported by members of all
three parties. The NDP argues. that there is rough paritj!
now between the two major power blocs in the world, and
so this is best time to move toward a nuclear weapons
freeze. The NDP ofticiallyadvocates Canada's withdrawal
from the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance (NATO) and the
North AmericanÂir Defence Command fNORADI: (See
Vrurse nnrssrie iestrng, tnrs issue.) ;

Cruise Missile Testing

Protest against the,government's proposal to testun-
arméd US cruise missiles over Alberta continued.during ,
April and May. (See "International Canada," March 1982 in
International Perspectives, Maÿ/June 1982:) Opponents of
the proposed testing had said that any agreement to test

the missiles, which they believe would have "first stike
capability" in a nuclear war, is contrary to Canada's nu-
clear-free stance. External Affairs Minister Mark Mac-
Guigan had defended the proposed testing on the grounds
of Canada's need to sûpport NATO commitments.

On April 23 NDP foreign affairs critic Pauline Jewett
(New Westminster-Coquitlam), proposed a review of Can-
adas foreign affairs policies. Sheitold the House of Cijm-
mons that. internationally, the government has "made a
great deal of the fact that Canada has insisted upon there
being no nuclear role for Canadian forces in- Europe.; In
other words, they have proudly said time and time again
that Canada is non-nucléar. On the other hand, they have
found no inconsistency whatsoever in Canada being in-
volved in the creation 6f the guidance system for the new
Cruise Missile," even gNing sustantial grant.s to Litten
Industries, which is involved in the manufacture of the
guidance system.

A motion the same day by Bill Blaikie (NDP, Winnipeg-
Birds Hill) called on Vie Prime Ministorto ,show that he is
serious about his nuclear suffocation strategy by cancell-
ing Cruise missiles testing in Alberta."

The government's position regard'Ing the Cruise mis-
siletesting was questioned April 26. External Affairs Minis-
ter Mark MacGuig-an responed to a question by. Miss
Jewett by teljing the House of Commons that-"there is a
framéwork agreemént under which various kinds of arms
tests will be able to be established under joint Canadian-
US control, tests which may take place on Canadian terri-
tory. The négotiations on that agreement are going for-
ward. An agreement may or maÿ not be reached before
UNSSOD II:With respect to the sub-agreement underthat
framework agreement which woûld ,authbrize tests of the
Cruise MissiÎe, we will not be going forward with that agree-
ment before UNSSCD ÎI. I might add that even if we did,
and if there, Were ai generaldisarmaiment agreement-at
UNSSOD la,- that would take priority.over any bilateral
agreement we had with another country."

Aspeech rriade by PrimeUnister Trudeau May 16 to
an audience at Nortre Dame University in South Bend,
Indiana,'was ^`welcâmed" by Miss Jewett:.She viewed Tru-
deau's worçis in favour of disarmamentas a"shift away
from the government's recent rough talk bn cruise missile
tests and the threat of the Soviet missile arsenal," the
Globe andWail reported May S. Miss Jewett told report-
ers: "I wouldsay that generally he is trying to move into a
more creative role for Canada to play in the world in ending
the nuclear arms xace." _(See Prime Minister on Arms
Control, thisissué:)

PrimeMinister on Arms Control

. Prime tviinister Pierre ..Trudeau told an audience at
Notre Dame University in South Bend, Indiana thàt the key
to slowing down the arms race is to bridge the gap betwëen
East and West. Mr. Trudeau argûed,in his May 16 speech
that "fears are rooted in the berceotion that bôth sides rriav
be preparedto contemr)late usinqthe ûltimaté weaponin
order to achieve pre-eminence ;.:natioris arm out-of fear
for their security and will disarm only if they, are convincëd
that the threat to their security has diminished:'' He said
that we should notlink n.on-military objectives, such as

18 Supplement to Iriternationaf Perspectives



human rights, with disarmament. "The Soviets threaten us
militarily; not culturally, not politicallÿ and certainiy not
economically. Consequently we should not seek to link

two track" approach.

non-military objectives with disarmament." the Prime Min
ister stated.

Canada's policjrïs to seek to "improve our defensive
position by preparing to introduce new intermediate range
weapons in Europe.-^vhile atthe sametime pûrsuing arms
reduction negotiations," Mr. Trudeau told the audience.
This technique, adhered to by NATO allies, is calléd the

Anti-missile Weapons

,^,ix new irigates aeing added to Lanada's navy will
carry anti-missile weapons, Defence Mini'ster Gilles La-
montagne announced May10. `Atthe moment;we have no
capabilities of eliminating an attack by missiles," he told
reportcrs. The announcëmentcaine a week afterthesink-
ing of the British HMS Sheffield, which was attacked bya
wave-skimrning Argentine anti 'ship missile in the South
Atlantic (Globe and Mail; May 11).

Further discussion of Canada's naval capabilities took
place during Mayas battles around the Falklands demon-
strated the vulnerabiiity of warships, especially those with
aluminum superstructures_ Mr. Lamontagne told P.C. de-
fence criticAllan B` McKinnon in the Commons May 26thaf
he did not think that any of Canada's ships have complete
superstructures ofaluminum, but that if would be "appro-
priate look intothe matterveryseriously" when contracts
for the new friaates an=.awârriari this faü-

Research

Canada will spend proportionately more on domestic
security and national defence research this year than at
any time in`recent history. Background papers tabled by
Science Minister John Roberts in Parliament late in April
show that the over-all projected amount to be sent on
securrty, research has increased more thantwenty-four
percent in 1982 over, 11981, to $164 million, according to a
Globe and Mail article May 4.

TRADE/ECONOMIC

Gas Exports

The Canadiangas industry welcomed a federai déci-
sion, announced.May 14;"to ease gasexport tests. -Thé
Globe and Mail May 15 reported that in its décision, the
National EnergÿBoard (NEB) "dropped the stiffest of three
tests to.determine the amount of surplus natural gas avail-,
able for export." A reserves formula, replacinq'the current
reserves,test, becomes the means of determining the max-
imum amount of sûrplus gas for export," under the, new
procedures.

The NEBdecisionimproves the likelihood of aoDroval
Tor producing companies; who reportedly wanted to export
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about 300 billion cubic metres of gas over the next twenty
years to.the US and Japan, when they appear before the
NEB in July (Citizen, May 15).Jt was reported that thou-`
sands of wells in Alberta had been `"shut-in"'for lack ôf
markets.

EnergyMinister Marc Lalonde announced May 15 that
the new surplus determination procedure "appears to offer
both assured protection for future Canadian natural gas
needs, and could have a positive impact on providinq new
opport.unities tor natural gas exports in the near future"
l(aiooe ana man, May 15).

Mr. Lalonde announced further measures to hel17 the
ou ana gas Industries May 31. The measures includelower
federal energy taxes and higher oil prices to help the
energy industries through a world recession which had
"depressed industry confidence and weakened the invest-
menf climate," Mc-Lalonde told the House of Commons.

Footware Quotas

Opposition MPs in the House of Commonsrepeatedly
asked the governmentto reinstate import quotas on leather
footware during April and May: The government had lifted
global quotas on leather footware-on November 24, 1981,
and is being blamed by opposition MPs forthe lay-off of an
estimated 7,500 Canadian<workers in shoe-related indus-
tries since the quotas were lifted. Minister of Industry,
Trade and Commerce Herb Gray told the House of Com-
mons May 13 and May 19 that the matter was being exam-
ined by Cabinet.

Dollar

The Canadian dollar fell to a fifty`-year low May 28 after
a"dismal week on the foreign exchange markets." The
dollardropped nearly a fifth of a cent that day to 80.40
cents (US). The Ottawa Citizen reported_May 29 that three
weeks earlier, "amid persistent rumors that the Canadian
government was considering devaluation,the currency fell
below 81 cents (US) for the first time since last summer."

Trade Surplus

Figures released by Statistics Canada in May showed
that March 1982 was the twenty-third consecutive month in
`which Canada's exports were greater than its imports.
Canada's total trade surplus was$3.41 billion duringthe.
first quarter of 1982 compared, with a surplus of $2.76
billion the previous quarter. The Statistics Canada figures
were released "amid an array of gloomy news about the
economy" in early May (Globe and Mail, May 10).

Foreign Banks

The Globe and Mail reported May 18 that the Iarge
increase over the previous nine months of foreign banks in
Canada has made the Canadian financial system more
competitive. Some of the recently chartered foreign banks
have asked the federal government to raise their capital
allocations, having already hit their asset ceilings, the
Globe and Mail reported May 12.

1
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Ministér of Finance AIIan MacEachén announced May
27 ttrat "letters patent establishing the fifth group of foreign
bank subsidiaries underthe Bank Act" were issuedthat
day. The ten new banks brought#he total number offoreign

tries. In a speech at Complex Desjardins in Montreal,
François Pouliot, Director General of CIDA's Francophone
Africa Division, explained that CIDA's priorities have
shifted away from economic infrastructure projects toward
health, education and human relationships programs. Mr.bank subsdiaJes-in Canada to fifty-seven.

Grain Exports

Senator Hazen Argue, the minister responsible for the
Wheat Board, announced in his annual report that Canada
exported a record $5.6 billion in grain düring the 19.80-1981
crop year. The figures represented a forty-four percent
increaseoverthe previous record (Globe and Mail, May 5).

Singapore Trade Exhibits

' Flarticipatron in Singaporetrade exhibits during 1981
have been largely responsibfe_ for 145 Canadian com-
panies "breaking into" South East Asian markets. An Èx-
ternal Affairs press release May5 stated that during 1981,
Canadian #irms participated in nine trade shows and four
industry missions in Singapore ina campaign initiated by
federal trade officials. Canadian companies will continue
to exhibit in Singapore trade shows through 1982.

Fishing lndustry

A meeting of the Fisheries Council of Canada in
Halifax in early May heard speeches which identifiedsev-
eral reasons for the ailments facing.the Canadian fishing
Industry (Globe and Mail, May 4). Some of them were
international. Tariffs against Canadian fish are one cause
of concern, according to Councifpresident Kenneth Çamp
bell. The Council believed that international cooperation in
marketing would be desirable, although it frowned on direct
government involvement, the Globe and Mail stated.

The Fisheries Council also heard a report by George
Jasper of the CanadianFishirig Co.Ltd. of Vancouver
concerning the falloff in European salmon sales. The
Globe and Mail article said that poor sales of B.C. salmon
in Europe followed the discovery of dangerous bacteria in
US salmon exported to Belgium. Canadian#ishing industry

Pouliot stressed that CIDA's nêwemphasis is on proiects
suG]ported bV non=àovernmental and institutional Ôrdp'nim-

zations, according to a CIDA press release on May.3.

Disaster Relief

Figures released by,the Canadian International Devel-
opment Agency (CIDA) on Apri1 30 show thât Canada
contributed ^26.7 millionto humanitarian and emergency
relief efforts in the fiscal year ending March 31,1981. This
represents a twenty-seven percent increase over the pre-
vious fiscal year.

A CIDA news release May 3 stated that Canada is
providing $85,000 for disaster relief in Bolivia, Morocco
and Tonga. The funds will be made aval lable to the League
or Heo Uross Societies through CIDA.

CIDA news releases May 21 and May 25 announced
the approval of a further $150,000 for disaster relief. Fifty-
thousand dollars will be provided to give emergency relief
to flood victims in , the People's Democratic Republic of
Yemen. One-hundred-thoüsand dollars will be provided for
water-systeni repairs in Tonga, which wàs'hit by a cyclone
March 2 and 3.

IMMIGRATION

Refugees

Canada's refuge- intake policy was describcd to the
Standing Committee on Labour, Manpower and Immigra-
tion by Employment and Immigration Minister Lloyd Ax-
worthy April 1. Canada has responded, and will continue to
respond to the international problem posed by increasing
numbers of refugees, Mr. Axworthy said. He stated that the

representatives went to Britain during the first week in May level of refugee intake for 1982 will be 14,000, originating as
to resolve the uncertainties caused bythe scare which had follows: Eastern Europe, 6,000; Indo-China, 4;000; Latin
led British health officials to review their position on canned America and the Caribbean, 1,000; Africa, 500; Middle
salmon imports from all parts of North America. Better East,400; other world areas, 100. There is also a .con-

-marketing techniques and tougher quality control. would _ tingency reserve of 2,000:Mr Axworthy told the Commit
boost Canada's internationalfish sales, the Council was tee that in 1982, the main problem areas will continue to be
told. Eastern Europe and Latin America.

AID

CIDA Speech

Mr. Axworthy stated that there are at least 50;000
Poles in refugee camps in Europe, mainly in Austria. Pri-
vate sponsorship of the Polish self-exiles will increase the
numbers set by the Canadian Government. Austrian Min-
ister of the Interior Edwin Lanc, who was in Ottawa April 20,
told reporters at a press conference that he hopes Canada
will move to ease the plight of therefugees in Austria Who
have been waiting nine monthsor more for resettlement

The Canadian International Development Agency (Globe and Mail, April 21). Mr. Axworthy announced the
(CIDA) helped launch International Week (May 3-9) in same day that Canada was considering ways to expedite
Montreal with a call for solidarity among all people working the processing of Poles waiting to come to Canada from
to increase coopérative exchanges with'developing coun- the refugee camps: Mr. Axworthy said that Canada might
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send a special task force of immigration officers to Austria
to help with the backlog of applications.

An editorial in the Ottawa Citizen April23 described
the lengthy procedure facing a Pole wishing to immigrate to
Canada from Austria. This procedure,involving interviews,
a security check, medical tests, and waiting for a seat on an
aircraff, takes a year or more, the editorial said. Twelve-
thousand Poles had applied through the four immigration
offic.ers in Vienna.

The immigration procedures had not been smoothed
to the satisfaction of the Progressive Conservative Party by
May 20. A motion read by Mr. Joe Reid (PC., St. Ca-
tharines) in the. House of Commons on that day asked the
government to "strip the_red tape and delaying bureaûcra-
iic tactics so as to admit to this;country a greater number of
Polish refugees from Austria, and within a much shorter
period of time."

Mr. Axworthy's eariier-mentioned report to the Stand-
ing Committee on Labour, Manpower and Immigration also
included a restatement of Canada's commitment to accept
applications from refugees from El Salvador in the US
facing deportation from that cou,ntry.

The Globe and "Maïl April 27 reported that the inter-
viewing of Salvadoran refugees in the US had begun in
Canadian consular offices. It was reported that fifteen Sal-
vadorans interviewed in Dallas, Texas, have been ac-
cepted by, Canada. A#urther one hundred refugees had
applied and were waiting for approval at the time of the
newspaper story.

Restrictions

A temporary restriction on selected workers coming to
work in Canada was announced April 29 by, Employment
and Immigration Minister Lloyd Axworthy. He said that the
restriction is in response to Canada's current unemploy-
ment problem. Excluded from_the restriction are those with
pre-arranged employment.

Newspaper reports (Citizen and Globe and Mail, May.
1) stated that the announced measures, which became
effective May 1, could delay the entry of about 12;000
foreign workers for six months. The newspaper reports
also quote figures released by the director of the federal
Government's job-monitoring agency which show the flow
offoreign workers into Canada had been dropping steadily
since September 1981_ The director, Dave Neuman, said
this is because the number of jobs advertisedabroad has
fallen, restrictions have been raised, and the desire of
foreign workers to come to Canada is down.

Mr. Axworthyannounced further measures May 6. A
press release from his office outlined measures to protect
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Canadian artists and entertainers byextending the "vali-
dated job-offer" requirements to foreign performers ap-
pearing in filmed or video- taped productions in Canada.

Immigration and Refugee Symposium

Employment and Immigration.Minister Lloyd Axwor-
thy represented Canada at a sÿmposium on immigration
and refugee policy in Washington, D.C., April 21. The
conference was sponsored by the German Marshal Fund
of the United States. Other countries represented included
the US, Britain, France, Australia and the Federal Republic
of Germany. The symposium provided a forum for immi-
grant and refugee-receiving countries to exchange experi-
ences regarding policies and their administration.

SCIENCE

Science Council of Canada Report

Canada is falling behind in the international race to
exploit new computer technology, according toa Science
Council of Canada report éntitled"Planning Now For an
Information Society Tomorrow is Too Late," released May
18. A Globe and Mail article May 18 states that the report
"paints a stark and unusually dramatic picture of the con-
sequences that will befall the country if the micro-chip and
telecommunications technologies of the future are not
given more government encouragement."

The Science Council report oredicts the con-
sequences for Canada should the country continue to lag
behind others in the above-mentioned areas: "Many sec-
tors of our manufacturing industry would be rendered ob-
solete. Our tradebalance;.already precarious, mightnever
recover. Structural unemploymentcôuld lead to permanent
joblessness for many Canadians, a decline in living stan-
dards and, for some, emigration. The personal privacy and
integrity of Canadiancitizens could be compromised in
ways and on a scale never before seen in an independent,
democratic country; indeed, our cultural and political sov-
ereignty would be permanently jeopardized."

Questions directed to the Government May 18 regard-
ing government policy toward the encouragement of com-
puter technofogy asa result of the Science Council report
were met with replies that more funds for computer re-
search and development are being made available consis-
tent with the federal government's economic strategy.
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lateral gains in trade which has already been set in motion
for the 1980s is unlikely to be further supplemented.

-Although successive multilateral reductions in trade
restrictions have opened up markets for Canada, the nu-
merous safeguard provisions under the GATT and those
taken extra-legally by major trading partners remain
amon^ the main impediments to exporting: By way of
example, country risk for anflmerican industrial firm
whose export exposure is onlysay ten to twenty-percent of
its production is clearly much lower than for a comparable
Canadian firm whose export exposure must be seventy to
eighty percent in order to achieve similar economies of
scale and specialization -in production and marketing. The
paradox for Canada, therefore, is that while multilateral
reductions in trade barriers improve potential access to
export markets, they also significantly increase the risk to
firms seeking to exploit that access from a Canadian base.
This occurs in essentially two ways. First, increased access
comes at a price, often in the form of wider safeguard
provisions and other loopholes that make it easier to close
off disruptive imports success breeds its own potential
penalties. Second, even without the threat of safeguard
action, incremental investment decisions to exploit new
export markets are inherently high risk because those mar-
kets are less wellknown and costliér to service.

Moreover, the export opportunities afforded by the
MTN are perceived to involve a measure of cost and risk
which the aenerally conservative Canadian business com-
munity is often.unwillir.g to incur. This i"s attested to in the
recently submitted private sector report on Canada's ex-
port strategy for the eighties, known as the Hatch Report.
There are a few iristitutional proposals, but Hatch recom-
mends all manner of export subsidies to induce the Cana-
dian business community to develop a more aggressive
stance in export markets. The Canadian Government has
adopted few of the Report's expensive proposals. In further
subsidizing export finance, the Canadian treasury cannot
hope to compete with our large overseas trading partners.

Given that the subsidy route is not a viable answer,
especially as a,long-term proposition, the Canadian gov-
ernment has devoted some attention in recent months to
the concept of a National Trading Corporation. With the

Trading p•edictiofas

return of the Liberal government in 1980, a Parliamentary
Committee was established to examine the feasibility of a
government-sponsored trading corporation. The final re-
port tabled recently recommends a jointpublic-private
sector organization. It would engage in both exporting and
importing, and provide a marketing arm for Canadian
manufacturers, particularly for those smaller Canadian-
owned companies that would not otherwise engage in inter-
national trade. Aside from glossing over the paramount
problem of managing contingent risk in such a semi-gov-,
ernment organization, the report has little to excite the
interest of the private sector. This is, in part, because the
Canadian `exporting -community already has at least 300
private sector,trading companies of varying.success avail-.
able to it who are not anxious to be undercut by a govern-
ment or quasi-government agency. The principal problems
remain small marketing scale, lack of skilled market de-

velopers. and poor access to flexible export-import credit
instruments.

The US has taken a somewhat different approach, and
this is a good example of the differences between our two
political cultures. The US Congress is actively considering
legislation that would allow commercial banks to establish
trading companies: This legislation, known as the Heinz
Bill (The Export Trading Company Act, 1981 [S.144]);
stands a good chance to pass this session of Congress and
has excited some jealously_ among Canadian bankers. By
contrast, the recently-passed revisions to the Bank Act
explicitly prohibit Canadian banks from engaging in inter-

-national trading activities.

To trade and trade-off
From the foregoing discussion, one can draw the fol-

lowing broad conclusions. First, from a Canadian perspec-
tive, the multilateral framework has probably gone as far as
itcan usefully go for the foreseeable future. Second, trâdi-
tional federal and oft-times provincial government support
for both import and export competing industries is not
effective unless it is both substantial and ongoing. No
Canadian governments (except perhaps Alberta and Sask-
atchewan) can afford to sustain these requirements.

Superimposed on these two conclusions is another
disquieting observation çoncerning the emerging interna-
tional environment. The stability of broad-gauge trading
relationships that the GATT system was successful in nur-
turing during much of the post-war period has suffered a
series of major shocks in the last ten years which do not
augur well for the future international trading environ-
ment. These include the Nixon Shokku of 1971, the OPEC
embargo of 1973 and oil price increases of 1974 and 1979,
the Iranian crisis and related seizing of Iranian assets, the
US-led, embargo of grain and high technology goods ex-
ports to the Soviet Union and the Polish financial crisis. It is
small wonder, therefore, that many governments have
grown increasingly inward-looking and protectionist. This
trend is particularly disturbing for Canada which now di-
rectly relies on exports.for more than thirty percent of its
gross national income.

Central to Canadian trade policy for the eighties are
the objectives of not merelyimproving access to markets
but also assuring security of that access. Security of access,
and its corollary security of supply, are not generally objec-
tives which can be met on a multilateral basis. Indeed, it
sééms likely that they can most appropriately be negotiated
bilaterally. For Canada, therefore, the eighties should be a
decade of enhanced bilateralism. This may go against con-
ventional wisdom that Canada can best meet its objectives
multilaterally,'but remember that we live in a world which
is perhaps even worse than second best for an economy
with Canada's peculiar industrial mix. Moreover, Canada's
relative bargaining positions will change given its favorable `
resource base. As an example of this,,Japanese interests
have recently lent Dome Petroleum, the major explorer for
hydro-carbons in the Beaufort Sea, a multi-hundred milion
dollar interest-free loan in exchange for the hope of receiv-
ing some .oil and gas resulting from successful exploitation.
This is not to suggest that Canada could or should trade off
its energy wealth for preferred access to export markets,
but security of supply in excess of Canadian needs provides
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Trading predictions

leverage in a resourcé-hungry security-conscious world.
It should be emphasized that the negotiation of spccial

bilatëral arrangements is not alien to past Canadiantradé
policy. It hasranged from broad framework agrééments
such as "the contractual link" with theEuropeaii Com-
munity to b'itateraltrade abreements (largely with develop-
ing and socialist bloc countries), to special bilateral
contractual obligations. e.g. Canada's agreement to pur-
chase certain quantities of crude oil from Mexico in ex-
change for technical assistance, to specific sectoral a-ree-
ments such as the Canada-US Automotive Products
Agreément (the `Auto-pact") and the Canada-US Defence
Production Sharing Agreement_ The common objective in
all these agreements is to provide gréater certainty and
security tobilateral relations.

It seems likely that bilateral arrangements will be-
come more important, for these reasons:,

1. There appears to be substantial scope for marriage
between Canadas resource wealth and foreign tech-
nology and expertise, with govermnents acting as bro-
kers either informally or through specific
arranaements.
2. There are major bilateral opportunities with the
Newly Industrializing Countries which should be key
growth markets for Canadian capital goods and their
associated services; at the same time the NIC's are
destined to become major suppliers of consumer
goods to Canada.

3. There is little scope currently for anything resem-
blino true bilateral free trade between Canada and thet7l
US, givén respective political directions, US demands
for "reciprocity;" and the related complexities of ne-
gotiating a balanced package. But there are further
possibilities for mutual agreements on asectoralbasis,
forinstance in petrochemicals, transit equipment and
primary textiles. Indeed, some or, all of these might be
traded off against the current auto agreement.

Bilateral arrangements would have to involve con-
cessions on Canada's partwith respect`to.import access,
whenever they are placed on the table. Although such
concessions are likely to cause difficult adjustment prob-
lems in the short-term, especially during a recession and
particularly on a regional basis, they could produce long=
term benefits for the Canadian economy in terms of the

efficiéncyof allocation of scarce capital and, labor
resources.

"Trading bloc" alternative

Finally, there is thec.ontinûally tantalizingprospéct,
though last-ditch alternativé, that Canada couldgain mar-
ket access and security by joining a trading bloc. Indeed,
the old Commonwealth Preference system presentèdsome
opportunities of this type and market positions built up
under these arrangements arestill important to Canadian
overseas trade. But the Commonwealth Préférence is
finished, replace(] by EEC tariffs around the British mar-
ket and Lomd Convention exclusivity inmany Common-
wealth developing countries. Dreams of a North Atlantic
trade tie-up are long past, with only special arrangements
left as possible options. Yet there are still some trade bloc
temptations to be scrutinized, although they are hardly
more than fall-back positions for the second half of the
1980s, if other initiatives fail and world trade turns sour.

The US Trade Agreements Act of 1979 in Section 1104
suggest study of possible trade agreements in the northern
portion of the western hemisphere, principally USA-Mex-
ico-Canada. On the face of it, Canada and Mexico have
little to offer each other, if much to grant to the US, but
there may be some aspects of such a relationship which
could reward Canada. A potentially more fruitful trade
grouping for Canadian membership would involve the Pa-
cificRim countries; the five advanced (Australia, New
Zealand, Jàpan, Canada, US), the five ASEAN (Philip-
pines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand), and per-
haps one or two others such as Mexico, Hong Kong and
South Korea. Certainly the balance of power in such a
grouping might better suit Canada, and this region includes
Canada's fastestgr.owina international trade markets.
However, at the moment only Japan, Australia and South
Koreaseemto favor rapid movement in this idea, with the
USA especially reluctant to forego a multilatéral ap-
proach, and ASEAN concerned that all its hard-won suc-
cesses might be swept away in a Iargertrading bloc.

To sum up, for Canada the age of multilateralism in
trade policy is ending; and future progress in obtaining
international market access and security morelikely lies in
a variety of bilateral endeavors, or just possibly in the more
difficult to negotiate complexities of a trading bloc. q
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While China can be saidtohave the longestconfinu-
ous history of any nation on earth, there is no escapirig the
fact that there are two Chinas today. One is the People's
Republic of China on the mainland,the other is the Re-
public of China on the island of Taiwan. One is ruled by the
Chinese Communist Party, the other by the Kuomintang or
National People's Party. One isasocialiststate,a managed
economy founded on the principles of Marxism-Leninism
with some modificationsto meet Chinese reality, the other
a mixed capitalistic ecônomy based on the principles of Dr.
Sun Yat-sen. One is still an economically backward country
as well as a developing country, the other qualifies for the
accolade of newly-industrialized country. One is now "re-
cognized" as a nation by most of the world, the other
diplomatically discredited.

What is life like in the-two Chinas? How did Mao Tse-
tun,'s administration rebuild and expand the wartorn
mainland economyafter it took over in 1949? How did
Chiang Kai-shek's : administration deal. with similar prob-
lemson the small mountainous island of Taiwan. What are
the prospects for a peaceful reunification of .China? Is
sovereignty association a better alternative? ' Is_Taiwan
likelyto declare independence as a political entity? What is
the current state of Sino-American relations?

To know modern China, it is necessary to understand
the Chinese character. As will be brought out by this survey
of comtemporaryChina, the Chinese are strongly drawn to
history and tradition, names and concepts, numbers and
slogans, symmetrical patterns and ever-recurring cycles,

'mediation and compromise. This helps explain some of the
key notions in Chinese society: the idea of change within
tradition; the view that theory can be imposed on reality;
the belief thatleaders ruleby heavenly right (it survives in
the personâ,lity, cult); the, concept of "face." Above all, it
helps to account for the Chinese contempt for obvious
facts. Seen in this light, words do not mean what they say, in
China. Symbols and catchwords mask secrets. Everything
must be interpreted and allinterpretations are dubious.

People's Republic of China
It has been almost thirty-three years since the Chinese

Communist Party gained control of mainland China. Dur-
ing this period, the world's most populous country has
made remarkable progress (though not steadily) on almost
all fronts - agriculture, industry, transportation, commu-
nications, education, public health, - sports, and on the
international scene.

Two Chinas
They are both theYé, more existing than

coexisting: One thrivirtg, the other tryin.g.

As partial evidence of this fact, mainland China today
is the world's largest producer of grain, tobacco and cotton
textiles and is a leading producer of jute, hemp, coal, steel
and petroleum. In 1943 it had less than 128,000 kilometres
of roads. Today the Communist government claims 890,000
kilometres, of which perhaps twelve to fifteen percent are
paved. In education, enrollments in primary and secondary
schools, and in universities and other institutions of higher
learning are large in proportion to the population, com-
pared with pre-communist days. Gains in the medical and
public health fields are perhqps the most impressive of all.
By the mid-1960s many infectious and parasitic diseases
which had ravaged China for generations (cholera, bubonic
plague and smallpox) were eradicated, and others (ma-
laria, tuberculosis and venereal disease) confined. The
improvement of general environmental sanitation and the
practice of personal hygiene, both in the cities and in the
rural areas were also remarkable. Life expectancy at birth
is sixty-four years, a very high level for a low income
country. Until very recently, mainland China remained
largely a closed society so far as the West was concerned.,
But this is changing. Since 1976 China's foreign trade has :
been accelerating at an unprecedented pace and its antipa-
thy to foreign borrowing, foreign invesîment and foreign
aid has been softening. Indeed, a new proletarian world-
view seems to be emerging. But this cannot be taken for
granted.

Some examples might help make this reservation
more precise. In their first year of rule the communists
declared that "cùrrent policy is to control capitalism, not to
eliminate it." They offered forgiveness and friendly coop-
eration to the rank and file officials of the Nationalist
government and to China's bourgeois industrialists. They
provided meaningful jobs for intellectuals and even toler-
ated minor political parties. This "mild" policy soon

' started paying off. By March 1950 China's hyperinflation.
was under control and by October ninety percent of the
country's railway lines were back in service.

As the economy began functioning-the first steps to-
wards transforming "the new democracy to socialism" were
taken. Under the Land Reform Law of 1950 land was seized.
from landlords and wealthy peasants who owned more

Gordon E Boreham is Professor of Economics at the
University of Ottawa. His latest visit to mainland China
and Taiwan was in the summer of 1981.
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than they could farm themselves and redistributed among starvation deaths in 1960, the worst year, and perhaps
poorpeasantsandagriculturallaborerswhoownedlittleortwentymillionduring the 1959-62 famine. Beginninain

acres of land had been confiscated and redistributed among were reduced to more manageable size. In addition, the
some 300 million peasants. As many as two million land- peasants were allowed to maintain some private plots for
lords and others lost their lives in the ensuing tumult. growing vegetables or raising pigs or poultry to sell on the

none. By the end of 1952 more than one hundred million 1961 urban communes were abolished and rural communes

nese journal Economic Management point to ten million Peking used as a billboard for protest posters. Then the
China's death rate. The statistics cited by Sun in the Chi- mer of 1979. First the government closed down the wall in
farm policy produced immediate famine and a doubling of called new Democracy. movement was negated in the sum-
Yangfang, a leading Chinese economist, Chairman Mao's Like Mao's One Hundred Flowers movement, this so-
grain output dropped dramatically. According to Sun Reversal or Cycle?
conspicuous failure of the Great Leap Forward. China's

during 1958, output dropped about twenty-five percent output. And Chinese policymakers have recently an-
over the next two years. Bad planning, bad management, nounced a plan that will maintain the austere stance
bad techniques and badweather were responsible for the beyond 1982;

assignment. After posting a respectable record of growth ments before attempting any ambitious increases inbverall

labor market was replaced by a widespread system of job forward a new program calling for three years of adjust-

slogan "Let politics take command." "The relatively free were too ambitious. In June 1979 the government nut

mto one all inclusive orgamzation, operatmg under the Chairman Teng Hsiao ping's "Four Modernizations" -oals

military affairs, formerly managed by local governments, Like Chairman Mao's "Great Leap Forward", Vice-

growth and to combine economic, cultural, political and trial nations by the turn of the century.
to provide the "human capital" for.China's rapid industrial plan intended to bring China into the front rank of indus-
were also created in cities. These communes were designed new leaders unveiled an ambitious ten-year development
dated into larger "people's communes," and communes lectual, political and "economic1contro1s: In March 1078 the

Steel making was to bècome everybody's business. Over than 100,000 political prisoners were released by the new
peasant resistance, agricultural cooperatives were consoli- leadership; which also permitted limitedrelaxation of intel-

tnal production, within fifteen_ years," output targets for September 1976. On month later the moderates purged the
1958 were revised upward again and again. Each county, _ radical faction associated with 1VIao's wife, Chiang Ching,
wasencouraged to establish "five small industries" with the "The Gang of Four," as they were labelled, was imprisoned
aim of both decentralizing and accelerating production. and so were several thousand of their supporters. More

Launched under the slogan of "surpassing Britain in indus- tivity came to a standstill. And then Chairman Mao died in
nated in the "Great Leap Forward" program of 1958-60. as rightists or sentenced to labor camps. All cultural ac-

A dramatic shift toward more radical policies culmi- Hundreds of thousands of officials and others were damned

moderate, pragmatic policies. Meantime, however, little, if
Great Leap Backwards any, economic expansion occurred"between 1972 and 1976.

Party and the intellectuals, and to make the latter thor- Throughout the early 1970s the struggle continued within
oughly intimidated anddissillusioned. the Party between radical. ideologues and advocates of

nine percent andthe,country's industrial sector was atlleast "Destroy the old to establish the new" and when schools
twice as large in 1957 as it had been in 1952. Even so, the reopened education was politicized at the expense of pro-
Chinese leadership realized that they would need increased fessional proficiency. Material incentives for workers were
cooperation from non-Party intellectuals if they were going disparaged and ideological motivation extolled. Roving
to turn China into a world power. Accordingly, political bands of youthful Red Guards sodisrupted the process of
controls were relaxed inChina in the spring of 1957, under governmentand industry (though not of agriculture) that
the slogan "Let a-hundred flowers bloom, let a hundred the People's Liberation Army had to be called in to restore
schools of thought contend." As it happened, a storm of order.
criticism quickly spread all over the country. Alarmed by Beginning in 1969, the regime dispatched more than
the growing ferocity and expanding scale of the protests, ten million"educated youths'' from the cities to the coun-
Mao Tse-tung clapped the muzzle back on the media. This tryside, often to the most remote regions of the country.
repression was followed by the "anti-rightist" campaign of This move was designed to ease urban overcrowding and
1957-58, which served mainly to widen the gap between the unemployment and route the remnants of the Red Guards:

and government asserted complete control over the arts Experts were pushed aside in favor of decision-making by
and education, and Marxismbecamethe official doctrine ' of , the masses; according to one Chinese official, some eight
alI cultural and intellectuallife. During the period 1953-57, million workers lost their jobs between 1966-69. Higher
the Chinese economy grew at an estimated annual rate of education was disrupted for several years under the slogan

industrial development began with the First Five Year Plan By 1963 farm production had been restored to pre-
(1953-57). In a series of stages, family farming of privately- leap levels, but factory output did not recover its earlier
owned land wasreplaced by agricultural coopératives, peak until about 1966. At that point the industrial sector
whereby land was collectively owned and worked, and the was phinged into the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution,
harvest shared among mefnbers and the state. The party and it did not recover from that crisis until about 1969.

By 1952 production had been restored to pre-1949 open market.
levels, and the transition to socialism was accelerated.

Then the Cultural RevolutionIndustry and commerce were nationalized and planned
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authorities moved in on "underground" editors and
warnedforeigil correspondents stationedin the capital to
end their contacts with dissidents and çeasewriting about
their works. Zhing Ming, a daily newspaper in Hong Kong,
which was critical of China's new modernizâ.tionpolicy; was
forced to cease publication in .iuly. A British- student at
Fudan University accused of writing blasphemous political
slogans (in jest, he praised the Gang,of Four) was ordered
out of the country. Even thé People's Liberation Army was
reminded that "the party commands the gun."

- Like Mao's 1957-58 "`rectification" campaign to wipe
out the conservative elements in the Party, the new leaders
have recently called for afull-scale political purge of leftist
radicals still in official positions. In commenting upon this
proposal, the party newspaper People's Daily said that
"Cadres (persons in authority) must be evalùated as to
whether they- are, politically reliable,; and. their political
records must be examined." In short, their support of Teng
Hsiao ping's reform policies will be a major factor in
whether they keep their posts.

On the basis of these developments it would appear
that there is substantial evidence to suport the hypothesis
that all the changes of direction in the Chinese Communist
Party line since 1949^have been only "tactical" changes -
"modifications in quantity, not quality, variations in ampli-
tude, not changes in basic orientation," as noted sinologist,
Simon Leys, has written.

Mainland Summary

Of course, it is only fair to say that a good many of the
hanges that have occurred in China since 1978 are distinctly
promising. The governmPnt has relaxed restrictions and is
giving support to individual businessmen, self-employed
laborers and vendors. It has disparaged the "iron-rice
bowl" system (guaranteed lifetime émploymént no matter
how ill-suited the worker) and extolled material incentives.
It has taken, some steps to decentralize decision-making
(the job responsibility system), to allocate more resources
to agriculture, and to increase returns to "peasants." It_ is
carrying out a mass birth control program. It has moved to
reorganize and upgrade its financial system. It is releasing
an unprecedented quantity and quality of economic data. It
is establishing a whole body of commercial law. It is buying
machinery;and equipment on credit and borrowing funds
(from the IMF, the World Bank, foreign governments and
private banks) to finance its modernization programs. It is
accepting outside offers of disaster relief. It is attempting to
strenmlinethe country's unwieldy bureacracy, which cur-
rently numbers about twenty million men and women. (It
has started with the upper hierarchies of government.)
And it is revising its constitution - again. (China has
produced:three constitutions, in 1954, 1975 and 1978.) ,;

The picture that is presented by these facts is one in
which China, while remaining an authoritarian and an
ideological state, is making tremendous efforts to improve
the lives of her people.Whether these measures pay off in
terms of higherliving standards will depend on whether the
new-wave leadership can restore the country's sense of
discipline. China today is struggling through .an identify
crisis as it tries to decide what it is or ought to be.

Taiwan, island province of China and seat of the Na-
tionalist government;lies 160 kilometres off the coast of

Two Chinas

mainland China. It consists of fourteen islands of the Tai-
wan group and'sixty-four"islands of the Penghu group. The
province has a total area of 35,964 square kilometres with
limited physical, resources and a ; population of approx-
imately eighteen million, of which two million are called -
mairilanders.

When Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's government
retreated to Taiwan in 1949 with an armed force of about

600,000, it was immediately faced.with the fundamental
problem of patching up a war-damaged economy (during
World War II, US bombers severely damaged the industrial
installations and rail and road network the Japanese had
constructed from 1895 to 1945, when they controlled the
island) to make certain that there would be enough mate-
rial goods to share with the seven million native-born Tai-
wanese. The ensuing strategy was based on Dr. Sun Yat-
sen's "Three Principles of the People." Although never
precisely defined, these principles urged (1) nationalism -
in the sense of national independence, (2) popular sov-
ereignty - in the sense of a government "of the people, by
the people and for the people," meaning democracy, and
(3) the people's livelihood - in the sense of social welfare
or social justice. Sun's measures for improving the people's
welfare were land redistribution and control of private
enterprise.

From 1950 to 1962, the Nationalists redistributed
580,954 acres to peasant families, under the slogan "Land
to the Tiller." As a reward for their "voluntary" coopera-
tion in this move, landlords were partially paid in the stocks
of Taiwan's new grow,th industries. In the event, land re-
form resulted in the most productive farming area in South-
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east Asia. Today Taiwan produces eichtÿ-five percent of its
food, and eighty-one percent of its farmers own all or part
of their fields.

After the establishment of a good agricultural base,
the government then led the effort to change the emphasis
of Taiwan's economy into a more industrial one by upgrad-
ing the transportation system, restructuring the financial
syste.m, e.ncouraging private investment, promoting re-
search and development, and emphasizing the importance
of labor-intensive industries for export purpose.s.That this
development strategy was a highly successful one is ob-
vious, for Taiwan's gross national product (after adjusting
for inflation) has been growing at an average rate of more
than nine percent a year since 1953. Per capita income
reached U.S. $2,278 in 1980, the fourth hiLhest in Asia
after Japan ($8,906), Singapore ($4,390) and Hong Kong
($4,290), and 9.3 times higher than that on the mainland
($246). Taiwan's wage scale is second only to Japan's, its
unemployment rate is officially estimated at only 1.4 per-
cent and according to government figures, the income dis-
tribution in Taiwanis one of the most equitable among all
of the developing countries throughout the world (in 1979
the highest twenty percent of the country's income re-
ceivers received only 4.2 times that of the lowest twenty
percent). Taiwan's two-way trade in 1981 reached a record
high of U.S. $43.8 billion. On a per capita basis, Taiwan's
total trade exceeds that of the People's Republic by sixty
times. Even in absolute terms, Taiwan's trade still tops that
of the mainland by three or four billion dollars.

To complete the argument it is necessary to mention
that the United Statesprovided about $1.5 billion of eco-
nomic aid to the Nationalist government between 1950 and
1965. This figure does not include the more than two billion
dollars charged in the same period to military aid, but in
part channeled to the civilian economy. In 1965 Taiwan was
judged capable of guiding its on economic future and US
economic assistance was terminated.

Taiwan -, economic success story ^
It is also highly relevant for the present discussion to

note that the market mechanism is permitted to solve most
of the basic economic problems of production and distribu-
tion in Taiwan, but there is a large public sector, and there is
considerable reliance on central planning. The Taiwanese
approach to planning is to identify a number of major
browth-inducing projects and set about these. Beginning in
1972 "Ten Major Construction Projects," ranging from an
impressive steel mill and shipbuilding complex in Kaoh-
siung to a modern petrochemical complex and . nuclear
power plant, were completed in six years at a cost of nearly
seven billion dollars. In March 1980 the Council for Eco-
nomic Planning and Development announced a new series
of "Twelve Major Projects." These projects, which are well
underway, include the round-the-island railway, expansion
of the steel mill, two more nuclear power stations, and
large agricultural development projects, and more harbor
and highway development.Careful, step-by-step develop-
ment is the rule in Taiwan, and it's working.

Speaking generally,,the people of Taiwan are well-fed,
clothed and housed, and modern appliances like televi-
sions, refrigerators and air conditioners are commonplace
throughout the island; while a sizable number of families

also own automobiles and other luxurÿ items. Because the
nineyears of compulsory school attendance requiredof all
Taiwan's children has given the island's population a liter-
ary rate of.ninety percent, both fine and the applied arts are
thriving in the. Republic. Chinese traditions, philosophies
and religions are also alive and wé1l.

This bright picture is partially clouded by the fact that
the Kuomintang government, while democratic in form, is
authoritarian in substance. Effective power in Taiwan is
wielded by President Chiang Ching-kuo (the late Gener-
alissimoChiang Kai-shek's sonand successor),the Execu-
tive Yuan (Branch), the securityse.rvices, the military and
technocrats. Other yuans exist (covering legislative; judi-
cial, and regulatory functions), other nominal "national"
political parties exist (Young China and the China Demo-
cratic Socialist), other administrations exist (a "provincial"
glovernment for administering Taiwan and local govern-
ments for administering c.ounties), but they do notnor-
mally interfere with theestablishe.d channels of power. It
should be added that most of thetop positions in the.
Kuomintang party and a vast majority of seats in the Legis-
lative Yuan are held bymainlanders. This is changinQ. But
it remains. '

Incônsequence, there is relatively little political ac-
tivity in Taiwan, the press is not very critical and does not
oppose government policy with any vigor (publications are
occasionally banned);public demonstrationsaQainst the
government are proscribed, labor unions are controlled by

-the Kuomintang and strikes and lockouts are outlawed,
universities and colleges have limited academic freedom,
and scholars are expected to keep their critical observa-
tions about the government within well-understood limits.

Theserestraints, as well as those controllin- currencv
movements, interests rates and foreign trade, are imposed
in the interests of "national security." As President Chiang
explained in an interview with the Far Eastern Economic
Review in 1981: "We are continuously stalked U5 the en-
emy. To;assureour survival and development and also to
keep alive the freedom hopes of the mainland people, we
must continue to struggle, persevere and `sacrifice."

Leaving aside the damaging consequences of eco-
nomic and political controls (which appear to be wearino
thin), Taiwan'sprospects are bright. Although only twenty
countries have full diplomatic relationswith Taiwan today,
the Nationalist government has "substantive" relations
with nearly 150 countries. According to Euromoney Maga-
zine, Taiwan's international standing as a credit risk im-
proved from thirty-fourth in the world in 1980 to twentieth
in 1981. Recently, Banker's Trustbecame the twenty-fourth
foreign bank to open a branch office in Taipei. And the
government is guiding the economy towards more technol-
ogy-intensive industries and the export markets ofthe fu-
ture - computer equipment and software, advanced
electronic instruments and components: Taiwan has great
faith in its ability to carry through this stratev an cl it seems
likely that its self-confidence is justified.;

Reunification issue

We can best approach the problem of unification by
noting that the goal of every Chinese government since the
Ch'in dynasty (221-206B.C.)-has been to erect a feared,
respected and united China. And if the history of that
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troubled land suggests anything, it is that China's present policy. We have confidenceand resolve that we will restore
leaders, both on the mainland and in Taiwan, believe that freedom to the mainland.Thisisnota question of power
they have secured Heaven's mandate to effectthe rebirth of against power. It is a matter of two systems, two sets of

In the city of Taipei, periodic peace gestures from punishable underTaiwan's stringent sedition laws. ForeiQn

human progress. Regrettably, the septuagenarian rulers of wanesepeople sealed off from the mainland not only phys-
that divided country cannot agree on the mcans, and a ically but also mentally. Listening to mainland radio and
xapproch;nent is nowhere in sight. the possession of communist literature are severely

prestigious and serving the cause of world peace and 'meantime, the Nationalist regime, tries to keep the Tai-
China as one great united nation - free, prosperous, attitudes- and two completely different ways of life." In the

Peking are belittled as either a sham,to hoodwink the free publications arriving in Taiwan sometimes have articles

world or a trick to drive wedges between the people and the
government and pave the way for military invasion. In the
autumn of 1981 Peking outlined a nine-point program call-
ing for peaceful unification and talks between the Chinese
Communist Party and the Kuomintang. Peking offered
Taiwan trade, travel and postal links with the mainland,
financial aid, and a "high degree" of autonomy after re-
unification. Concerning autonomy, it proposed that Taiwan
be established as a"special administrative district" after
China is reunified and'said that the island province would
be allowed to maintainits political and social systems and
also keep separate armed forces. As usual, Peking's peace
statement was flatly rejected by Taipei as a Communist

about mainland China ripped out. Visits to the mainland by
Taiwanese, even with relatives, is strictly forbidden, carry-
ing a three-year jail term. Similarly, Taipei bans any trade

Counting_ Chinas. The author at work and play

strategy to seize Taiwan without the use of force. But this
time the Kuomintang;leaders went to great pains and consi-
derable length to explain the reasons for their rejection of
Peking's latest peace plan.

Here, as in all important affairs, they turned to history
and cited:

1. The Chinese Communist Party's record of treachery
in the 1920s, the 1930s and again in the 1940s.

2. The 1949 Communist Chinese take-over of Tibet
promising a regimen of broad autonomy, which,was
ruttllessly swept asule the very next year.

3. Communist aggressions in the Korean and Viet-
namese «ars, the. 1962 attack on Îndia,' and ongoing
infiltration and subversion in Southeast Asia and Latin
America.

Prédictably,the, Nationalistsconcluded that the 'Chi-
nese Communists could not be trusted. They similarly
dismissed Peking's offer of renewed and expanded trade as
a"Conununist trap" to undermine the Taiwanese economy
(through possible embargoes for political reasons), and
weaken their resistance to the oppressive regime on the
mainland(by creating vested interests among Taiwanese
exporters and traders). Nationalist authorities also con-
demned the unification statement because the terms held
out to the people of Taiwan (e.g. a mixed economy,-govern-
merrt by popular election) were denied to the people of-the
mainland. In the end, they declared that the reunific,ation
of China must be conducted under the constitution of the
Republic of China, under the flag of the Republic of China,
and must. be based on the implementation of Dr. Sun's
Three Principles of the People. And they stressed that the
Taipei government would "Never negotiate with the Chi-
nese Communists."

Taiwan's options

In a recent interview with National Geographic Maga-
zine, President Chiang said: "There is no change in our

with Peking although two-way indirect trade (using third-
party traders) via Hong Kong and elsewhere is known to be
considerable.' Smuggling on the Formosa Strait has also
become a lucrativesideline for some Taiwanese fishermen.
Of course, when weighed against Taiwan's annual trade of
forty-four billion dollars, the commerce with mainland
China is not significant. It is only fair to say that a good \
many outsiders believe that the Taipei government's policy
of self-isolation is overly fearful, unduly cautious and possi-
bly self-defeating.

Apart from reunification, which seems to be impossi-
ble right now, the Nationalist government could declare
independence, making Taiwan a nation, not a province of
China. Given Taiwan's current performance and prospects,
this is clearly a viable option. But the idea is abhorrent to
the Kuomintang government. They are pledged to recover
the mainland = by proving that their path is better than
communism. This is the mission of the Republic of China.
Independence would involve a demeaning loss of face for



the present leadership. This helps to explain why the so- arms sales to Taiwan at the current level of roughly $700 to
called Taiwanese independence movement is considered $800 million a year was a violation of Chinese sovereignty,
seditious. Court action, following an anti-government riot and warned that it was prepared to downgrade the Sino-
in the southern city of Kaohsiung in December 1979, ap- American relationship. InApri11982 Pekingacceptedwith

authorities describe as communist-instigated. Also deserv- temporarily halt plans to send arms to Taiwan. Peking
ing of mention is the possibility that indépendence might avoided carrying out its threat to downgrade relations with
invite military intervention from the mainland. So much Washington by conceding the US distinction between mili-
for the second option. tary spare parts and weapons. But it made clear that its

Sino-American political relations relations.with Washington were at a crossroads.

pears to have broken the back of this movement, which the "strong protest" the sale 'on condition the United States

Three observations are worth stressing here. First;
China US political relations have changed Peking's'current leaders viéw the Taiwan issue as a matter

detensivc, weapons to theationahst regime. But the mu- stalled situation, however, should be apparent to all.

in Peking or that in Tai ei - had the rclaim to both -7
p rightful long and painstaking efforts by the two countries. Thus, it

parts. Seven years later, on January 1; 1979, the United would seem to be the mo"stobviouskind of self-interest for
States withdrew recognition from Taipei and transferred it these countries to come up .with an acceptable solution to
to Peking. Shortly thereafter the US Congress passed the the Taiwan issue. But it is clear that Mao Tse-tung's heirs
Taiwan Relations Act, which provides for the sale of US are not going to be pushed. The danger of the present

affirmed that there is only one China and that "Taiwan is ato Taiwan make sense, but they could unravel Sino-Amér-
part of China." it did not identify which government-that ican relations - relations that were established onl ^ after

hai Communique" in February 1972. While this document . In summary from a global perspeetive I S arms saleti

mese rem^er ou n- ai signe t e so-c e S ang- ^at country to chai-g6 d'affaires level

in favor of the Peking regime, President Richard Nixon and the US $250:million deal by downgrading relations with
Ch' P Ch r7 1 d h' -il d`` h

ea } an can ^,overnment recogmzed the Kuo- bear the consequences of.a break with the Soviet Union
mintang as the "sole legitimate government of all China:" duringthe 1960s. Third, when the Netherlands agreed to
Then, after Taipei was ousted from its United Nations seat build two, submarines for Taiwan in 1981, Peking reacted to

significantlv through the years, but are still not clear. In of priiiciple, one that affects the sovereignty and integrity
1954 Washington and Taipei signed a Mutual Security of the nation. Second, mainland China did not hesitate to'r, t A Am '

on January 1, 1980. InJune 1981 Sino-American relations The existence of two Chinas is an undeniable fact. It is
réached a new plateau when the U.S. administration de- a matter of two different-principles, two different systems
cided to remove its former ban of arms sales to Peking. As and two different life:styles: Onthe one hand, the People's
President Ronald Reagan explained, the move was "a nor- Republic of China is a large, underdeveloped country with
mal part of the process" of improving relations between the backward agriculture, primitive industries, overcrowded
two countries. Since then the sounds coming out of Wash- cities, a low level of per capita income, a severe shortâgP of

tual defence pact that had protected Taiwan and buoyed
her economy for a quarter of a century was allowed to lapse Conclusions

in -ton and Pekinghave been distressingly discordant: jobs, and high hopes. On the othér hand, the RepubIic of
OnJuly5,1981;twoweeksafterâvisittoPekingbyUS China is a small, densely-populated island state, with one

Secretary of State Alexander. Haig, China warned the of the fastest-growing economiesin Asia.
United States, in an authoritative article in an official Chi- If reunification of the two Chinas happened tomorrow,
nese quarterly magazine, that if they did not modify or the united China's GNP would surpass US $300 billion (a
repeal the Taiwan Relations Act, Sino-American relations level second only to Japan in Asia),` its two-way foreign
could be damaged and China might have to resort to force trade would exceed US $80 billion, and its foreign exhange
to retake the island province: Three days later, the official reserves (excluding gold) would be more than US $10
Hsinhua News Agency criticized the Reagan administra- billion. We know, of course, that it won't happen. But an
tion for a"stupid and ludicrous" statement on Taiwan economy that size would generate enormous benefits for its
(White House spokesman, Larry Speakes, in an apparent citizens. Those are high stakes.
slip of the tongue referred to the "Taiwan government") Needless to say, a peaceful reunification of China on
and accused the United Stated of opposing the Third World mutually-acceptable terms would remove the main obsta-
in order to support its "four old friends." Taiwan, South cle to the further development of Sino-American relations.
Korea, South Africa and Israel. The following week the- In any event, American relations with both mainland
same agency reacted strongly to an editorial in The Wall China and Taiwan remain ambiguous, a problem which, if
Street Journal that called on the United States to upgrade
relations with Taiwan, terming that island "Free China."
Citing the "out-and-out old line imperialist tone" of the US
newspaper's éditorial, Hsinhua said: "If anyone tries to
ignore China's sovereignty over Taiwan, making insolent
remarks and acting flippantly, he must remember that the
one billion Chinese people are not to be bullied."

In December 1981 the U.S. administration proposed a
sixtymillion dollar sale of military spare parts to Taiwan. to stake out a marketshare there no matter what Peking or
Peking took immediate- exception, pointing out that US their own governments may think. C
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unresolved, has the potential to damage US strategy to
contain Soviet influence in Asia.

For a variety of reasons, therefore, most observers are
convinced that developments in mainland China - poten-
tially the biggesumarket in the world and a nuclear, power
of growing strength - bear close scrutiny. Similarly, it
would be a mistake to overlook Taiwan. With its continuing
economic growth, many foreign businessmen are anxious



Parents and Children

by Neill McKee

Erasmo Escala looks like a typical street in the older
part of Santiago, Chile. However, its buildings house a
curious mixture of organizations - the Jesuits, the Na-
tional Soccer Association, a bureau of the Chilean air
force, a national trade union, and CIDE, the Centre for
Educational Research and Development.

A private foundation, established in 1964, CIDE has
managed to survive three political eras in Chile, and today
it is operating a large number of educational programs
throughout the country and in neighbourihg Bolivia and
Peru. It has survived because it stays out of politics and
sticks to what it does best: educational research. CIDE is
not an academic "ivory tower", however. The old mansion
that houses its many small offices buzzes with activity. Its
staff are involved in vocational training, modular mathema-
tics for adults, mental health programs forthe unemployed,
youth leadership programs, an_accounting course for small
farmers, preschool programs - the list goes on.

There are three main dimensions to CIDE's work:
research, development and diffusion. Inthe words of its
director, Patricio Cariola, "We try to keep the cake and eat it
too. We want to be good conceptually, intellectually and
scientifically, and at the same time keep our feet very much
in the development process of poor groups, campesinos,
and (remain involved) in the whole Chilean education
process."

Near the town of Osorno, 900 kilometres to the south
of the sunny Santiago valley is the site of one of CIDE's
most innovative programs. To get there is an overnight train
ride into a different world.

When the sun shines on this land it looks almost like
something out of a Bavarian fairy tale: rolling green hills
with curious fences and d-vaguely familiar trees; Mapuche
Indian people, making their way with wooden carts along
gravel roads;- lush pastures dotted with placid, holstein
cattle. But when it rains, as it does much of the time in the

Osorno region, the land is transformed into a quagmire.
The bright green shades of the hills fade and the peasants
huddle in their isolated shacks for a little warmth.

Land of little comfort

The rain brings out the truth, for this is a land of little
comfort. It is a region with a history of conflicts: wars with
Argentina and class struggle. During Allende's time, some
of the farms were seized by militants opposing the socialist
leader's relatively moderate policies. After the coup, the
people began to fight among themselves and they became
badly disorganized. Unemployment is high in the region
and "chicha", a crude local alcoholic drink, is the release
mechanism. But alcoholism is only a symptom of much
greater social illness. The gulf between the "haves" and the
"have-nots" is so wide that you cannot see one side from
the other. Besides, the rain brings a nearly,permanent mist
to this region.

In an areawhere the death rate is 135 for every thou-
sand live births, one might expect that those children who
do live would be nurtured and cherished. However; the
problems are so many and the individual plots of land so
small that children are often viewed as a debit, not a credit.
Communication between the children and their parents is
often only rudimentary, and reserved for the basics of
living. There is little room for praise or encouragement, for
teaching, or for showing affection. The children, who must
often trek miles over muddy paths to attend school, are
usually inadequately prepared. The drop-out rate is high.
Ignorance and apathy might appear to have a good future
here in the 10th region of Chile.

The great educator and activist, Paulo Freire, consi-
ders apathy to be the main enemy of education and devel-
opment. `Apathy", he says, "is the internalization of the
oppressor." Freire's influence in Latin American develop-
ment is immeasurable. He regards education as a continu-
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Father and daughter learning together near Osorno. Chile.

ous process, a tool that can raise the people's con-
sciousness and make them feel responsible for their own
condition and the development of their community.

The writings and actions of Freire have a lot to do with
the orientation of CIDE's programs. Several years ago
Cl DE began an experimental new program aimed at bridg-
ing the gap between parents and children by educating
parents in the rearing of children, and involving them in the
children's education. In doing so, the researchers hoped to
focus the people's awareness on the broader implications
for the well-being,of the community, both for the present
and the future. In Spanish, the parents-and-children pro-
gram is called Programa Padres e Hijos, but it quickly
became known simply as PPH.

In 1978, armed with experience gained in other parts
of the country, CIDE's researchers brought PPH to the
mist-shrouded hills around Osorno. First, CIDE trained 10
general coordinators who underwent a two-week training
course near Osorno. They were full-time personnel, re-
sponsible for 44 learning centres in different parts of the
region. Another 100 people worked as volunteer coordina-
tors, helping to organize the program and enrolling parents
and children. CIDE estimates that 6000 people were di-
rectly involved or affected by the program in the region.

PPH operates in units. For instance, the first of 12
units is on general child development. The parents are
shown pictures of a well nourished and a poorly nourished
child, and other images suggesting poor hygiene or lack of
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affection. These are the conversation starters. The coordi-
nators are taught to raise the question of how the family
can help the child learn. Gradually the parents begin to
speak of their own situations. Worksheets on the same
issues are taken home to the children.

There are 35 sets of worksheets, developed by child
psychologists, for children ages 4to 6. Parents use them to
help the children learn at home. The worksheets contain
material on basics such as learning to write, counting,- and
speaking properly. They also bring out issues in nutrition,
hygiene, sex education, and emotional and social prob-
lems such as alcoholism and lack of affection between
parents and children. Manuals for the parents are provided
with the worksheets. These give exact instructions and an
orientation. Each of the worksheets has clearly stated
objectives. For example, one includes a cartoon drawing of
a father asking a child to compare two saucepans, their
likeness and differences. An explanation for parents reads:
"With these games the child learns to concentrate and to
pay attention."

Next, the parents return to the centres for workshops
in which they discuss the problems again, and sometimes
they make simple materials for the children. These mate-
rials lead to further interaction with the children and then
the parents return for another session where they are
asked to think of community actions that might help solve
the problems. This is followed by more worksheets and
then a fourth session which is a summation of what they



have learned. Then they move on to the next unit. The
whole program takes two years.

The most important element in this process is the
dynamics of the group. The coordinators only guide the
discussion, encouraging people to talk about their own
problems and then to draw conclusions.

Radio provides continuity

ln an unimpressive building on a side sreet of the town
of Osorno is an organization that is perhaps as important
as the coordinators work. This is "The voice of the coast", a
one-kilowatt radio station that sometimes seems more like
apost office or a community centre. This radio station was
set up by Capuchin missionaries from Holland.

One of the services operated by the station is the
Radio School Foundation for Rural Development, known
by its Spanish acrony.m, FREDER. FREDER is a partner
with Cl DE in the south of Chile, and without its services the
PPH program would have been much more difficulf to
implement. For the last few years the scattered households
on the hills west of Osorno have been united by at least one
thing, FREDER. The people consider the station to be
theirs. Besides running instructional programs over the
airwaves, the station operates a community service which
takes the place of telephones. Messages are left in alpha-
betical slots in FREDER's reception room by people want-
ing to communicate with isolated friends or relatives.
Announcements of an urgent nature, such as illnesses and
deaths, are broadcast. So are important community events
and communications between different communities. If the
FREDER flags and T-shirts displayed in the communities
are any indication, it is a popular service.

Perhaps one of the most valuable contributions of
FREDER to the project is continuity. PPH has completed
its two-year program in the first 44 communities and has
moved on to new ones. FREDER still has a presence in the
original project area. People can still relate to it. In fact, one
of the criticisms of the project has been thaf the centres
should have been called "FREDER centres" since the
radio isthe institution which remains.

That criticism and a host of other issues are discussed
in a report on the project by Dr. Howard Richards of the
University of Indiana. Richards helped to start the original
PPH project in 1972, and returned to evaluate the program
near Osorno in 1980. The study was funded by the Interna-
tional Development Research Centre of Canada (IDRC)
and Richard's report, entitled The Evaluation of Cultural
Action, is to be published this year.

This report is no orthodox piece of work. It will cause
some educators and social scientists to jump for joy, others
to pull their hair out in despair. For Richards displays from
the start a determined disregard for many of the estab-
lished practices of research evaluation. And he writesrin a
style that is clear, almost devoid of jargon, and is often as
entertaining as any good novel.

From the beginning he sets out to tell the reader what
the study is not. It is not a systematic evaluation of PPH -
a rigid cost-analysis that would measure the ;`efficiency" of
the system. Many social scientists, he says, are "prisoners
of the problematic" for whom °efficiency cannot possibly
not be a good thing." Evaluating the PPH project in the
usual systematic way would be like wearing contact lenses

when you shouldn't. You would be "blind to the way the
world would look if you were not wearing them". -

The sociafscientist who comes to evaluate PPHwith
the usual systems approach will first ask for the objectives
of the program, the desired outcomes. At this point she
might return home, write a negative report and collect her
fee, for nowhere in the project documents can one find a
clear statement of objectives, Richards cheerfully admits.
The social scientist might pack her bag because she be-
lieves that "every program should be efficient". But effi-
ciency is measured by cost per desired outcome, and if the
desired outcome is unknown, the program cannot be effi-
cient. And if it is not efficient it cannot be a good program.

Measuring "non-objectives"

The problem, as Richards points out, is the loose
participatory framework of the project itself that does away
with the traditional division between researcher and sub
ject. The subjects are not only aware of the research, they
are encouraged to participate in it. In such a project the
objectives are generated by the people as the program
gathers momentum. But the conventional systems ap-
proach to evaluation would ignore these objectives; be-
cause they were not specified from the outset, they could
only be considered "non-objectives".

These non-objectives wouldinclude the parties and
dances which Jorge Zuleta, the PPH Osorno coordinator
has termed "spaces of joy"-in the peasants' otherwise hard
life. But these are only the emotional peak of a mountain of
PPH activities: community fundraising events such as
sports tournaments, bazaars, raffles and craft activities
such as knitting, textile painting, embroidery, making chil-
dren's clothes, woodwork and sisal weaving. In addition
PPH fosters such activities as making a community first-
aid kit, organizing funerals, singing and composing songs
and poems, aiding old people or needy neighbours, plan-
ning and building a community centre and repairing a
school or chapel. The PPH committees have also begun to
take grievances to the authorities-for example the lack of
health clinics in their communities and the broken-down
bridges.

The key to determining if PPH is cost-effective, says
Richards, is the study of attitudes. "If attitudes change, it
is," he states simply. And the key to determining if attitudes
have changed is something that Richards and the staff at
CIDE call the °iliuminative approach" to evaluation. It is a
long and complex process that involves a great deal of
participation by the research "subjects".

The first step was to elect 10 "informants' from each
community. These people travelled to Osorno where they
were interviewed as many as seven times each. From
these interviews, a "verbal image" of the project was built
up. This image was then taken back to community meet-
ings where it was reviewed by the others. The people were
asked to verify whether or not their communities partici-
pated in the "non-objectives" mentioned above. They were
also asked to verify some of the less tangible statements of
the informants which were abstracted from the interviews.
For instance: "One learns (through PPH) in what form to
give food to a child, and one learns to take advantage of
legumes and fruits that perhaps the peasant has mis-
takenly disregarded;" All but one of the 44 PPH centres
agreed with this statement, and in this case no centres



offered amendments or explanatory comments. In this lems'of their communities. The objectives on the work-
democratic fashion, a final "verbal image'' of PPH was . sheets areachieved but perhapsmore important are the
achieved. objectives that the people generate themselves. Usina the

social science theoreticians have called "triangulation". would not oniv be icinored, but the voluntarv time taken to
This approach to verifying the verbal image is what systems approach to analyzing PPH, these achievements

earth and a star directly but can measure the distance between the numberson the dial of an efficiency measure

and astronon?ers to determine facts they cannot measure "input" or "cost" side of the program. This is what Richards
directly. We cannot measure the distance between the means by the "large, perhaps incommensurable distance

t ne mea is taKen trom the technique used by surveyors build such peasant organization would beadded to the '

Kim
Radio FREDER staffer interviewing PPH coordinator for Parents and Children Project.

between two points on earth and the angles which the lines
form between these points and the star. By geometric
calculation we can then determine the distance between
either of the points and the star.

Richards goes on to say, "By analogy we can think of
the various pieces of information we can assemble about
PPH or some other social reality as 'sightings' that 'deter-
mine' whether facts we cannot check directly are true. In
the triangulation portion of the evaluation of PPH we test
the verbal image provided by the people who participated,
using a variety of methods to `get a fix' on the realities the
image ostensibly portrays".

Evidence of success

Did attitudes change? Through the process of "tri-
angulation" the evaluation report presents strong evidence
that they did. There is evidence that alcohol consumption
has been reduced in PPH communities. People are more
concerned with the welfare of their children and the prob-
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and the peasant women sloshing 8 kilometres in the rain to
attend a meeting"

In spite of its achievements, the program was not an
unqualified success. One of the main problems was the
inability to work PPH into the existing system. Some of the
committees are not allowed, even today, to use their own
schools for meetings. Many teachers, employed by muni-
cipal authorities, are wary of any involvement with a pro-
gram that promotes community organization, afraid that it
might be considered too "political".

Yet there is a sense that something important has
happened in the 10th region of Chile. The Parents and
Children's Project appeared at a time when it was needed.
Old values, that had been suppressed but not forgotten,
were revived. People are willing to speak their thoughts
again. Perhaps the mists have lifted a little from the hills
west of Osorno.

Neill McKee is a film producer-director with the
Communications Division, International Development
Research Centre, Box 8500, Ottawa, K1G 3H9, Canada.



Zimbabwe was Rhodesia
A struggling new countYy remembers its pYesent

Zimbabwe at two
by Clyde Sanger

The second anniversary of independence-Apri11982
seémed a good moment to revisit Zimbabwe from Can-

from exile in Mozambique and Zambia, got into stride?

ada. Enough time hadgone by to let the effervescence
settle and the euphoriaof that occasion vanish. (Sadly, Bob
Mar-Ity, the visiting star of those celebrations, has gone
also.) Time to ask many questions. Had the government of
Robert Nlugabe; which in April 1980 was still newly arrived

What sort of pace was it setting and in what direction? If it
was hastening towards a socialist goal, were the 200,000
whites (many of whom had fled the socialism of postwar
Britain) packing_'upto leave? The long struggle for inde-
pendence had produced several splits among the African
nationalists and many talented politicians had not ended up
in the winning party. Were their talents being used in other
ways? How much change-had already come in Zimbabwe's
social life, in the business ranks and the professions?

The second anniversary followed a few days after the
Easter holiday weekend. On Easter Saturday we were
sitting on a hillside, twenty miles out of Harare (formerly
Salisbury) in the shade of msasa trees and talking the
afternoon away with old friends. One can be forgiven some
nostalQiaata t:imeand place likethat.

The house `was a modest one: two rondavels made of
fieldstone, thatched and joined together with a straight
wing of bedrooms - the traditional design of a Rhodesian
farmhouse. The host, Enoch Dumbutshena, is equally
modest. He gestures towards the valley, with cows munch-
ing by a stream, and towards the three small hills beyond
and he says: "My friends laugh at me for buying a view." He
and Miriam have it to themselves. A mile beyond the hills is
the old Arcturus goldmine, part of the glitter that brought
Cecil Rhodes's "pioneers", to this land ninety years ago.

Enoch is the first black lawyer to be appointed a High
Court judge. Twenty-five years ago, when we first met, he
was selling insurance on commission because he had been
too involved in politics to remain a teacher. I first saw Great
Zimbabwe, those mysterious drystone ruins, in his corn-
pany. And I remember him, too, explaining with patience
and dignity about spirit mediums and the throwing of bones
to an Australian woman broadcaster who kept talking
about "witch doctors." He remained a teacher at heârt.

At the age of thirty-eight Enoch decided to study law
and went to England. (I have a faded photo of him shiver-
ing in the snows of Derbyshire.) He practised for some
years in Salisbury, but the atmosphere, after Ian. Smith
made his Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI) in

1965, became too oppressive. He escaped by walking for
days through the bush to Botswana, climbing trees at night
to avoid animals; and he set up practice instead in Zambia.
He briefly entered politics in 1979 but, when Robert
Mugabe's. Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU)
swept all of Mashonaland in the 1980 elections, Enoch
vanished from parliament and then was soon afterwards
appointed a judge.

Enoch Dumbutshena has other visitors on Easter Sat-
urday. George,Nyandoro arrives; full of the same bois-
terous laughter as used to accompany the dire prophecies
he made when he and Robert Chikerema revived the Af-
rican National Congress in September 1957 and recruited
Joshua Nkomo as its President.

Some fruits of independence "
I remind George how he had said, on the day he

launched Congress, "Our rivers will flow with blood," and
he replies, "Well, they did, didn't they?" Resistance to
white rule had run in his family for three generations: his
grandfather, a paramount chief, was a leader of the 1896
rebellion.

He and nearly everyone else under Enoch's trees have
suffered for their politics. George and Chik and Michael
Haddon, a mining engineer, had all been imprisoned for
four years; George, an accountant by training, now heads a
paper and printing firm that makes most of the country's
supply of toilet rolls. Chik is trying to move into the meat
wholesale business, and his wife has ideas about a plastic
design for a thermal food container.

There is nothing in this narrative resembling life in a
Marxist state, for sure. Zimbabwe may over the years
indeed become a socialist state. But what distinguishes its
citizens today, besides a deep enjoyment of peace, is busi-
ness enterprise and a resilience in recovering from the
devastation of a seven-year guerrilla war.

The scars of that war have faded but not vanished. The
remarkably successful exercise of monitoring the cease-fire
from December 1979 to the elections in February 1980, and

Clyde Sanger knows southern Africa from years of
experience there, five of them as correspondent for The
Guardian. Later he was Director of Communications in
the Commonwealth Secretariat. M1: Sanger contributed an
article to International Perspectives two years ago when
Zimbabwe began. This spring he went back to have
another look.



of controlling 22,000 gûerrillas in assembly points with a
tiny (1500-strong) Commonwealth force alonaside their
own commanders, has been welldocumented. (Most.fully
by Professor Henry Wiseman of the University of Guelph
in his book Frotn Rhodesia to Zürzbabtive; the Politics of
Transition.) The crisis in military terms came a year later,
when a beerhall brawl led to factional fightina within three
battalions of the new national army, whose units wére made
up equally from ZANLA (Mugabe) and ZIPRA (Nkomo)
guerrillas who had operated separately from Mozambique
and Zambia.

Establishing order

After the three mutinous battalions were disbanded,
the national army was more deliberately built up of four
briades, three of them trained by a British military mis-t-,
sion and one by North Koreans. There are still setbacks:
during April a large group of army defectors was roaming
near the Zambezi escarpment and raiding communities for
food. But the smooth integration of the four brigades, and
the discipline they have in general shown, have amazed
both foreign diplomats and most of Zimbabwe's 200,000
whites who feared the consequences of "freedom fighters"
coming to power.

The integration of politicians is seemingly trickierthan
that of soldiers. Prime Minister Mugabe has had difficult
times with both Ian Smith, who retnains`unreconciled to
change, and with Joshua Nkonio who. as the senior na-
rionalist leader, never fully accepted a lower rank in the
coalition formed at independence. But by Apri11982, the
second anniversary of independence, Mugabe had shown
his political skill by chipping important sections off the
main blocks of Nkomo's ZAPU and Smith's Republican
Front (RF). For, having dismissed Nkomo and two other
ZAPU ministers in February, he promoted three ZAPU
MPs to the Cabinet. And, having engineered a breakaway
by nine of Smith's twenty-member caucus he brought two of
these RF rebels into the government. One of them, Chris
Anderson, formerly Smith's Justice Minister, has special
responsibility for the public service; in particular, this
bright lawyer will be busy maintaining the morale of white
civil servants who remain in keyposts.Meanwhile, Nkomo
is now sixty-five and Smith who is sixty-three recede into
the shadows.

Three grèat challenges
For the two-year-old government of Robert Mugabe

the largest tasks ahead lie in the fields of land resettlement,
rural health services and mass education. The three are
mutually supportive, because hundreds of schools and
clinics are needed in order to keep` on the land young
people healthy and skilled enough to increase its pro-
ductivity. Yet these sectors compete for the larger slices of a
limited budget.

Thegovernment is determined that the resettlement
program - of buying large farms from white farmers and
turning theminto small holdings or cooperatives for the
landless and unemployed - should not simply involve land
redistribution but should significantlyincrease food pro-
duction. This is certainly an attainable objective, for much
of the 18 million hectares (46 million acres) that had been
alienated to white farmers since the 1930s was under-used
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and a farmer with a holding of 1200 hectares (3000acres
might well concentrate on a tobacco crop covering no more
than 35 hectares.

An incré.asein productivityamongAfriçan farmers is
also necessary,since Zimbabwe's population of-7.7 million
is increasing at one of the fastest rates in the world at
least 3.4 percent a year, and the census in August will give
more accurate figures. It is also crucial that redistribution
does not, even temporarily, reduce to any extent the agri-
cultural production in the. "commercial séctor"(the non-
racial term applied to the former white block of 5500
farms), because even in 1980, when the maize crop from
peasant areas haddoubledunder MuQabe's price incen-.
tives; four-fifths of the marketed crops was still being pro-
duced on these white farms.

The size of this undertaking in resettlement is im-
mense, dwarfing, for example, the land purchase schemeof

1.5 million acres in Kenya's "white highlands," which Brit-
ain financed with a rnere eighteen million pound loan in the
mid-1960s. During the Lancaster House conference British
Foreign Secretary Lord Carrington made it clear that it was
beyond Britain's capacity to fund resettlement in Zim-
babwe but that Britain would join an international effort

- This was the origin of the Zimbabwe Conference on
Reconstruction and Development (ZIMCORD), field in
March 1981 to seek pledges of more than 1,223 million
Zimbabwe dollars for rural development. (One Zimbabwe
dollar equalsroughly one-and-a-half Canadian dollars.)

By then the Zimbabwe government, with United Na-
tions and other help, had completed the human resettle-
ment of some 1.4 million refugees who had fled from the
war in rural areas either to neighboring countries or to the
cities. It had also produced a statement of economic policy
- Growthwith Equity - which reassuringly balanced
,egalitarianprinciples with talk of price stability and "dy-
namic efficiency"; and it provided impressive doc.umenta-
tionaboùtdrylandandirrigated projects for the seventy
delegations (from forty-five countries and inany agencies
that took part in ZIMCORD. The conference was a re-
markable success for Economic PlanningMinister Bernard
Chidzero, who raised in commitments more than his target
figure. Canada's contribution at ZIMCORD was to pledge
fifty million Canadian dollars, much of it in the provision of
road-grading vehicles and in aerial and geophysical
surveys.

The actual progress in land settlement has, however,
been slow so far although it is starting topick up speed. By
April 1982 only 757,540 hecfares had been acquired by the
government at a cost of fifteen million Zimbabwe dollars.
A senior official in the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement
and Rural Development, however, cited a figure of 162,000
families to be settled on nine million hectares during the
period to July 1985.'If land pressures are to be relieved in
the former "tribal trust lands" in eastern and southeastern
Zimbabwe, where ZANLA guerrillas found their strong-
est support because of land hunger, the scheme has proba-
bly to reach that vast size.

New agriculturalists
-Quantity is only-the first problem. A meticulous pro-

cess of valuation and bargaining with white farmers on a
"willing buyer, willing seller" basis has slowed down ac-



quisition.-Thé government also wants to ensure.adequate
watersupplies and a road system before settlers move in.
There weremisunderstandinp when application forms for
potential settlers were distributed through the fifty-five
new and inexperienced district councils: in some places

Condo Dam and irrigation of 70,000 hectares at the cost

women (who are literally the backbone of agriculture) were
told they could not apply, and in parts of Matabeleland
there was apathy. Lands Minister Moven Mahachi says:
"We are gradually overcoming these problems."

He himself had experience on a series of cooperatives
run by Anglican missionaries (from St. Faith's, Rusape,,on
to Cold Comfort Farm) thatwereoften the target of pre-
vious governments fromthe 1950s. Now cooperatives in
various forms, some involving communal living and work-
in^ together on a "core estate," but allincludingindividual
smallholdincys, are the favored instrument for resettle-
ment. Didymus Mutasa, another St. Faith's graduate and
now Speaker of the national assembly, çallsthem"the
spearhead of Zimbabwe's socialist structure." What the
government will not support, anyhow, is the wholesale
transfer of large estates to individual Africans, as hap-
pened in Kenya. The aim is to provide peasant families
with 400 Zimbabwe dollars net income a year. And the
individual holdings will be no more than twelve acres of
arable land or elseenough to carry sixty head of cattle.

The longer-term future, according to another Minis-
ter, lies in big dams and large-scale mechanization; and
forty-five sites are already marked out for such projects.
The ZIIv1CORD papers speak of the development of the
Sabi Valley over fifteen years with the construction of the

of more than 500 million Zimbabwe dollars. Although

from citrus and sugar to vegetables),. it worries' Zimbab-,
weans of the "small is beautiful" school by resembling too
much the lon--established white estates at Triangle and
Hippo Valley in the lowveld towards the Limpopo.

«'orking at education

Meanwhile, a group of model schools for some 8000
refugee children has been launched on former white farms
under the Zimbabwe Foundation for Education with Pro-
duction (ZIMFEP) whose patron is President Canaan Ba-
nana. The principle of linking academic studies with
productive work, and of teaching ÿoung people ways to
become self-employed, has been adapted from the work of
Patrick van Rensberg with the Serowe brigades in
Botswana. The model schools that are strongly supported
by outside agencies - those, for example, in Shamva and
West Nicholson backed with Scandinavian and Lutheran
funds - are forging ahead.

The greatest leap has been taken in formal school
enrollment. The primary school population has more than
doubled since 1979 to I.9million this year, and high school
enrollment has trebled to 218,000. All kinds of devices are
bein, used to meet shortages of school facilities and teach-
ers: "hot seating," or double-shift classrooms, and prilnary
school teachers being trained on the job through a four-
year "distanteducation" course. The shortages are bound
to become more acute as the policy is pursued of finding
hi-h school places for eighty percent of primary school
leavers (at present the percentage is twenty). The curricu=

Zirnbabwe

lum is beingrevised; not only to add productive activities
but also to give it a scientific base;-and some North Korean
advisers are helping in this area.

Trying to keep healthy

Healthservices were inRhôdesian times focussed on
the curativeneeds of an urban population, and delivered
through large city hospitals, despite. the fact that eighty
percent of the population live in rural areas and could
benefit most through preventive care:: women through sim-
ple maternity services, for example, and children through
reducing measles, whooping cough and diarrhea, as well'as
through improving nutrition.

So the ministry is noworganizing two-month training
courses for village health workers (VHWs), chosen by their
own community, while traditional birth attendants are
bëing taught hygiene and sterilization methods.This pri-
mary.level of care has its base in health centres and clinics
that are now being built in every district. But, as one
provincial hospital administrator pointed out, it is impor-
tant for a VHW first to provide some treatment for the
visible ills in a community if he or she is to win their
confidence for talk of nutrition and disease prevention.
Also, expenditure on the big-city hospitals has not de-
creased and the new costs of rural services are being çov-
ered by foreign aid. 1%

Two years of Zimbabwe - not bad
Zimbabwe, it can be seen, has all or nearly all the

problems of any other newly-invented country. It has to
build up an efficient public service, inculcate a spirit of
national unity, set credible goals of economic and social
development and form a foreign policy in a world of rival-
ries. In Zimbabwe's case these problems are aggravated by
the distortions of a dual economy of urban whites and, rural
blacks, and by the wastage of a long war. It is also stuck in
the front line of the continuing black-white struggle in
South Africa, which spills over in acts of sabotage (pylons
were expertly sundered outside Harare on Good Friday
morning) and could swamp the country in an invasion.

Yet I would dare to say that Zimbabwe has made a
better start to independence than most states in Common-
wealth Africa. It has had the advantage of being able to
learn from their mistakes. The long years of UDI produced
hundreds of graduates with experience of many countries;
now they have to apply the best of that experience at home.

Zimbabwe is unlikely to waste its assets in Pan-African
pace-setting, as Kwame Nkrumah did in Ghana. It can
avoid the worst internal splits, having neither Nigeria's
awkward structure of three powerful peoples nor Uganda's
problem of the Baganda people in the country's heartland
being at odds with the ruling party. It has put more empha-
sis on developing the country's basic asset- the fertile land
- than has its neighbor Zambia, andis doing so in a more .
egalitarian way than, Kenya and can offer farmers more
incentives and services than Tanzania. It is maintaining a
more open, self-critical society than Malawi.

Zimbabwe's leaders and people are tackling their
many problems with verve and imagination, and they de-
serve to succeed. El
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by Anthony Westell

Canada and the United States; Dependence and Diver-;
gence by The Atlantic Council Working Group on the
United States and Canada; Willis C. Armstrong, Chair-
man and Rapporteur, .Louise S. Armstrong; Co-Rappor-
teur, Francis O. Wilcox, Project Diréctor. Foreword by
Kenneth Rush, Chairman, The Atlantic Council of the
United States. Cambridge:. Ballinger Publishing Com-
pany,v, 331 pages.

This is a book about Canada by Americans, and the
purpose is to advise the USgovernment on policy towards
Canada. For Canadians, therefore, it is an opportunity to
see ourselves as others see us, and to gain at least an idea of
what to expect from Washington over the next few years.

The results are reassuring if not particularly enlighten-
ing. We appear to be a reasonably sensible country strug-
gling through difficult times, and the general advice to the
US government is to watch carefully, negotiate often, re-
frain from interfering, and hope for the best.

The Atlantic Council of the United States was formed
some twenty years agoto promote closer ties among West-
ern Europe, North America,Japan, Australia and New
ZeaIand - which surely should make it the "Atlantic and
Pacific Council."

As thecurrent Council chairman, Kenneth Rush, ex-
plains in his Foreword: "In 1979, the Atlantic Council of the
United States decided to undertake a foreign policy study
of the implications for the. United States of trends that may
be anticipated in Canadian affairs during the'next ten or
fifteen years. We believed that such a study could lay the
groundwork for US policy by identifying the bilateral and
multilateral issues where friction is most likely and where
co-operation is most essential. We invited a working group
of forty-five members to undertake this important task,
which began in March 1980." -

The moving spirits appear to have been Willis C.
Armstrong, a former US Ambassador in Ottawa and As-
sistant Secretary of State and still a State Department
consultant, and Louise S. Armstrong, also a former foreign
service officer. Both of course are well known in the Can-
ada-US studies community.

Seven members of the working group prepared posi-
tion papers, and these make up the bulk of the book. In the
main, they are well-informed and balanced accounts of the

relationship and of current and anticipated problems. Al-
thoügh they attempt to peer into the future, sonie are
already out of date in some areas: For example; the studies
were prepared before the constitutional settlement, before
the Ottawa-Alberta energy pact, and before the federal
government backed off its commitment fo expand the
scope of FIRA.

Nev.ertheless, the studies should persuade any
thoughtful US policy-maker that we are not about to seize
US assets, nationalize the enérgy industry, join the Third
World, or fall apàrt as Quebec and the West separate.
Professor Howard H. Cody of St. Thomas University, New
Brunswick, writes thoughfully about the future of Cana-
dian federalism and predicts further decentralization. Ed-
ward F. Wonder, of International Energy Associates;
contributes a notably well-balanced review of energy rela-
tionships, warning that the United States cannot look to
-Canada for more oil but should help us to achieve self-
sufficiency because that will reduce world demand. Gary
C. Hufbauer and Andrew James Samet, of the Internation-
al Law Institute at Georgetown University, discuss invest-
ment relations and point Out that the United States as well
as Canada is concerned about foreign capital and control
and has policies to deal with it. They conclude that further
nationalistic actions in` Canada will strengthen a growing
opinion in the United States that more should be done
about foreign investment, so that the US may wind up with
its own version of FIRA - not a consumation devoutly to
be desired, in this reviewer's opinion. One FIRA is quite
enough. John M. Volpe, of the US Chamber of Commerce,
suggests an early-warning system through which the two
governments could notify each other of actions likely to
affect trade relations. He writes off a movetoward free
trade as a non-starter, which may be premature. Annette
Baker Fox, of Columbia University, who is to teach at
Toronto next year, surveys cross-border environmental is-
sues. And Douglas J. Murray of.the US Air Force Acad-
emy provides a careful but perhaps optimistic view of the
defence relationship.

The most controversial of the studies is Alfred O.
Hero Jr.'s review of trends in Quebec and the implications
for US policy. Some members of the working-group
doubted the wisdom of publishing anything on a matter of
such sensitivity to Canadians, but they need not havewor-
ried. Mr. Hero's sympathy for Quebec nationalism is well
known and it is no surprise to find him forecasting a signifi-
cant devolution of powers to Quebec and to other provinces
over thenext couple of decades. He is from Louisiana and
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interest in French culture may be the father of his analysis
- although lie is always worth reading.

Theworkinggroup drew upon these studies to form its
opinions and to make policy recommendations. Given the
balance of the good sense and the research, it is logical that
the recommendations are calm and conventional and not
worth repeating here in detail. Washington is urged to
review this, to negotiate.that, to watch with care, to protect
this interest and promote that, mostly within the existing
bilateral structures.

This reviewer was jarred only by some of the-inciden-
tal language of the Council's conclusions. To say that Cana-
dian policy toward the United States swings between
"éxtreme nationalism and professions of close and friendly
association," is a wild exaggeration. Cânadian policy has
never been close to extreme nationalism, and it is troubling
that Americans can harbor such a misconception. Again,
the Council suggests that Prime Minister Trudeau's agenda
includes "government direction of the economy," which
would be laughable if it.were not so foolish.

One can hope that US readers will be more influenced
by the detailed studies and by the cautious policy rec-
ommendations than.by some of the curious bees buzzing in
the Council's bonnet.

Anthony Westell is a Professor of .Iôurnalismat Carleton
University in Ottawa, with a special interest in Canada-US
relations.

The Israeli foreign office

by Sidney A.-Freifeld

Destination Peace: Three Decades oflsraeli Fo"reign Policy
by Gideon Raphael. Stein and Day, $16.95, 403 pages.

A note on the cover says simply that Gideon Rafael
was born in Germany in 1913,.studied at the University of
Berlin and emigrated to Palestine in 1934. This leaves the
reader to wonder what there was in his upbringing that
endowed him to become - in Canadian terms - a com-
bination ofO.D. Skelton, Hume Wrong and John Holmes
in the development of the Israeli Foreign Service, in which
he rose through the ranks to the top post of Director-
General of the Ministry, and at other times held ambas-
sadorships to the United Nations, London, Brussels and
the EÈC; :while all the time serving as wide-ranging troub-
leshooter for his country. Nor do we learn how Rafael,
whose mother tongue was presumably German and
adopted tongue Hebrew, was able to prepare in English
such an elegantly written, indeed exhilirating, book on the
art of diplomacy, the infighting of Israeli Cabinet politics
with warts-and-all sketches of the leading players, together
with a perceptive and surprisingly frank analysis of Israeli
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foreign policy and practices during three turbulent decades
since the State's foundation.

From his analysis it can be inferred that Israeliforeign
policy has been more tactics and less strategy, mostly de-
signed to forestall confrontation and minimize crises. Gov-
ernments seem more certain about what they don 't want in
the short run than about long-term goals; they usually
respond defensively to the moves of others and seldom take
calculated -initiatives themselves. Only Ben-Gurion emer-
ges from-this book as a leader with a clear vision of where
he was steering his country and what route he would follow
to get there.

Perhaps inevitably, a nation under seige from birth:will
turn first to its generals to act and react, rather than to its
diplomats. But, Mr. Rafael suggests, the generals' deci-
sions may not always be wise, especially if taken with little
or no Cabinet debate. All too frequently the Foreign Min-
istry is passed over by the Defence authorities and the
Prime Minister's Office. When guerrilla raids from Jordan
became intolerable during 1968, the decision to respond by
attacking Karameh caused Foreign Minister Abba Eban to
argue that the target was unsuitable, the scale exaggerated
and the political risks disproportionate. In Rafael's view,
the.operation was more of a boost than a blow to the
terrorists, failed to stop the attacks into Israel, and "irrev-
ocably implanted the Palestine problem on the internation-
al agenda." In this instance, at least, the Foreign Ministry
knew what was going on. On another occasion during the
1970s, Israeli forces operated in Lebanon for two days
-without anyone in the Foreign Ministry knowing about it..
Nevertheless, while on balance, Rafael is a dove, his book
does supply abundant evidence to justify many actions of
the hawks. His account of the antecedents of the 1967 war
will prove of especial interest to Canadian readers.

Pandit Nehru once asked Rafael how Israel, with one
two-hundredths India's population, could find so many
suitable persons to head diplomatic posts, a problem both-
ering him in India. Rafael surprised him in responding that
many of his ambassadors came out of kibbutzim rather than
diplomatic schools. "The man from befiind the plough who
was familiar with the intricacies of modern rural economy,
who understood how to ...negotiate with hard-headed
bankers and thick-skinned bureaucrats, who had innate
intelligence and human culture, was at least as_good ambas-
sadorial timber as the professional diplomat reared in the
precincts of acàdemic exclusivity. Some of our best people
had a background of both. They were ...educated in the
ways of other nations and imbued with the knowledge and
sense of the history of their own people. Most ...swiftly
acquired their professional polish, others remained rough
diamonds, attractive and valuable in their own way."

Mr. Rafael is never self-serving in this book, one of the
most absorbing and readable on Arab-Israeli questions to
be published in years.

Sidney Freifeld retired from the Department of External
Affairs in 1975, after three decades in the Canadian
Foreign Service.
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There are two sides
to every coin ....

Since taking office in 1978, Prime Minister Pieter W.
Botha has initiated many reforms; reforrns so dramatic they have
caused a split within the ruling National Party. Yet, little positive
menti on is made abroad of this progress.

In 1981, for instance, a far-reaching Bill was introduced
to remove any remaining discriminatory aspects from labour relations.
Dynamic developments also have taken place in sport, in the creation
of government-recognized unions for Blacks, in equal pay for all pro-
fessionals in government service, in the elimination of job reservation,
in-education for Blacks, in sharing of recreational and cultural facilities,
in bringing about wage parity, in effecting equal business and urban
property rights and in creating new housing and township
development.

The Government of
South Africa is committed to a
course of reform. Get the facts.
Discover the other side 'of-
the coin.
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The Krugerrand -
symbol of stability in a
changing world.

Embassy of the Republic of South Africa-
15 Sussex Drive

OTTAWA, Ontario K1M 1M8




